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INTRODUCTION



A SHORT HISTORY OF THREE WORKPLACE LITERACY
PROJECTS: LOSING AND GAINING BUSINESS
PARTNERS.

Our first business partner was the local giant Precision Cast Parts Company
which makes parts for the Challenger nose cone and Boeing airplane parts among
other products. We had the enthusiastic support from the company president and
the manager of human relations to set a literacy project in their Tdaniun, plant
They knew exactly what department they wanted us to work with. Helen Humphreys
and Mary Craven spent three days doing a basic skills audit including twelve
interviews with workers.The team leader of the production line was behind the
project and wanted to help as much as he could. We were Invigorated by the scope
and importance of the basic skills problem.

The company had a production and safety problem having to do with the
inability of the production line workers to do the math ratio and proportions
necessary to change the ph in acid baths. The production line where this was
happening was a small but important link in production. Also errors In calculations
could result in faulty product and in environmental and personal safety issues.

despite the perfect workplace literacy scenario, we were not able to set up
even one class. We were stonewalled: we would set up meetings that managers
didn't come to, we didn't get return calls, we couldn't get a classroom reserved.
What happened? We can only speculate, but during this time the company was
assessed a huge fine for environmental pollution, and our production line may have
been involved. Also during this period every manager in the company was
reassigned or let go. We lost our sympathetic HR manager one day before the
project was to start. The new HR manager not only was in the dark about the
project, but she had neither time or knowledge to supervise it. The company
president still voiced support of the idealbut we finally came to an understanding
with him that can be summarized as "maybe next time."

The impact of losing Precision Cast Parts eight months into the project was
sickening but not fatal. We not only lost the project but also we lost two of the
three college faculty initially interested in workplace literacy; they were
disheartened and went on to greener pastures. We had also endured some criticism
form our customized contracts department (EMD). EMD had arranged many
management training projects for Precision Cast Parts and felt we were offering a
service for free that they could charge for.

Luckily, I had a contact at an interesting, small company less than two miles
from our learning lab. Warn Industries, a winch and hubcap maker was already
interested in workplace literacy. The short version of our relationship was that we



officially pulled out of Precision Cast Parts on a Wdnesday, I contacted Warn's HR
manager on Friday and we started classes Tuesday. We have had a warm and
mutually beneficial relationship with Warn and its employees for the balance of the
project. In fact, Warn hired our workplace literacy instructor as a full time employee!

In the meantime, Oregon Cutting Systems had agreed to be our second
business partner.They are an international company producing cutting edges for
all kinds of industries but In Oregon they specialize In supplying the timber
Industry. Our education laboratory (Targeted Learning Center) had a long
relationship with OCS. We had found OCS to be Interested in the education of all
its employees. They even had a quality circle (ODONS) whose special interest was
employee education. ODONS wanted to set up a miniature Targeted Learning
Center at OCS for the purpose of reaching people with the lowest literacy levels in
a format that would neither frighten nor jeopardize their jobs. We surveyed the
population for educational interest with excellent response. We found a significant
number of responses from the population were targeting but getting them to come
to a class held on the work site was a different story. The people who were low
in reading and math or who wanted to get a GED would come to Targeted Learning
Center with its relative anonymity, but they would not come to classes or tutoring
at their worksIte. Even writing and business English classes didn't draw enough
people to justify continuing. Our most enthusiastic response was for computer
basics, including keyboarding. OCS is a very computer oriented company but most
of their inhouse training is for higher applications. Evidently, there was a layer of
people who needed some help jumping in to the computer world. Our relationship
with the ODONS committee has been pleasant and stimulating. They have never
lost sight of their vision nor lost their compassion and concern for those peers who
work under the handicap of illiteracy.



Teacher Narrative: Warn Shop Math

Initial Contact:

Warn had begun a math class for the basic skills learner prior to our
involvement. We convinced them that, with the aid of the grant, we could develop
functional context materials for the class and deliver instruction. They were eager
to do this.

Development:

Initially 30 hours were spent performing literacy task analysis on math tasks
performed in the plant. Later, 10 hours were spent surveying needs and prioritizing
instructional objectives. Throughout the project, another 20 hours was spent in
task analysis and needs assessment activity. Curriculum development took
approximately 120 hours. Development off pre-tests/ post-tests and administrative
tasks took about 30 hours initially and weekly administrative and individual
consultation averaged 3 to 5 hours per week.

Delivery of Instruction:

I took over the class immediately and incorporated the new materials as soon
as they were ready. The class meets for 1 hour, two times per week. Class
activities involve discussion of skill applications on the job, worksheets modeled
after actual tasks and on-one-one or small group demonstrations of the skills. The
course is open exit and most workers finish after about 20 hours of instruction.
The post-test scores are quite high.

The typical learner either has forgotten math skills learned in school or never
really understood the concepts and how math relates to on-the-job problem solving.

Evaluation:



Response has been very favorable (see evaluation comments). One problem
has arisen in that some employees do not expect to be cross-trained to the extent
that we expected when selecting the critical tas!-,s. We plan to develop another
class for the 'non-shop" worker this year.
Many students have praised the class as being easy and practical. Supervisor
response has been positive as well.

Teacher Narrative: Warn Basic Computer

Initial Contact:

The company expressed concerns that many workers were intimidated by
computers and wished to see a basic skills class taught on computers. Initially, it
seemed that many workers would soon be asked to perform tasks on PC's and the
Novell network. The goal of instruction was to make employees more comfortable
around computers and more fluent with the concepts and terminology.

Development:

I spent 20 hours with pvsonnel that were newly competent on PC's and the
network. I spent 10 hours with the companies trainers and information services
people. Several task analysis were conducted and a list of competencies were
developed. From this list, a 16 hour curriculum was developed (approx. 80 hours).
A screening system with a pretest was devised to allow the classes to have a
homogenous level of knowledge and skills. The company took over the screening
process and did not pay attention to knowledge levels or needs when assigning
workers to the class. Seven laptop computers were set up for class and take home



work.

Delivery of Instruction:

The classes met for 1 hour twice a week for an average of 16 hours of class
time. Many students stayed after to ask specific questions related to problems they
were working on. An extra session was set up for workers who missed too many
classes to keep up. For four weeks, a group of 4 workers came to a class to work
on applications they were using for work tac.oks.

The sessions began with a discussion of vocabulary and whenever possible,
an application of the vocabulary or concept was done on the laptops. Each worker
was involved in a project on a word processor or spreadsheet. The company's
logistical limitations precluded the desired time on the network and their mainframe
system (AMAPS). Not being able to access these two systems was a
disappointment to many students (see the evaluations). But several classes did
deal with the concepts and ideas behind the systems.

Evalvation:

In many classes, workers shared laptops and worked together on projects.
For the initially intimidated, this worked well, they were never alone. For the more
competent user, having to share a computer was viewed as a negative aspect of
the class. These workers also felt the course was loo basic." Had the initial
screening process been utilized these problems would have been averted.

A post test was conducted with the group of workers who were the initial
target of the course (little or no computer knowledge/skill). The pre/post progress
and comments on the evaluations indicate that our objective was met. A group of
workers is now more comfortable around computers and has a significant grasp of
the terminology and concepts involved.

Teacher Narrative: OCS Basic Computer

Initial Cortact:

Initial interest in some other basic skills courses was sagging at OCS. The
idea of doing a basic computer course was due in part to earlier success with the
class a Warn. A gap existed in OCS's computer training system that involved some
basic computer skills and keyboard ability. Before one can progress in computer
training at OCS, they must type 15 wpm or faster. Discussions with several of their
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in-house trainers also indicated need for students to possess a more complete
understanding of the concepts and terminology used with PC's.

Development:

An audit was conducted with four in-house Instructors and two students who
had gone through some courses and became competent with computers on the job.
Each Interview yielded a list of competencies that a basic computer course at OCS
should address. This information was used to develop a curriculum which Included
time spent with vocabulary and on the computers with a spreadsheet and word
processor. Time and instruction in keyboarding was also provided.

Delivery:

Each session involved discussion and hands on participation. Several
projects were used to give the students a chance to work with the applications.
The company provided PC's in a lab with a datavue. It was a wonderful
instructional environment. An assistant was utilized to allow as much one-on-one
as possible. The course was briei, 9 hours, but indications are that many of the
students will be enrolling in more courses in early '92.

Evaluation:

Two survey formats were used (see evaluations). Bot i indicated the class
was a success. The company has agreed to include the class in future offerings
in their training system. A supervisors ' survey has not been returned ye*,

Teacher Narrative: OCS Basic Math

Initial Contact:

I took over this class after the initial development. We pursued the idea of
developing functional context materials with this group but got little response. The
students had a clear idea of their need and we worked with what had.

Development:

No further development was done, except to secure some texts that
addressed the students' needs.

Delivery:

The course was more of a study group with never more than three oo four in
attendance. Work was generally self study from a variety of texts (a machine math
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and SPC text were used as well). Group discussion was utilized whenever more
than one worker was working on similar skills.

Evaluation:

Comments are all favorable. The company is still trying to collect the participant's
post surveys. Some data was included in the Interim report.



DEMOGRAPHICS



Demographic Summary

Course Title: ocs toomec-teavners --b4s(c
Company/Site: Tosq6-e4s, Learn;y11 cevAes-

1. Age Distribution

18 or younger: 19 to 25 yrs.: I 26 to 36: 1. 36 to 50: 51 to 65: 0 65 or older:

2. Etimic/Race Groups

White: 1 k Black: I Indian: p/ Hispanic: / Other: / A 514 Y1

3. Gender Male: 2 Female: 1 "2-

4. Marital Status (Single and Head of Homehold overlap)

Single: 41 Married 97 Head of Household: LI

5. Tenure

Less than 1 yr.: 1 to 2 yrs: 1 3 to 5 yrs: 2. 6 to 10 yrs: I over 10 yrs: 7

6. and 7.: answers vary widely, raw data is available.

8. School completion

below grade 8: 8: (6 9: 10:2 11: 0 124 GED: /

Degrees Yes:Of No: 2. AA: g5 BS/BA: MS/MA:

9. Reasons for attending

e6 :improve job performance
g :qualify for future job postings
cr :further my education

:personal goals
2 :find out more about this kind of training

:to become more active in company training programs
:other (see attached summaries)

10. Best way to learn q ;Read about it
Z :Listen to presentations or talks
7 :Have someone show and tell me

)0 :other

3 sovvie co l(eqc
c3 )16 data)

See summaries for other comments
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Demographic Summary

Course Title: PCS - CcA/IPOVef "EctiSiC&
Company/Site: cos .00u004,8, lab

1. Age Distribution

18 or younger:0 19 to 25 yrs.. 3 26 to 36:14

5 1

11===INIMMINI

36 to 50: 21 51 to 65: 13 65 or older: /

2. Ethnic/Race Groups

White: 141 Black: Z Indian: 6 Hispanic: 3 Other: f5

3. Gender Male: 2. Female: 3/

4. Marital Status (Single and Head of Household overlap)

Single: 11 Married 3 Head of Household:

5. Tenure

Less than 1 yr.: 1 1 to 2 yrs: 6; 3 to 5 yrs: 40 6 to 10 yrs: 4 over 10 yrs: 2. 8
6. and 7.: answers vary widely, raw data is available.

8. School completion

below grade 8: 0 8: qi 9: 10: sØ 11: 3 12:.23 GED:

Degrees Yes: I No: AA: 5 BS/BA: q MS/MA:

9. Reasons for attending

24 :improve job performance
144 :qualify IC,- future job postings.

,3S :further my education
3 :personal goals
(3 :find out more about this kind of training
13 :to become more active in company training programs
DI :other (see attached summaries)

10. Best way to learn "7 :Read about it
2 :Listen to presentations or talks

q2:Have someone show and tell me
:other

s Wii4 we. colteer6
ciatse
13 vjiik m0ore

t ileac f Cc.ffiEq.4

See sun-maries for other comments



Demographic Summary

Course Title: War - caylpui-er rak& ic
Company/Site: Wean ItAciusl-riteC Wong Cotteic kt0145

1. Age Distribution

18 or younger119 to 25 yrs.: ci 26 to 36: Ago 36 to 50: to5 51 to 65: A3 65 or older:

2. Ethnic/Race Groups

White: 12.4 Black: 1 Indian: Hispanic: Other: Li (A.51.C.4Y1)

3. Gender Male: Sci 4Female: t/

4. Marital Status (Single and Head of Household overlap)

Single: 14 Married 5q Head of Household: ) 5

5. Tenure

Less than 1 yr.: g 1 to 2 yrs: 25 3 to 5 yrs: 21 6 to 10 yrs: Za over 10 yrs: 41.

6. and 7.: answers vary widely, raw data is available.

8. School completion

below grade 8: 1 8: qr 9: 2 10: 2 11: Li 12:75 GED: E It 640iva CoVivqe,
0(6 "Kte.AA MAE lfeqtr

Degrees Yes: I No: 1W AA: Ip BS/BA: 5 MS/MA:

9. Reasons for attending

itgo:improve job performance
5,(,:qualify for future job postings

/02 :further my education
70 :personal goals
/0 :find out more about this kind of training

(34! :to become more active in comp'any training programs
Ai :other (see attached summaries)

10. Best way to learn IT :Read about it
14 :Listen to presentations or talks

qy :Have someone show and tell me
/ :other

See summaries for other comments



Demographic Summary

Course Title: wafn 6hcip 4i1t)
Company/Site:

1. Age Distribution

18 or younger1519 to 25 yrs.:12, 26 to 36: 33 36 to 50: 42(0 51 to 65: 7 65 or older: /

2. Ethnic/Race Groups

White: 7/ Black: 2 Indian: / Hispanic: S Other:

3. Gender Male: 4/6) Female: 33

4. Marital Status (Single and Head of Household overlap)

Single: 2 to Married 50 Head of Household:

5. Tenure

Less than 1 yr.: 11 1 to 2 yrs: 19 3 to 5 yrs: 20 6 to 10 yrs: /3 over 10 yrs: /3

6.. and 7.: answers vary widely, raw data is available.

8. School completion

below grade 8: / 8: j/3 9: 2. 10: / 11:%3 12:5<1 GED:

Degrees Yes: 2 No: '76 AA: / BS/BA: MS/MA: 0

9. Reasons for attending

q/ :improve job performance
/42 :qualify for future job postings
55 :further my education
35 :personal goals
3 :find out more about this kind of training

31 :to become more active in company training programs
0 :other (see attached suMmaries)(bru511 up) Mai-tn)

10. Best way to learn 620:Read about it
I :Listen to presentations or talks

LAI :Have someone show and tell me
j :other

See summaries for other comments



Demographic Summary

Course Title: LOCein .140iKOCS- lecoM qtrS -Bet 51.e (.31K4'its

Company/Site: Tor9 A-e LeAvill'oci Cevt,i-er

1. Age Distribution

18 or younger:0 19 to 25 yrs.: 0 26 to 36: Q 36 to 50: 5 51 to 65: 0 65 or older: cp

2. Ethnic/Race Groups

A514 \White: 11 Black: Indian: Hispanic: Other. Y

3. Gender Male: 2. Female: a

4. Marital Status (Single anu Head of Household overlap)

Single: Married 65 Head of Household: /

5. Tenure

Less than 1 yr.: 95 1 to 2 yrs: Z 3 to 5 yrs: / 6 to 10 yrs: z over 10 yrs:

6. and 7.: answers vary widely, raw data is available.

8. School completion

below grade 8: cf 8: / 9: / 10: 11: 12: / GED: 7.

Degrees Yes:0 No: 5 AA: BS/BA: MS/MA:

9. Reasons for attending

:improve job performance
2 :qualify for future job postings
6 :further my education
3 :personal goals

:find out more about this kind of training
:to become more active in company training programs
:other (see attached summaries)

10. Best way to learn :Read about it
:Listen to presentations or talks

3 :Have someone show and tell me

p5
:other

See summaries for other comments
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SAMPLE OF REGISTRATION FORMS



REGISTRATION FORM

. Personal Information

Name__

Current Address:

Telephone .t:umber: _

1. What is your age group?

16-18yre. 19-25yrs. 26-36Vs.

2. What is your ethnic group?

1. )(White 2. Black 3.

Birthdate:

51-65ym 65-ym

Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender? 1. )1( Male 2.

4. Circle: Single Married

Female

Head of Household

II. Employment Information:

E kr r
Extension No.# Mailbox riirp

5. How long have you worked

i033 than 1 year 1-2yrs. 3-5yrs.

arm Owt OtA4S/jd
Lk44016r ihric. lek r

(tee 4r1.4- (At t'c ha5 1 ((Mtn, )
for this company? 740 1044

640 yrs more than 10 years

6. What is your job title? gleC4r;Cast_____

7. How long have you worked in this job title? 19
(beginning date)

III. Training and.Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complete in school?

below 8 8 9 10 11

1 yr college

12 GED

more than 1 yr. college

Have you earned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters

ST CC7V



9. WhiLh of the following are your reasons for attending this
class? (You may mark up to three answers.)

,c a. To improve my job performance.
b. To qualify for future job postings.

X c. To further my education.
)( d. To meet personal goals.

e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company training programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something
you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. Read about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.
3. )1( Have someone show and tell you about it.
4. Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class? 1. )( Yes 2. No

12. Wbat do you expect to get from this class?

71-

WPL 1/15/91



REGISTRATION PORK

. Personal Information

Name

Current Address'

Telephone Number: Birthdate: //

1. What is your age group?

16-18yrs. 19-25yr& 26-36yrs, 36-50yr3. 51-65yrs. 65-yrs.

2. What is your ethnic group?

1. ( White 2. Black 3. Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender? 1. /1 Male 2. Female

4. Circle: Married Head of Household

II. Employment Infolmation:

Extension No.# Mailbox "df

5. How long have you worked for this company?

less than 1 year 1-2yrs. 3-5yrs.

6. What is your job title?

7. How long have you worked in this job title?_4,24ej2:_____
(beginning date)

6-10 yrs. more than 10 years

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complete in school?

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. cullege

Have you earned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2. /No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters



9. Which of the following are your reasons for attending this
class? (You may mark up to three answers.)

a. To improve my job performanLe.
b. To qualify for future job postings.

X c. To further my education.
d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company training programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something
you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. Read about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.
3. / Have someone show and tell you about it.
4. Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class? 1. )(Yes 2. No

12. What do you expect to get from this class?

A -67 AVAti Lziert_t



REGISTRATION FORM

. Personal Information

Current Address:.

A

Telephone Number: Birthdate:__1244__
1. What is your age group?

uosym. 19.25ym 2644m 36-5Nm 5145ym

2. What is your ethnic group?

1.X White 2. Black 3. Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

657-rs.

3. What is your gender? 1.X_Male 2. Female

4. Circle: Sina1e Married Head of Household

II. Employment Information:

Extension No.# Mailbox

5. How long have you worked for this company?

leafn1 year 1-2yrs. 3-5yrs. 6-10 yrs. more than 10 years

6. What is your job title? 6142ozuz-__ Ope-oefile.,
7. How long have you worked in this job title? 2,2-4;4;'

(beginning date)

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you coiplete in school?

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

Have you earned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters



9. Which of the following are your reasons for attending this
class? (You may mark up to three answers.)

a. To improve my job perfo7mance.
b. To qualify for future job postings.
c. To further my education.
d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company training programs
g.

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something
you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. Read about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.
3._4__Have someone show and tell you about it.
4. Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class? 1.)1C Yes 2. No

12. What do you expect to get from this class?

.11110

WPL 1/15/91



REGISTRATION FORK

I. Personal Information

Name.

Current Address:

Telephone Number: Birthdate:

1. What is your age group?

16-18yrs. 19-25yrs. 26-36yrs. 36-50yrs. 51-65yrs. 65-yrs.

2. What is your ethnic group?

1.)( White 2. Black 3. Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender? 1. Male 2. >e Female

4. Circle: Si--7;:giZ. Married Head of Household

II. Employment Information:

Extension No.# Mailbox

5. How long have you worked for this company?

less than 1 year 1-2yrs. 3-5yrs. 6-10 yrs. more than 10 years

6. What is your job title? AkeLhe Opjaicr

7. How long have you worked in this job title? Oily 197S
(beginning date)

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complete in school?

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

Have you earned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2. X No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters



9. Which of the following are your reasons for attending this
class? (You may mark up to three answers.)

a. To improve my jcb performance.
b. To qualify for future job postings.
c. To further my education.
d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company trainin9 programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something

you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1.Z___Read about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.
3. Have someone show and tell you about it.

4. Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class? 1.:K Yes 2. No

12. What do you expect to get from this class?

WPL 1/15/91
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POST-PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

1. Background Information:
1. How long have you worked at this company?

2. How long have you done this kind of work?

3. How long have you worked in your present position? 010VV

4. What is your job title? t 4/1

5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?
MALE FEMALE

II. Course Information:
7. What can you do now that you couldn't do before taking this course?

R,Ac_41;304, Avc./ oec.1 vt/ALS

/8. How many classes have you attended so far? 61L1 ; L, Ma. Z:N)
classes. lc) Clo A 1

..,9. Has this coursp41elped you meet or work toward any of your personal
goals?

4.11/1 OMB

YFS No

(If you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)
In what way? Y r.) ; et/ 1414

Figure 6-3
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10. Circle one number in each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country musk 5 4 3 2 1 I can't stand country music
MED MO MO 1 11W MO TM* MO MO MID IOU MED MO NM.

How would ou rate this ro ram?

Very interesting to me

useful to me
on the job

II=

5

3 2 1 Boring to me

Much too difficult for me 5 4

2 1 Totally useless to me on
the job

MO min NM t im =1

ewe am NW =t NW OM

2 1 Much too easy for me
AMR, NW OM 1=1, MS ,MD

5 2 1 Totally useless to me
outside of work_____

Exactly what I expected 5 3 2 1 Not at all what I expected
ow an* MI M omb mo aw 1 aim a m

How would you rate the materials?

Hard to learn and 5

confusing for me
2 1 Easy to learn and simple

for me
MIO MD 141 IN. OM M. =10 INIM MIO 4=0 am am ow m

11 Wo ou recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?

YEs No

Why or why not?

/12. If you could change anything about tilis program, what would it be?
111ff, GAtA L V \A A' 4,4 JO

Thank you for taking time to help evaluate this course. Your answers will be
very useful in trying to make It better.

© 1990, Performance lus Learning Consultants, Inc.
0 (1/

Flgure 6-3, continued



272
Literacy at Work

POST-PRCGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The lnforrnation you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

I. Background Information:
kpi;1. How long have you worked at this company?

k.)2. How long have you done this kind of work?

3. How long have you worked in your present position? k.) R-

4. What is your job title? 1" )1

5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?
MALE

II. Course Information:
7. What can you do now that you couldn't do before taking this course?

J-e-w `r40

). How many classes have you attended so far?

classes.

.79. Has this cours helped you meet or work toward any of your personalgoals?

NoYES

(If you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

low

_444
LAtr ,41

gli
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fg--)

10. Circle one number in each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country music 5 3 2 1 I can't stand country music
MMOMMOUWOOMCMWOMMOMM.............MMO10000111101100mmeOMO.M11111.1010000=MOMMOIUMWMMOiMMOIMM46.11M

How would you rate this program?

Very interesting to me 4 3 2 1 Boring to me
mmemmadom.WWOmmemmommemmemnemm.mm.mmommomm.mm.mmemmomm.mmemmommommomm.mmemmominemmem=0.

Very useful to me
on the job

4 3 2 1 Totally useless to me on
the Job

MIVOmmomme0MommemOmmitmmOloponmemin.miesmnommommommommemmOMMOmmoMO.MMIPUMOSOommemmemmemmemmommemm.mm.mmemmloamemmomm

Much too difficult for me 5 4 CD 2 1 Much too easy for me
mmommommemmemm.wwOmmodEMI.MMOOMOWMOOOmmoMMeOmmOmM0MmOmmemOdommommommommommemmemmommemmomm.mmOmmemmoMM.OMMOMMo

zry useful to me
outside work

5 4 2 1 Totally useless to me
outside of work

mm.Unsmm.mmommOmmemmemmemmemmemmemaeMMOMMOOMOmmOMM.mmemm.mmOOMemm.mmommommemmommemmemmemimemeamm.mm.muommommotamoUnommoom

Exactly what I expected 5 3 2 1 Not at all what I expected
mmommommemmOmMommiemmOmmOmmommommommommOmmOmmeMmeGMO.MMOmmemmOmmemmammommemmOmmemmommammommomme.m mmommemmOmmommemmomm

How would you rate the materials?

Hard to learn and 5 4 3
confusing for me

Easy to learn and simple
for me

mimmemmOmmommommomm.mmedoo4mmommemm...10.01M.M.MG0000mOmmommoomomm.einomm..........mmimomm.mmOMMoO.MM.MMOM.MenMOMM

11. W 1 ou recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?

YES No

Why or why not? C71X.k

c-710

A
eV;e4.-)

12. If you could change anything abolit

4iIr

is4rogram, what would it be?
ofirn Awe i.

.ifro we 3 wart mg i wx., we fir k.",
"rta<Le 41 / -, '.4;zata---- a.-

Thank yoit r taking time to help evaluate this course. Your answers will be
very useful in trying to make it better.

C 1990, PerformancePlus Learning Consultants, Inc. 3 1

Figure 6-3, continued



Workplace Literacy Project Programs Evaluation 10
1990 Performance Plus Learning Consultants, Inc.
7869 Godolphin Dr., Springfield, VA 22153 (703)455-1735 FAX 703-455-5957

Instructor Anecdotal Report Form

Instructor Jen 0-MO Plant Location S

Date anecdote occurred -4 ct

Characteristics of participant:

Sex R Approximate age
L.

3 Race

Job classification t e f; It i a...h., Seniority with plant

Please lescribe in the space below comments made by this participant about how he
or she is applying the content of instruction to Job or to everyday life situations. Please
be as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.

is,41j15 tutuijz. L;p1,1Ast,..,,a _

FAA-Q.-v.1A AIN6J54-14-41 LP'GJY

Instructor 'NI >11 cLAA-t Plant Location 0 C.ctDate anecdote occurred 4)/ L

Characteristics of participant:

Sex Approximate age 3 / Race

Seniority with plant

Please describe in the space below comments made by this participant about how he
or she is applying the content of instruction to job or to everyday life situations. Please
be as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.

LI&Af 1)-1-4a411* -114/t't/;it-4 L'114)

+24iLc6AL,42,1A,,L,



Workplace Literacy Project Programs Evaluation 101990 Performance Pius Learning Consultants,
7869 Godolphin Dr., Springfield, VA 22153 (703)455-1735 FAX 703-455-5957

Instructor Anecdotal Report Form
Instructor ge eh.o../yte Plant Location 0 L-S
'Date anecdote occurred . 1-/L1 j, /136 /q )

Charactertstics of participant:

Sex M. Approximate age 2 Race jAj,&./Liv..,
Job classification e Seniority with plant /4, . 3 )'71-tAl

Please describe in the space below comments made by this participant about how heor she is applying the content of instruction to job or to everyday life situations. Pleasebe as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.
oce..AAA, NiNCLiltn, et..0 ect,AX.

.

cAAA-4..t 1/4071y. >IA*, rkt 1'1 " °La yttt_Lizat-kkict L&,tL D gzflL +.141;r0 04,Nd 4-12.9.1H ,6jrCbULA__, 64-.6.6..Usto
AiA (641

Instructor Plant Location

Date anecdote occurred

Qbangt=ios_f_p=giont
Sex Approximate age Race

Job title Seniority with plant

Please describe in the space below comments made by this participant about hchor she is applying the content of instruction to job or to everyday life situations. Pleasebe as specific as you can, providing participant quctes if possible.

33



REGISTRATION FORM

I. Personal Information

Name_

Current Address:

Telephone NumLer: Birthdate:14c2c2-q/

1. What is your age group3,

16-18yrs. 19-25yr3. 26-36yrs.

2. What is your ethnic group?

1.2White

)(
36-50ym 5145ym E5-ym

2. Black 3. Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender? Male 2. Female

4. Circle: Single Married) Head of Household

II. Employment Information:

Extension No.# Mailbox

5. How long have you worked for this company?
)(

less than 1 year 12yrs. 6-Myrs.3-5yrs more than 10 years

6. What is your job title? /e/ge
7. How long have you worked in this job title?

(beginning date)

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complete in school?

below 8 9 10 11 12 GED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

Have you_parned any college degrees?
1 Yes 2. '2#\_ No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters

"2 if 4,,4- X



9. Which of the following are your reasons for attending this
class? (You may mark up to three answers.)

X a. To improve my job performance.
b. To qualify for future.job postings.
c. To further my education.
d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company training programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something
you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. Read about it.
2. X Listen to presentations or talks about it.
3. Have someone show and tell you about it.

4. Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class? 1. Yes 2. No

12. What do you expect to get fro71 this class?

wl--)L 1/15/91



u3cAn IrJoy,daZi in( c&-r-

REGISTRATION FORM

I. Personal Information

Name
#

Current Address:

Telephone NumLer: Birthdate: (D" Li- q-7

1. What is your age group,?.

1648yrs. 19-25yrs. 26-36yrs. 36-50yrs. 51-65yrs, 65-yrs.

2. What is your ethnic group?

1. White 2. Black 3. Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender? 1.XMale 2. Female

4. Circle: Single

II. Employment Information:

Extension No.t Mailbox

5. How long have ou worked for this company?

6-10 yrs. more than 10 yearsless than 1 year 2Yr3. 3-5ym

6 What is your job title. tu7 t 5c.y3.efit
tA 1-.1

b--inning date)
7 How long have you worked in this job title?

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last ade you complete in school?

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

Have you arned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters



9. Which of the following are your reasons for attending this

class? You may mark up to three answers.)
a. To improve my job performance.
b. To qualify for future.job postings.
c. To further my .ducation.

11, d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company training programs

g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something

you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. /e; Read about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.

3. Have someone show and tell you about it.

4. Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class? 1. Yes 2.

/6
No

12. What do you expect to get from this class?

62.

12



U00x-r) c AA--- I I1A,L,T Ltr,c

REGISTRATION FORH

I. Personal Information

Current Address:

Telephone Nnini,er:

1. What is your age group,?,

16-18yrs. 19-25yrs. 25-36yrs.

2. What is your ethnic group?

Birthdate: 6 --,3 1755

1. White 2. . Black 3. Indian

51-6Syrs. 5S-yrs.

. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender? 1. Male 2. Female

4. Circle: Single arried Head of Household

II. Employment Information:

Extension No.# Mailbox

5. How long have :lu worked for thi company?

less than 1 year 1-2yr3. 3-syrs.

6. What is your job title?

6-10 yrs. more than 10 years

7. How long have you worked in this job title?

III. Training and aucation Information:

8. What i!; the last grade you complete in

2 6
(beginn g date)

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

1?

Have you earned any college degrees?
1 Yes 2.:: No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters



9. Which of the following are Your reasons for attending this
class? çYou may mark up to three answers.)

a. To improve my job performance.
b. To qualify for future.job postings.
C. To further my education.
d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company training programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like.to get information about something
you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. Read about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.
3.73Have someone show and tell you about it.
4. Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class?

12. what do you expect to get from this class?

Yes 2. No



Wedid I, (AL-) Li

REGISTRATION FORM

I. Personal Information

Current Address:

Telephone NumLer: Birthdate: ?13-51

1. What is your age group,?,

16-18yrs. 19-25yr3. 26-36yrs.

2. What is your ethnic group?

1. White 2. . Black 3.

36-50yrs. 51-65yrs. 65-yrs.

Indian 4. Hispanic

3. What is your gender? 1. Male 2: Female

4. Circle: Single Married Head of Household

Other .

CrtentaL

II. Employment Information:

Extension No.# Mailbox

5. How long have ou worked for this company?

less than 1 year 1.2yrs. 3-5yrs. 6-10 yrs. more than 10 years

6. What is your job title? a.55e/n)5(y

7. How long have you worked in this job title? cZ,/eai(s
(beginrhing date)

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complete in school?

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GE)

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

Have you earned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2 No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters



9. Which of the following are your reasons for attending this
class? (You may mark up to three answers.)

a. To improve my job performance.
b. To qualify tor future.job postings.
c. To further my education.
d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company training programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something
you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. Read about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.
3.Have someone show and tell you about it.
4. Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class? 1

12. What do you expect to get from this class?

Yes 2. No

wPL 1/15/91
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REGISTRATION FORM

I. Personal Information

Name_

Current Address:

01.1.1

Telephone NumLer: Birthdate:OP.-1.7-5c9

1. What is your age group3, X
16-18yrs. 19-25yr3. 26-36yrs. 36-50yr3. 51-65yr3. 65-yrs.

2. What is your ethnic group?

1.X_White 2. . Black 3. Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender? 1. Male 2 Female

4. Circle: Single ,4Iarrieç Head of Household

II. Emnloyment Information:

Extension No. Mailbox

5. How long have you worked for th.s.company?

less than 1 year 1.2yrs. 3-5yrs. 6-10 yrs.

6. What is your job title?

more than 10 years

7. How long have you worked in this job title?
(begir4 date)

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complete in sc ol?

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 ED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

Have you earned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters



9. Which of the following are your reasons for attending this
class? (You may mark up to three answers.)

a. To improve my job performance.
b. To qualify fcr future.job postings.
c. To further my education.

/y d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.

;77- f. To become more active in company training programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something
you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. Read about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.
3. Have someone show and tell you about it.
4. .0ther (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class?

12. What do you expect to get from this class?

Yes 2. No

wiDL 1/15/91
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Recruitment Ideas We Tried at Warn Industries

1. Took over existing classes and redesigned them for Individualized
learning.

2. Gave math books to 75 students for coming to class.

3. Offered TLC as alternate educational site.

4. Advised our liason committee that our instructor needed to interact
with employees °on the floor" immediatly.

5. Offered the same services to adult family members.

6. Offered to pay for childcare.

7. Company paid workers 2 hours a week training time to come to class.

8. Company increases wage per skill block (which includes basic skills).



Recruitment Ideas We Tried
at Oregon Cutting Systems

1. Met with every management team so that they could recruit students from
within their teams.
2. Met with most production teams so that they could see and hear the
teachers.
3. Set up a booth on college recruitment day at OCS.
4. Gave a speech with a video and overheads at every brEak.
5. Posters
6. Table top tents in the lunch rooms.
7. One on One recruitment by ODON (quality circle) members.
8. Peer group recruitment. We asked each classmember to recruit someone.
9. OCS newsletter articles-2.
10. Survey of interest areas and barriers to class attendance of the entire
plant.
11. Video using employees and former employees.
12. Childcare costs would be covered by the grant.
13. Auditwe met interested employees while we were interviewing.
14. Family memberswe offered the same services to family members.
15. Tie in with other classes especially the SPC math and those people
who didn't have keyboarding skills to take computer classes.
16. Paid tuition to off-site location (TLC)
17. Stressed Confidentiality at every recruitment attempt.
18. Pay envelopes- we stuffed recruitment flyers in every pay
eivelope.



EVALUATION OF RECRUITMENT TECHNIQUES

OCS. The best recruitment ideas at Oregon Cutting Systems were a combination
of offering a popular subject (according to a survey), keeping it to nine hours,and
and giving enough information about it so that people could screen themselves in
and out. The most popular class in terms of numbers of recruits was Keyboarding
/Basic Computers. The computer class was popular initially because we let the
employees check out laptop computers to take home. The class gained in
popularity even when we were giving the classes too often to check out the
computers. The next most popular was basic skills at Targeting Center. However
the math class had some loyal members who stuck with it for the entire life of the
grant.

Ideas that didn't work were childcare reimbursement-not a single taker; the
speech-only two recruits cut of the 1,700 who saw it; and the newsletter articles-not
a single recruit.

Ideas that yielded some recruits and should be considered again were:
including family members, one-on-one recruitment, and the combination of table top
tents in the lunchroom and posters.

WARN. All of the recruiting techniques worked at Warn except one. Again,
childcare reimbursement wasn't used by even one parent even though there are
many employees with young children. We deduce that the combination of paying
the employees to take classes, plus paying employees for improved skills motivated
the Warn employees. They loved checking out the laptop computers: the
computers went home with employees 140 times!



ASSESSMENT



SAMPLE OF WORKPLACE LITERACY AUDIT FORMS



PERSONAL DATA

NAME
JOB TITLE
M OR F
TIME W/OMARK
TIME ON THIS JOB

READING SKILLS

1. Read understand/write abbreviations

2. Read understand/write abbreviations

3. Read words on switches and dials

4. Follow simple written directions
(1-2 steps)

5. Determine complex directions
(3+ steps)

6. Determine the meaning of a word
from context

7. Do you need to find and wa
reference material

8. Alphabetize

9. Apply information from reading to
practical situations (labels, directions
manuals, memos, warning posters, house-
keeping, accident precaution)

10. Read and interpret information on maps,
charts, graphs, diagrams, blueprints,
schemetic drawings

11. Use an index, glossary, table of contents,
appendices

12. Do you think the reading required on this
job is easier or harder than the Oregonian
newspaper.

13. Other



WRITING SKILLS

1. Record observations

2. Proofread for spelling, grammatical,
punctuation and numberical errors

3. Write or print legibly

4. Record dates, times, numbers, phone
messages, abbreviations, symbols

5. Spell technical words

6. Use correct spelling-
general vocabulary

7. What kinds of answers do you need
to give on forms? (words/paragraphs
numbers/abbreviations/correct
grammar)

8. What kinds of composing do you do
(reports/summary/minutes of meetings/
memos/evaluations/critiques/methods
or procedures in sequintal order

MATHEMATICAL SKILLS .

1. Read and work with whole numbers
(Place value, rounding)

2. Find averages

3. Read and write simple fractions=
1/4, 1/2

4. Read and write less used fractions =
1/7,1/10,1/23

5. Read and add & subtract, multiply,
and divide fractions

6. Figure out which fractions are
smallest or largest

7. Round whole numbers and decimals to
nearest thousandth and ten thousandth

8. Read and work with decimals place/
value, rounding +1-,x,divide -
(subtract

9. Figure which decimals are smallest
or largest

10. Read a conversion table (decimals,
to fractions & percents)

11. Work with percents (% of defects or
gain sharing ratio)

12. What do you have to find out from
graphs

51



13. Do you have to plot graphs

14. Make linear measurements - English
system (ft/in)

15. Make weight measurements - English
system (lbs/ oz)

16. Calculate volume measurements -
English system (cubic units/
(cylinders or liquids)

17. Convert from one English unit to
another

18. Make linear measurements - Metric

19. Make weight measurements - Metric
system

20. Make volume measurements-Metric
system

21. Convert from one metric unit to
another.

22. Convert metric to English ( and
reverse)

23. How do you use military time

24. How do you use standard time

25. Read a Fahrenheit thermometer

26. Read a Celsius thermometer

27. Recognize parallel & perpendicular
lines

28. Measure angles

29. Calculate perimeter, area and
volume

30. Find circumference (given formula)

31. Estimate quantity, length, weight,
volume or time

32. Plot numbers on a graph

MISCELLANEOUS

1. Usedratios ( 1 part to 5 parts)

2. Use powers and square roots

3. Find missing number in proportion
(defects per thousand)

4. Use a calculator, vernier, caliper,
micrometer or ?

5. Understand the order of operations
(control charts)

6. negative and positive numbers



7. powers

8. solve multiple or sequental math
problems (*parts: #people x hours)

VERBAL AND LISTENING SKILLS

1. Use formal correct grammar and
pronunciation

2. Give directions or explain procedures
to others

3. Distinguish between fact and opinion

4. What kind of communication skills
do you need to work here?

ATTITUDI AL/BEHAVIORAL SKILLS

1. Do you need team work for this job?
If so what are some important
components?

2. What kind of problem solving do
you do on this job?

3. Which of these is the most common
way an individual learns new
information about this job.
1. hearing
2. reading
3. observing

4. What is the most confusing thing
about this job?

COMPUTERS

1. Do you have to know how to use the
computer keyboard (use the enter
key, delete, shift, etc.)

2. Do you have to know how to type
more than a few words per minute

3. What software programs do you
work with....

4. Do you use the number pad on
your PC

5. Do you need to use a floppy disk
or the Network (OPIC system)

6. Do you use a scanner, a CRT
7. Do you have to know computer

vocabulary (key in response,
cursor, AIT, enter menu

53



GENERAL JOB SKILLS

1. What kinds of behavior cause a
person to lose an entry level Job?
(can't keep up, drug .5 alcohol
problems, attendance, child care
problems, poor people skills,
can't problem solve, other)

2. What Job skills will be needed in'
the future for this same position



PRE & POST TEST SUMMARIES

and

PRE & POST TEST SAMPLES
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Warn Shop Math Pre-Post
85 100 15

80 86 6

75 100 25

55 73 18

70 100 30

75 86 11

65 93 28

80 100 20

90 93 3.

85 100 15

90 100 10

55 93 38

70 93 23

55 93 38

85 100 15

85 86 1

60 100 40

80 100 20

50 100 50

90 100 10

85 100 15

75 100 25

88 87 -1

75 93 18

83 100 17

83 93 10

29 80 51

67 93 26

88 100 12

mean 20.31034
std 13.14928
t= 8.318

P 0.0001



18,0

13.5

9.0

4,5

0,0

Warn Computer Basics Pre Post Scores

Pre

Pre 8.4 Post 12.0
Post



Warn Computer Basics Pre-Post

11 14 3

4 16 12

7 11 4

9 15 6

9 14 5

8 13 5

9 15 6

10 14 4

7 11 4

9 11 2

10 9 -1

7 12 5

9 10 1

9 13 4

4 16 12

7 14 7

1 10 9

6 10 4

8 11 3

8 12 4

7 12 5

10 15 5

7 11 4

11 12 1

3 7 4

10 10 0

8 11 3

11 14 3

7 11 4

11 10 -1

8 6 -2

11 8 -3

10 11 1

9 15 6

10 8 -2

10 16 6

10 II 1

9 14 5

10 11 1

9 17 8

10 12 2

mean 3.658536
3.273021

t= 7.157

P< 0.0001



Computer Basics Evaluation Test

(this test is for evaluation purposes only: it does not have any effect on your job or pay for imowledge)

Name: Team:

Date. Job title:

It ****** ********

Circle the answer that you believe is correct

1. If you turn a PC on and it tells you there ls a non-system disk error, this means that..

a. you simply need to turn it off then turn it on again.

b, you need to have a technician find the problem before you can use the machine.

c. the disk in drive A must be removed and then you strike a key to continue.

d. the main frame has been connected and you cannot use a disk.

2. Most commands are sent to the computer by...

a. using the "enter" key or the "return" key.

b. typing the word "enter" or "go."

c. using the "escape" or "go" key.

d. using the key that has the asterisk ( * ) on it.

3. If you get "lost", the best way to find your way again is to...

a. turn off the computer and turn it back on again.

b. type the word "dir" to get directions.

c. enter an "escape", "11," or type menu to get back to a menu.

d. use the "sys req" key to allow you to request help.

4. When you see this on your screen: CADATA

it means that you are...

a. into the AMAPS data directony.

b. being requesteu to enter data.

c. in a data area on the network.

d. in a subdirectonj named 'DATA' on your hard drive.

.



5. The thing to remember about *files" is that..

a. they are permanent, you can't do any harm to them

b. they are not programs, only data.

c. they are named by the computer, not you.

d. they can be changed by what you do.

6. The files are stored...

a. on a memory chip in the computer.

b. on a floppy disk, hard disk or tape.

c. on a ROM disk, CPU disk or hyper disk

d. in the collector bank on the mainframe.

7. Programs are...

a. files that the computer can load and run.

b. built into the memory of the computer.

c. loaded by "booting" the computer.

d. part of the hardware on the PC or mainframe.

8. You start a program by..

a. typing "goto.." and the name of the program.

b. selecting its number off of the menu.

c. "booting" it when you are ready.

d. sending a request to mainframe for a program run.

9. To copy or delete a file on any computer including your own, you must..

a. simply issue the correct command.

b. get a clearance from the network operator.

c. save it first or it won't let you delete or copy.

d. get a special password from Information Services.

tjl



10. You can operate a computer (PC) without DOS on it if you...

a. get on the network

b. log on the mainframe.

c. only use menus.

d. you must have DOS on your PC

11. If you wanted to prepare a table of numbers and be able to change totals, calculations or figure "what if?" you
should use....

a. the word processor in table mode.

b. a spreadsheet

c. a database.

d. a desktop publisher.

12. Letters and memos are easy to produce and change if you use a...

a. word processor.

b. a spreadsheet in text mode.

c. a database in memo mode.

d. a desktop publisher.

13. Keeping records for personnel, maintenance or reports where you may want to look at the records in several waysshould be done with a...

a. word processor in file mode.

b. a spreadsheet

c. a database.

d. a desktop publisher.

14. The PC is often hooked into another system... it is

a. the network but not into AMAPS.

b. AMAPS bui not the network.

c. the network or the mainframe (AMAPS).

d. the SPC and CNC national databank.



15. If you bring a disk from home to copy pwgrams onto the network directories, the disk should be checked for...

a. illegal disk format.

b. problems with disk directories.

c. viruses hidden in non-commercially supplied programs.

d. the correct number bytes for network operations.

16. If a program tells you to use "F2" to save your work, this means...

a. enter a capital F then a 2 then return.

b. find the key at the top or side that shows an F2 and use it.

c. enter a 2 then a capital F then return.

d. enter an escape, then hit the 2 key very fast.

17. If you want a quick copy of what is on the screen to be printed out...

a. adt to DOS and use the copy command

b. don't exit to DOS, use the F6 key

c. use the Ctrl key, then enter a

d. use the shift key and the PrtSc key.

18. The network can be Used for communication purposes, this is done with...

a. the AMAPS phone utility.

b. the small speakers and a voice simulator.

c. the electronic mail system.

d. a phone module in Word Perfect

Answer yes, no or not sure...

a. Fkive you had other computer training this year (besides the class on the laptops)?

b. If you have had other computer training, did anything from the laptop class help you in the other training?

Any Comments on computer training in general?



Check off the things you know that you can do...

Boot the computer and run an application.

Copy or Delete a File.

Find a subdirectory and look at the files in it.

Know if you are in DOS, a program or the network

Use electronic mail.

Use the function keys as instzucted to in a program.

Format a floppy disk.

Set up and maintain subdirectories.

Find a help screen, or get help you need from the manual.

Decide What software will do the work you need to do.

Rename or move a file.

Use the Network menu AND pathminder to organize and do your work.

Perform some type of transaction on AMAPS.

(1 4



Name

PERCENTAGE REVIEW

BIM
Date

. What is .65 written as a perceni.?

.
.

2. What is the decimal form of

. Change to a decima . 4. Change 3 to a percent.

14

. Change a to a percent.

.3

6. What percent of 10 is six?

. Change 90Z to a fraction in the
lowest terms.

8. What is 75% of SOO?

. Andrea sold a house for $75,000.
If she got a 5% commission, how
much did she make?

10. Jeff had:Ii!4 of his salary
taken out for taxes. If he made
524,000 one year, how much did
he receive in cash that year?

11. Kim bought a S36 dress marked
down 20%. How much did sne pay
for tne dress? 6



MATH 6-15
CHANGE FRACTIONS TO PERCENTS

NAME
SCORE

DIRECTIONS: CHANGE THE FOLLOWING DECIMALS TO PERCENTS.

1) = LI) 1.00
5-04:: 5-) .01::) . IS= 05-= 9) 3.75=

DIRECTIONS: CHANGE THE FOLLOWING FRACTIONS TO PERCENTS.

/0)

11) i=
=

1 3) =

14) 4-=
15)

DIRECTIONS: CHANGE TEE FOLLOWING PERCENTS TO DECIMALS.

lq) =

.20)

DJ)

3% =

4.111111.

.23) 20°70 a7) 1 5o4=,
=4) .770 ,vg.) .67%=. -
.25-) /7c; )

DIRECTIONS: CHANGE THE FOLLOWING PERCENTS TO FRACTIONS.

3 ) 470

32) -33i7o=
33)

3q)

35) '774% 7:

() /a5Z,=

38)

39) 3 iz90

L,iC) 1-1g)

410 75'70

142-) 6



ITEM 6-26
MTH-MEREST PROBEEMS INSTRUCTOR

TRADER'S NAM

0.111

r)

1. *at is the interest on 500 dollars. at 5% for one year?

2. 'What is the interest on 750 dollars at 6% for 2 months?

3. What is the interest on 100 dollars at 5 3/4% for 3 years?

4. What is the interest on 1500 dollars at 6% for 60 days?

5. What is the interest on 10,000 dollars at 20 for 18 months?

SCORE
cmanalm 8

6. What is the interest on 60 dollars at 5 1/3% for 6 months?

7. How much money must be invested to earn 120 dollars interest
at 6% in one year?

4111MMEN-

What is the principal if the interest is 50 dollars; and the
rate, 5%; and the time, 24 months?

9. What rate of interest is charged if the interest is 90 dollars;
and the principal 1,800 dollars; and the time is one year?

10. What is the time on a note for 1 200 dollars.at 4% that hats a
charge of 36 dollars interest?

11. Find the amount after 2 years of 500 dollars at 4% compounded
annually,

12. Find the amount after 1 year of 100 dollars at 6% compounded
semiannually.

ABE:CEB
JN:gm
2:4:72



MATH 6-19 NAME
MATH-COMPUTE PERCENTAGES SCORE

DIRECTIONS: Change the following percents to decimals.

i);zo96 3)7d.670 =
looffe= s4) 6-.9% =

IMMMENII

DIRECTIONS: Change the following percents to common fractions:

4 33-S-% =
DIRECTIONS: Find the following percentages.

s) crf 2341/0 =

q) Slo cA 210 7"
10)33S% of sgo:
11) !1O'/ 0. Liqsz

DIRECTIONS: Find the following percents.

12) 8 is what percent of 16?

13) 7 is what Percent of 35?

=0
14) 250 is what percent of 75?

DIRECTIONS: Find the whole amount of the following.

i15) 50% of what number is 6?

16) Wit of what number is 82?

17) 150% of what number is 240?

DIRECTIONS: Find the new amount in each of the following.

I18) 300 increased by 25%= 19) 900 decreased by 15%=

DIRECTIONS: Find the percent of increase or decrease.

20) From 6 to 9 is an increase of

21) From 120 to 80 is a decrease of

%.

..%...
DIRECTIONS: Find the amount of discount and the net rice.

Net price.

Net price.

22) $150 less 20%= Amount of discount.

23) $80 less 25%= Amount of discount.
JEN.,1

Iwo

[

24) Original Price is....$75.00 25) Original price is....$160.00
Sale price is 50 00

DIRECTIONS: Find the amount of discount and the rate of discount.
J1=1111

Amount of discount is .111MI.

Sale price is OOO

Amount of discount is

cd.



ITEM 6-20 NAME

MATH-ROUNDING OFF NUMBERS SCORE

DIRECTIONS: Round each of the following to the larest cent.

1. 2. $.625= 3. .333=rsamonrillb

DIRECTIONS: Round each of the following to ae nearest whole quantity
indicated in parentheses.

4. 240 (hundred)=is 15. 0.25602 (thousandth) is

5. 250 (hundred) is 16. 25.6025 (thousandth) is

6. 260 (hundred) is 17. 25.6025 (unit) is

7. 243 (ten) is 18. 101.52 (unit) is

8. 245 (ten) is 19. 109.56 (ten) is

9. 249 (ten) is 20. 105 (ten) is

10. 2.49 (tenth) is 21. 2,625,175 (million) is

11. 2.45 (tenth) is 22. 2,356,999 (million) is

12. 2.43 (tenth) is 23. 3.56762 (ten thousandth) is

13. 0.245 (tenth) is 24. 3.56768 (ten thousandth) is

14. 25,602 (thousand) is 25. 0.5676253 (millionth) is
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TLC instructional activities: Learner Survey

December 30, 1991 at 10;22 p.m.

xl

'mem

X2 X3 X5_ X X7_Do_now Xe_How_Many

=====
mews imam

rowarommemomasawasmosmismerseamusumasatiorsailawaripmmerstantansomesusammaansuommosasagaresameasam

2 15 2 40 f I can understand how to read/write a little bit. 1 1/2 years
20 35 17 50 m More knowledgeable of math
2 16 1 44 m read better and write better 2 years
6 6 6 36 f I improved my basic skills to get my GED pre-tests at TLC
8 0 8 39 f I have more confidence in myself. 3 terms

lodesloe.eby_ss !MM.,* MCI C014=07
ImmempO.MOMOmOmMmlimmmwwwwlimMmOWMOOMMIDOMMMIOMMOO.MMODIOnwammww.OmmOmm

OmOOIEMOOMSOwOMOnOmmOmmOOmmum..MO.ft.O.OMOmWOMMOOMMOOmMOOmOme....mOmm
$ 1 3 1 1 3 y leogeso 'may pleooe segulse 40. 3 duet have asytblag to ahem, about Lt.
11414 4 Y

PSOOSMII good. bos eve eves would b. slue.
1113113y3 rose't 6ab d I. take oleos, ovoiroso vso aloe to e. lletbLo,

1 1 3 1 1 4 y sakes yea 1661 bottom &boot yossooll.
IlethLeg

3 1 4 1 1 1 y fools good to omempllok mosothlay, jibe ottlag s GED Ilethlag. bed pleety el time. oeold week et yoga ows pace.

X What_Way

mmmmm

y Improving my learning skills

y It has shown that I need to further

y It helped me at work, at home and

y I got my GED!

y Taking more classes,not afraid to d

666e.

Ogles Kandla, level hes lacseemod to lib glade level

wilt* Nes passed 4 est el 11 CID test..

white
1 1

wilts
3 I

wilt.
Set

10.1 I .;

4 .1



272 Ueroc ot Work

POST-PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

I. Background Information:
1. How long have you worked at this company? WeaZ

2. How long have you done this kind of work?

3. How long have you worked in your present position?

4. What is your job title?

5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?

MA UM tlin

FEMALE

II. Course Information:
7. What can you do now that you couldn't do before taking this course?

rtad_ bi-tttrr- ?e/nd_ w

d
8. How many classes have you attended so far?

classes. cZ
9. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal

goals?

/YEs No

(If you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

In what way? 1126 u.)
ot-L- )71,t_e_ oviipt _eA/to



Section Vi: EVALUATING FUNCTIONAL CONTEXT PROGRAMS 273

10. Circle one number in each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country music 4 3 2 1 I can't stand country music..a. mamm
How would you rate this prograrr?

Very interesting to me 4 3 2 1 Boring to me. ame2=
Very useful to me
on the Job

4 3 2 1 Totally useless to me on
the Job.

Much too difficult for me 5 4 2 1 Much too easy for me.
Very useful to me
outside work

Exactly what I expected

4 2 1

3 2 1

Totally useless to me
outside of work

Not at all what I expectedawm0.aryas.asoomea
How would you rate the materials?

Hard to learn and 4

confusing for me
2 1 Easy to learn and simple

for me...4.0 ON.. m..

11. W d you recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?

No

Why or why not' 'Ber.a6LS
L-e.mlocouL0/3A:Leoc

noL Leae<9 4L-O

6e27u1.as rta-
'Out.) c6t&rse_

i2tce_,174641_,L,

12. lf you could change anything about Wis4program. what would it be?

1 Manic yoVor taxing time to neip evaluate this course. Your answers will be
very useful in trying to make it bettQr.

© 1990, PerformancePlus Learning Consultants, Inc.

14snlinoonel



Instructor 3/1 r
Date anecdote occurred

Characteristics of participant:

Sex_AL___ Approximate age

Job title 411 L i7

lant Location

6)//YaL

Race

Seniority with plant

Please descitbe in the space below comments made by this participant about how he
or she is applying the content of instruction to Job or to everyday life situations. Please
be as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.

/1,- (./62e.c6 / ru 0 )1.76, )4 /

Of. IL PILL z- )4/ Iul q_ (1

1 read. v /L' v VOr 6 & k _)

I:Rd iiuj7-e./1---- "1 (7. ),(

t(116-6L v (/7 6n- i.-ci.co' r

C-r) ( ( nig 7-- int ,96c6.0



272 litexoty ot Work

POST-PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

I. Background Information:
1. How long have you worked at this company?

2. How long have you done this kind of work? liea
3. How long have you worked in your present position?

4. What is your job title? .......acS..S'eirithd
5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?

II. Course Information:
7. What can you do now that you couldn't do before taking this coure7

'Ca ri Z.&,2 _C(/22( te)a4 (

8. How many classes have you attended so far?

classes. / 5-ear'
9. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal

goals?

/Yes No

(If you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

In what way?



Section VI: EVALUATING FUNCTIONAL CONTEXT PROGRAMS 273

10. Circle one number in each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country music 4 3 2 1 I can't stand country music.......,..11111MY. =Of..I 11
How oty_rate this program?

Very interesting to me 4 3 2 1 Boring to me...=.
Very useful to me
on the Job

:

4 3 2 1 Totally useless to me on
the job.,-.,"

Much too difficult for me 5 4 2 1 Much too easy for me
MIM .M104ftoi.. ,,...=m

Very useful to me
outside work

4 3, 2 1 Totally useless to me
outside of work.10....1.0

Exactly what I expected A 3 2 I Not at all 'what I expected
INIM SUMM MINNI OM" ==.

How would_you rate the materials?

Hard to learn and 5 4

confusing for me
2 1 Ezsy to learn and simple

for me*.6
11. NNI ild you recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?

YES No

Why or why not'. Ca 7Ce //, /67/a c

12. If you could change anything about this/program, what would it be? .

C66/'2 ar)&/--1u4:y e /lcz reyeab 67t-

Thank yotrfor taiung time to help evaluate ttus course. Your answers will be
very useful in trying to make it better.

0 1990, PerformancePlus Learning Consultants, Inc.



Workplace Literacy Project Programs Evaluation 10
0 1990 Performance Plus Learning Consultants, Inc.

7869 Godolphin Dr.. Springfield, VA 22153 (703)455-1735 FAX 703-455-5957

Lnstructor Anecdotal Report Form

Instructor /W"-e 6 72 e_.
Date anecdote occurred

Characteristics of_participane

F-.Sex Approximate age Race Cirimi at
Job classificationa.11.50/7th i Seniority with plant .2._,(ye-Ccfr6

Plea v! describe in the space below comments made by this participant about how he
or she is applying the content of instniction to job or to everyday life situations. Please
be as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.

r:eac& ( e. ka i pi( r-c a
kaccL. 7.4.



272 Literacy at Worit

POST-PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

I. Background Information:
1, How long have you worked at this company? 62_9ea,4/5

2. How long have you done this kind of work? a/r6
3. How long have you worked in your present position?

4. What is your job title?

5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?
MALE 4E./..fkLE

II. Course Information:
7. What can you, do now t,hat you couldn't do before taking this course?

,

LT. '10.-WC

1/1/1i

(/ d
B. How many classes have you attended so far?

c I as s es . tba, -MV(5 CW
9. Has this courv helped you meet or work toward any of your personal

goals?

/YE.s No

(If you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

In what way?
it

;-1-



Section Vl: EVALUM1NG FUNCTIONAL CONTEXT PROGRAMS 273

10. Circle one number in each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country music 5 4 3 2 1 I can't stand country music7aeg.....1111
How would you rate this program?

Very interesting to me 4 3 2 1 Boring to mese...... ,i .g.
Very useful to me
on the job

4 3 2 1 Totally useless to me on
the job1...............

Much too difficult for me 5 4 2 1 Much too easy for me"-
Very useful to me
outside work

4 3, 2 1 Totally useless to me
outside of workINO. VEND r.

Exactly what I expected A 3 2 1 Not at all what I expected=..
How would ou rate the materials?

Hard to learn and 5
confusing for me

3 2 1 Easy to learn and simple
for me

an. .4

11. Wct1 you recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?

No

Why or why not'

//Yaw
(LuP

12. If you could change anything about LI-as/program. what would it be?

Iro?icz#

1 hank yovor taxing time to help evaluate this course. Your answers will be
very useful in trying to make it better.

©1990, PerformancePlus Learning Consultants, int- S 1



Date anecdote occurred

Characteristics of participant:

Sex._ F Approximate age:56-1' Race

Job titl C1141,_11t 7-- seniority with plant

Please describe in the space below comments made by this participant about how he
or she is applying the content of instruction to job or to everyday life situations. Please
be as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.

'LT 6'6/ rtf q60



272 Ulefacy at Work

POST-PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

I. Background Information:
I. How long have you worked at this company? 0'16 /4e

2. How long have you done this kind of work?

3. How long have you worked in your present position?

4..What is your lob title? e?96t7 ,f4e9v/144-7--_

5. What is your age? SO

6. What is your sex?
MALE Eatku

II. Course Information:
7. What can you,do now that you couldn't do before taking this course?,

oef e

e
8. How many classes have you attended so far?

classes.

9. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal
goals? )(.. -

/YES No

(If you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

In what way?

h45*
eel/To c



Section-VI: EVALUATING FUNalONAL CONTEXT PROGRAMS 273

10. Circle one number in each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country music 5 4 3 j) 1 I can't stand country music

How would you rate this program?

Very interesting to me 4 3 2 1 Boring to me1.1My ..
Very useful to me
on the Job

4 3 2 1 Totally useless to me on
the job1..................,.......m......1 lam.

Much too difficult foe me 5 3 2 1 Much too easy for me

Very useful to me
outside work (5. 4 3, 2 1 Totally useless to me

outside of work

Exactly what I expected 5 3 2 1 Not at all what I expected

How would you rate the materials?

Hard to learn and 5
confusing for me

3 2 1 Easy to learn and simple
for me ... MOW

1,(c11. ould you recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?
_

ES No

W iypr why not'

12. If you could change anything about this/program, what would it be?

/4 x. e=5---- t- C CAr c .20Y-e 4567 :
t) 6)1-'49 7-fre/C Pe 6447 b4r2.i 9(

Mani( yovor taxing time to help evaluate this course. Your answers will be
very useful in trying to make it better.

© 1990, PerformancePlus Learning Consultants, Inc.
4,t

7147'il Cj(



272
Literacy at Waric

POST-PRaGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

I. Background Information:
I. How long have you worked at this company?

2. How long have you done this kind of work?

ndea,o

3. How long have you worked in your present position?

4. What is your job title? (163ePrut_
5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?
MALE

II. Course Information:
7. What can you do now that you couldn't do before taking this course?

haae- C
/14

8. How many classes have you attended so far?

classes. .60171<__S

9. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal

%Nogoals?

(If you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

In what wav?

Ctasces &&)(TYL arA
am/L, a/A,

70L6.0

e PP) reN



Instructor Ha n Arec.
Date anecdote occurred

Characteristics of participant:

Sex_M Approximate age6-1)

Job titleled ntterS-eniority with plant

c-Alt4VoLn /ZE

Please describe in the space below comments made by this participant about how he
or she is applying the content of instruction to Job or to everyday life situations. Please
be as specific as you can. providing participant quotes if possible.

t5se_c,(1 7z--e



Section Vl: EVALUA11NG FUNCTIONAL CONTEXT PROGRAMS 273

10. Circle one number in each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

love country muslc 5 4 3 2 1 I can't stand country musicsltow woWdmrn?
Very interesting to me 5 4 2 1 Boring to mt6.s.........e.m.m............
Very u.setul to me
on the job

Much too difficult for me 5

4 3 2 1 Totally useless to me on
the Job.

3 2 1 Much too easy for medroose........w.r..........
Very useful to me
outside work

4 3, 2 1 Totally useless to me
outside of workSMIND........mia................

Exactly what I expected A 3 2 1 Not at all what I expected............9.
How would you rate the materials?

Hard to learn and
confusing for me

5 4 3 2 Easy to learn and simple
for me=m... a .4..

11. Woi ou recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?

No

Why or why not' a s 9ô
OS

12. If641.atitil change an hing abo thLA)rogram.ttlii
2 ri 9

Oti/CLit i/T-eCa CCLAL

/77-C!

j'a-g-LeocParT Oefk-g--
a Cc

Manic yo twang time to help evaluate this course. Your answers will be
very useful in Lrying to make it better.

©1990, PerformancePlus Learning Consultants, Inc. S 7

elf.' iv" C ne.rilino onel



Workplace Literacy Project Programs Evaluation 10
0 1990 Performance Plus Learning Consultants, Inc.

7869 Godolphin Dr., Springfield, VA 22153 (703)455-1735 FAX 703-455-5957

Instructor Anecdotal Report Form

Instructor a r-/ tion 7).-0_....-
Date anecdote occurred n
Characteristics of Participant:

Sex Approximate,aged Race

Job classificationA ViritWekr-S-eniority with plant

Plear describe in the 'space below comments made by this participant about how he
or she is applying the conLent of instniction to Job or to everyday life situations. Please
be as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.
g a.s Se_3, f.x)277

CtiVIQC /L.

1)6 ct 42/1/21'1 ' -cg1Z/-1446- eirsLar)

-(CrITV"&j- t'd-)
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272 Literacy at Work

POET-PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

I. Background Information:
)--t .046I. How long have you worked at this company?

2. How long have you done this kind of work?

3. How long have you worked in your present position?

4. What is your job title?

5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?

ar

MALE

H. Course Information:
7. What can you do now that ou couldn't do before taking this cours

klad C 614,14A'.-1 MA

vgi (--,L

6u5e. a_ Oi- 4ce bOVL
8. How many classes have4su attended so far?

classes.

S. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal
goals?

ylIZo.=16
/YES No

(lf you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

In what way?

70 A62_ --#LL
0c1--oi)er

e(4661/L/
aisc J2,1

!)(1 a'&0/c/76:v 1/0c14- NebitL(C)c
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10. Circle one number in each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country music 5 4 3 2 1 I can't stand country music...... .....
How would you rate this program?

Very interesting to me 4 3 2 1 Boring to me,,,...weeswwems=s
Very useful to me 4 3 2 1 Totally useless to me on
on the fob the job

Much too difficult for me 5' 4 2 1 Much too easy for me- -.
Very useful to me
outside work

5 4

Exactly what I expected 5

2 1 Totally useless to me
outside of work=f elm

3 2 1 Not at all what I expectedsow.".1100 ima

How would you rate the materials?

Hard to learn and 5 4 3 2

confusing for me
Easy to learn and simple
for me!=0..=1

11. WcuJc you recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?

No

Why pr why not' wa-L5 12e C e

12. li you could change anything_about tifis/Drogram. what would it be?1JJ /_5 g-6-a 6(
--k a. 74 6-ec%is 3 Icx 4a C

--/--e) 6 / a__ hAe /4/c, rn
O erkt-L ai/6(7),6, q fi-k- /4-L-(,,a .-:._,

1 hank yovor taxing time to help evaluate this course. Your answers will be 772)
very useful in trying to make it better. ,f/ / A/ '2,)- A -i----1,

0 1990, PerformancePlus Lthirning Consultants, Inc.

Fine gra R!"4 mniintoect
/ frk7i6ii72k at



ccts ( ,t)/z-ouL-- oW477761o

REGISTRATION FORM

I. Personal Information

Current Address:

Telephone NunLer:

1. What is your age group,2

16-18yrs. 19-25yrs. 26-36yr3.

2. What is your ethnic group?

1. White 2

Birthdate :

36-50yrs. 51-65yr3. 65-yrs.

Black 3. Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender?

4. Circle: Single

1. Male 2. jemale

Head of Household

II. Employment Information:

Extension N .7r43/ Mailbox

5. How long have you worked for this company?

less than 1 year 12yrs. 3-5yr3. 6-10 y-rs. mpi'e man 10 years

6. What is your job title. -te,C (Cca IL
/1-7. How long have you worked in this 3 b title?

(beginni date)

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complet school?

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GED CO (I
1 yr college more than 1 yr. college (/_761/(-/

_

Have you earned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. _Masters



Workplace literacy Project Programs Evaluation 10
© 1990 Performance Plus Learning Consultants, Inc.

7869 Godolphin Dr., Springfield. VA 22153 (703)455-1735 FAX 703-455-5957

A&

Date anecdote occurred iy

Instructor Anecdotal Report Form

Dart

Sex Approximate age Race

Job classificat

ildlevcc&
Seniority with plant

Plear! describe in the space below comments made by this participant about how he
or she is applying the content of instruction to Job or to everyday life situations. Please
be as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.

(/ e( 0-e( III- ft
(6c/ /.)er
retSui /_5 tol/t 64. i/Lecuid

eL3e /6) :"7/t-
s-ZCe/16/a-er

LLaitti/ 17.( Ce. kL Cce,tz /c/9/it



Workplace Literacy Project Programs Eva luntion 10
0 1990 Performance Plus Learning Consultants, Inc.

7869 Godolphin Dr., Springfield, VA 22153 (703)455-1735 FAX 703.455-5957

Instructor Anecdotal Report Form

Instructor 117,6.5 ation_171 64 .
Date anecdote occurred

cjia rc,te_L511c,5_slfj2a_nic.U2a1

Sex i"--- Approwdmate age Race WLA.z., ,

Job classification I / Seniority with plant "Va
Caaj_ A .?._ c5I-1/6<- /-e'//7Z70( Z'

or she is applying the content of instruction to job or to everyday life situations. Please
Pleas." describe in the space below comments made by this participant about how he

be as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.

Zaqg/H. nU -/ //Cc f.,7- . ec/: i / c(6, '74 -o s e-

Ct nt/O-Cc-t-c LS 0 nc ci67z-. , /3-z_e -71,4: 2z tz, kC

--/liaf/- ,1--- Ca. i. 00 WI ,:)(72 oe (/e
._--z--).92e -74-1L / c e / (, ---/- a --A ( z xi__

,nL(' tL5 ( I) I YLE lz



Section VI: EVALUATING FUNCTIONAL CONTEXT PROGRAMS 273

10. Circle one number in each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country musk 4 3 2 1 I can't stand country music=1 am moo

How would you rate this program?

Very interesting to me 4 3 2 I Boring to me.r
Very useful to me

.4an-the-leb--
5 4 CD2 1 Totally useless to me.on.-

4144-pab-s4
Much too difficult for me 5 4 2 1 Much too easy for mei=a
Very useful to me
outside work

3 , 2 1 Totally uselessto me
outside of work......em.

Exactly what I expected 3 2 I Not at all what I expected.mmemas Qom ma .
How would you rate the materials?

Hard to learr and 5
confusing for me

3 2 1 Easy to learn and simple
for me0100MO.1=0.

11. Woul ou recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?

No

Why or why not'

LH/Lk a/
ou-Andynd/a toci
cfA-e-r?-

12. 11 you could change anything about tilis/proszram. what would it be? .

7` 7neKj! /4'1/6
(2- lac-SS-e5

1 hank yotritor taxing time to heti) evaluate this course. Your answers will be
very useful in trying to make it better.

0 1990, PerformancePlus Learning Consultants, Inc.

Figure 6-3, continued
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272 Literacy at Work

POST-PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

1. Background Information:
1. How long have you worked a tnis company?

2. How long have you done this kind of work?

3. How long have you worked in your present position?

4. What is your job title?

5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?

MAtz -FEJ,41.E

II. Course Information:
7. What can you do now t,hat you couldn't do before taking this course?

0-24 a n,Xii-
/ e

8. How many classes have you attended so far?

classes. / -t-- r1929

9. Has this cours__e h lped you meet or work toward any of your personal
goals?

/YES No

(If you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

in what wav?/3 h 77zi
cviA c)Z 'tke 4s-( )4

get --tiv 44/4)t
??

A j( /-LC_



9. Which of the following are your reasons for attending this
class? ( u may mark up to three answers.)

za. To improve my job performance.
b. To qualify for future.job postings.

77,/t. To further my education.
d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company training programsem=4,
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something
you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. R ad about it.
2._Ztisten to presentations or talks about it.
3. Have someone show and tell you about it.
4. Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class? 1. Yes 2.V/ No

12. What do you expect to get from this class?

WPL 1/15/91

(i2Z1



OC.,5 1)/e,rizic

REGISTRATION FORM

I. Personal Information

Current Address:

Telephone NunLer:

1. What is your age groupy,

16-18yrs. 19-25ym

Birthdate: 4/1-1"

26-35ym 36--5,Wm

2. What is your ethnic grcup?

1.X White

51-65yrs. 65-yrs.

2. Black 3. Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender? 1. Male 2. Female

4. Circle: Single Married Head of Household

II. Employment Information: .e-nr6 CigL Catti-e_ bt3ba11'2(

Extension No.# MailboxUja e6- utt
5. How long have you worked for this company?

less than 1 year 1-2yrs. 3-5yrs.

6. What is your job title?

6-10 yrs. more than 10 years

7. How long have you worked in this job title?
beginning date)

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complete in

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

Have you 9erned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2. V No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters



9. Which of the following are your reasons for attending this
class? (You may mark up to three answers.)

To improve my job performance.
b. To qualify for future.job postings.
c. To further my education.

/d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company training programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information aiout something
you need to kncA4 more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. Read about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.
v3. Have someone show and tell you about it.
4. Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this clas? 1. Yes 2. No

12. What do you expect to get from this class?

-to aarn e-7? ot

4?1, 1/15/91



272 literacy at Work

POST-PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

I. Background Information:
1. How long have you worked at this company?

2. How long have you done this kind of work?

3. How long have you worked in your present position?

4. What is your job title?

5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?
MALE

II. Course Information:
7. What can you, do now tthat you couldn't do before taking thiscoure?

con reac/

r
8. How many classes have you attended so far?

classes (5eKbyca ide'043 624c4' 6I)/

IC

9. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal
Yoals?

/vEs No

(If you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

In what way?

1--eL( a /( ./ 74-

c a



Section Vl: EVALUATING FUNCTIONAL CONTEXT PROGRAMS 2/3

10. Circle one number in each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country musk 5 4 3 2 1 I can't stand country music=, .s
How would you rate this program?

Very interesting to me 51= 4 2 1

elio
Boring to me

memo elm am. gam

Very useful to me
on the Job

5 4 3 1 Totally useless to me on
the job

Much too difficult for me 5 1 4 3 2 1 Much too easy for me

Very useful to me
outside work

5 3, 2 1 Totally useless to me
outside of workea.."... ......:...

Exactly what I expected 5 A 2 1 Not at all what I expected
axe

How would you rate the materials?

Hard to learn and 5 4 3

confusing for me
Easy to learn and simple
for me=s10 was. mos .....

11. WoOd you recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?

No

(.93 6Y-e}r / IL"
Why or why not'

-09-c frir,iba
12. If you could change anythin about this/pro am, wha would it be?

4)63
ze Se_
4J33 OIL_

!bank yotoor taxing time to neip evaluate tnis course. Your answers will be
very useful in trying to make it better.

I
© 1990, PerformancePlus Learning Consultants, Inc.

Flgure 6-3, continued

izir11/wvid



oCs (".011,7uc [kaZ47(/)

REGISTRATION FORM

I. Personal Information

Name

Current Address:

Telephone Num Ler:

1. What is your age group,?,

.1111,M0

Birthdate:3

16-18yrs. 19-25yrs. 26-36yr3. 36-50yr3. 51-65yrs.

2. What is your ethnic group?

65-yrs.

1. White 2. . Black 3. Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender? 1. Male 2.X.Female
--

4. Circle: Single Married ead of Household)

A3/0 fl

II. Employment Information:

Extension No.# Mailbox

5. How long have you worked for this pany?

less than 1 year 1-2yrs. 3-5yrs.

6. What is your job title? ni

6-10 yrs. mof e then 10 years

7. How long have you worked in this 3 b title?

14167)//i4/-

(begin g date)

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complet n school?

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

Have you earned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters

3



Instructor tt i Loc,iion

Date anecdote occurred

Characteristics of participant:

Sex Approximate agt Race_Za IC
Job title/21i 6 (11(4/7 Seniority with plant

Please describe in the space below comments made by this participant about how heor she is applying the content of instruction to job or to everyday life situations. Pleasebe as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.

(eac;(.(i),:r u/rt-a_. "k.oc.7,
"

c_L /7y..10 /76)/,' / Z__



272 Lilerocy c Work

POST-PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

I. Background Informadom
1. How long have you worked at this company?

2. How long have you done this kind of work?

3. How long have you worked in your present position?

4. What is your job title? 4.0. accts.
5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?

411

Mi -EF.AALE

II. Course Information:
7. What can you do now that you couldn't do before taking this course?

p/r)j Cc24t

e
8. How many classes have you attended so far?

classes.

9. Has this cours helped you meet or work toward any of your personal
goals?

/Yes No

(If you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

In what way?



9. Which of the following are your reasons for attending this
class? (piu may mark up to three answers.)

v a. To improve my job performance.
ID - To qualify for future.job postings.
C. To further my education.
d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.

---4 f. To become more active in company training programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something
you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. 7-Read about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.
3. Have someone show and tell you about it.
4. Other (Describe)

Did you choose to take this c,ass? 1. Yes 2. _No

from this class?
e-

12. What do you expect to get

'Ad 61e-/
rfr-- te6r_

WPL 1/15/91



Section VI: EVALUATING FUNCTIONAL CONTEXT PROGRAMS 273

10. Circle one number in each row ac.oss to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country music 5 4 3 2 1 I can't stand country music.
How would you rate this program?

Very interesting to me 4 3 2 1 Boring to me

Very useful to me
on the job

4 3 2 1 Totally useless to me on
the jobeimi.064........e....

Much too difficult tor me 5 4 2 1 Much too easy for meii==10
V...ry useful to me
outside work

4 3, 2 1 Totally useless to me
outside of work
, OMB ImMI IWO am ammo .00.

Exactly what I expected 5 A 3 2 Not at all what I expected=1=s..............ammemboo.arammo
How would you rate the materials?

Hard to learn and
confusing tor me

5 4 3 2 Easy to learn and simple
for me,......

11. WoixII you recommend this course to a caworker or friend?

YES No

Why.or why not'

12. If you could change anything about thisprograrri, what would it be?

/)1/6)//1,62

I hank yottrr taxing time to nelp evaluate this course. Your answers will be
very useful in trying to make it better.

© 1990, PerformancePlus Learning Consultants, Inc.

Figure 6-3, continued



Workplace Literacy Project Prograrn.s Evaluation
100 1990 Performance Plus Learning Consultants, Inc.

7869 Godolphin Dr., Springfield VA 22153 (703)455. I 735 FAX 703-455.5957

Instructor

Instructor Anecdotal Report Form

ant Location ce...6
LDate anecdote occurred

Characteristics of participant:

Sex F- Approximate age Race 102, t
Job classification (OA a t( 7 Seniority with plant

PleaF, describe in the space below comments made by this participant about how heor she is applying thc content of instruction to Job or to everyday life situations. Pleasebe as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.
Go 05 0 b. 4 i .74-6 la 6 r)?z,caL e Oa_ (LK- ( /6

0/(c. C.) ( ))(i)icW/)1(6'Zi-

(f/



ocs tOI'Latt, Z-1/agn/aiz,-;

REGISTRATION FORM

I. Personal Information

Name

Current Address:
V.

Telephone NumLer: Birthdate-11-1-(477

1. What is your age group,2

16-18yrs. 19-25yrs. 26-36yrs. 36-50yrs. 51-65yrs. 65-yrs.

2. What is your ethnic group?

1.,)(White 2. . Black 3._ Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender? 1. Male 2.K Female

4. Circle: Single arried Head of Household

II. Employment Information:

Extension N -if Mailbox

5. How long have you worked for this company?

less than 1 year 1.2yrs. 3-Syrs.

6. What is your job title?

6-10ym more man 10 years

makty aa///s
(begiing date)

7. How long have you worked in this job title?

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complete j4 school?

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

Have you earned any college degrees?
1. _Yes 2. No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. _Masters

Li



9. Which of the following are vour reasons for attending this

class? (y.du may mark up to three answers.)

. To improve my job performance.
b. To qualify for future.job postings.

_777C. To further my education.
d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.

_"_ f. To become more active in company training programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something

you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. //lead about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.

3. Have someone show and tell you about it.

4. Other (Describe)

1 Did you choose to take this class? 1. Yes 2. No

12. What do you expect to get from this class?

WPL 1/15/91



272 liierocy at Work

POST-PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

I. Background Information:
I. How long have you worked

2. How long have you done th

3. How long have you worked

at this company?

is kind of work?

in your present position?

4. What is your job title? t5
5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?
Wiz -FritALE

II. Course Information:
7. What can you, do now that you couldn't do before taking this course?, I

r
8. How many classes have you attended so far?

classes. --Z-1/14t1
9. Has this cours helped you meet or work toward any of your personal

goals?

/YES No

(lf you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

( L5_ nym_atIn what way3-t-

/-LeaiS KO iC) -71957a-

ckd



Section VI: EVAWADNG FUNCDONAL CONTEXT PROGRAMS 273

10. Circle one number in each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country music 5 4 3 2 I can't stand country music....
How would you rate this program?

Very interesting to me 5 3 2 1 Boring to meeolasem.
Very useful to me
on the fob

4 3 2 1 Totally useless to me on

Much too difficult for me 5 4 2

the job

Much too easy for me.
rThVery useful to me

outside work
4 3, 2 1 Totally useless to me

outside of work

Exactly what I expected A 3 2 1 Not at all what I expectedOMOIalm.
How would you rate the materials?

5 4 3 2 Easy to learn and simple
for me

Hard to learn and
confusing for me=s0Inlo.to
11. Woul ou recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?

YES No

Why or why not'

..

S
CL 1--

5S z gYz cc_

12. If you could change anything about thisyrogram. what would it be?

&LO/C1 d2 inallt

i hank yottm taxing time to help evaluate this course. Your answers will be
very useful in trying to make it better.

© 1990, PerformancePlus Learning Consultants, Inc.

Cleitrre tvInfinsicad



oCs 7)12-tryii_ 1 ear V7.u.,0

REGISTRATION FORM

I. Personal Information

NaMe

Current Address

Telephone NunLer:

1. What is your)(ge group:4

Birthdate: )

16-18yrs. 19-25yrs. 26-36yr3. 36-50y rs. 51-65yrs. 65-yrs.

2. What your ethnic group?

1 White 2. . Black 3. Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

3. What is your gender? 1 Male 2. Female

4. Circle: Ingle Married Head of Household

II. Employment Information:

02;1
Extension No.# Mailbox

5. How long have

less than 1 year 1.2yrs.

worked for this company?

3-5yrs. 6-10 yrs. more than 10 years

6. What is your job title?Ati /

II/1
7. How long have you worked in this job title? /

(beginn grdate)

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complete j4 school?

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

Have you earned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters

1 U.



Instructor K1.11 Ic 6if

Date anecdote occurred

ation

Sex Approximate age c>2.6 Race 107,(17
Job tit1eAIA3 Seniority with plant /

Please describe in the space below comments made by this participant about how he
or she is applying the content of instruction to Job or to everyday life situations. Please
be as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.

)e/lo 66/-e Cf/g6 -/Y,P
4-6-64 6_*-Ycz,"p

S 1-bc tt.( OC c3q c(c

noL. Jr_i (4( n

du nt.i)



272 literacy at Woric

POST-PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Survey Sheet

Directions: Please answer each question below. The information you give will
be used to evaluate and help improve the course materials you
have used.

I. Background Information:
I. How long have you worked at this company?

2. How long have you done this kind of work? /0 74-

3. How long have you worked in your present position?

4. What is your ;job title? '--YZ:p./fi

5. What is your age?

6. What is your sex?

3
arl'wqktqt -5paa.t

IL Course Information:
7. What can you, do now plat you couldn't do.before taking this course?

- .

/42-6rre C62

P

S. How many classes have you attended so far?

classes.

9. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal
goals?

/YEs No

(If you checked yes, please answer the next part of the question)

In what way?

tkal-'
oet.- (O-7,-sgs_



9. Which of the following are your reasons for attending this
class? (You may mark up to three answers.)

/a. To improve my job performance.
V. b. To qualify for future.job postings.
1.(4/C. To further my education.

d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company training programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to.get information about something
you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1. 4/Read about it.
2. Listen to presentations or talks about it.
3. Have someone show and tell you about it.

4. Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class? 1. VYes 2.

12. What do you expect to get from this class?

No

WPL 1/15/91



Section VI: EVALUATING FUNCTIONAL CONTEXT PROGRAMS 273

10. Circle one number ia each row across to show how you would rate
each item.

Example:

I love country music 4 3 2 1 I can't stand country music,..........a1Mmme...-
How wol.racectlisarn?
Very interesting to me 4 3 2 1 Boring to me

Very useful to me
on the job

4 3 2 1 Totally useless to me on
the Job,11/

Much too difficult for me 5 3 2 1 Much too easy for meawas.s
Very useful to me
outside work

4 3, 2 1 Totally useless to me
outside of work: most

Eicactly what I expected A 3 2 1 Not at all what I expected

How would you rate the materials?

Hard to learn and 5 4
confusing for me

3 2 Easy to learn and sfr011jj-je
for me1:0 sa woo ma.

11. 1 Id you recommend this course to a co-worker or friend?

No

Why_or why not' --
-5i coCU-4-S dit

12. If you could .change anyth3ng about thistoroeram. what would it be?

Ukaidn-/ 0Jtd/n_g-e

Thank yovor taiung time to heip evaluate this course. Your answers will be
very useful in trying to make it better.

©1990, PerformancePlus Learning Consultants, Inc.

Ci es re% C r.nrifint end
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Instructor

Date anecdote occurred

Characteristics of participant:

Se.x Approximate age Race vh.ctc

ation_

Job titlej/10 si( ority with plant

Please describe in the space below comments made by this participant about how he
or she is applying the content of instruction to Job or to everyday life situations. Please
be as specific as you can, providing participant quotes if possible.

/6c. ((3 c3e
k) 5 6)7 0/Air- 0./.3.ses

7-1)Lp [(it "..-1/).Lc AZ t



REGISTRATION FORM

I. Personal Information

Name_

Current Address:

Telephone Numher:

1. What is your age group?.

16-18yrs.

Birthdate: 3-51-0Z?

19-25yrs. 26-36yrs. 36-50yr3. 51-65ym 65-ym

2. What is your ethnic group?

1. White 2. . Black 3. Indian 4. Hispanic 5. Other

1. Male 2. Female

Head of Household

3. What is your gender?

4. Circle: Single

II. Employment Information:

Extension No.# Mailbox

5. How long have you worked for this compan

less than 1 year 1.2yrs. 3-5yrs.

6. What is your job title?

6-10ym more than 10 years

/v-kci9 e6t/457
/go7. How long have you worked in this job title?

(beginning date)

III. Training and Education Information:

8. What is the last grade you complet .11 school?

below 8 8 9 10 11 12 GED

1 yr college more than 1 yr. college

Have yo arned any college degrees?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Associates 4. Bachelors 5. Masters

I IS



9. Which of the following are Your reasons for attending this

class? LYou may mark up to three answers.)
a. To improve my job performance.
b. To qualify for future.job postings.
C. To further my education.
d. To meet personal goals.
e. To find out more about this training.
f. To become more active in company training programs
g. Other

10. Which way do you BEST like to get information about something

you need to know more about? (Please mark only one answer.)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Read about it.
Listen to presentations or talks about it.

Have someone show and tell you about it.

Other (Describe)

11. Did you choose to take this class? 1 Yes 2. No

12. What do you expect to get from this class?

u)ircr
"ea

"4PL 1/15/91

11H
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SHOP MATH



Survey Results

Colons 1: Coors. code- Mara Shop Math

Colima 2: Maar* with compamy

Colima 3: Sa:

Colima 4: kg.

Column 5: Saco

Cede for Questions 1 to 5: yyes, ova°, sweacortala or left blaak.

Code for atatemoat slumbers 6 to 10: wegres, ddisagrea, :root sacs.

Quostloss

1. Caa you solve problems that you coulda't solo, Wore takiaq the class?

2. Do yoe thiak the the skills learned 1. this class will kelp roe la your job?

3. Do you think the course has (or will) Imilp(.d) you meet aay of your personal goals?

4. mould you thcommead the course to fellow-amployes or frlead?

5. Were the materials and workbooks helpful?

Stateliest.

6. The courso was too bard.

7. The course will help me on the job.

S. Tlei coins. will help me ontsIdo of work.

9. Tlei course was confusing at times.

10. The teacher sada it easy to learn.

11. I would like another class taught this way.

Question I

Cour Tear S Age Ita I 2 3 4 5 Class could be better if...

=MIMED

C los

Statmsath I

6 7 S 9 10 11

NV= 1f 20 aynyyDon't know ds.de
M11511 Im 33 YnuyyJust difforent type of math dadaa
MIISM IF 40M yyyyumore work done on board in each math step d a a
111011 2. 4 0 c y y y y y b e t t e r ventilatod room, stale air d a a
warm 2 f 40 a s y y y y y a d

MlIsm 3 21c yayyySolf-pacad class
MIMI 4 f 3 6 c y a y y y l t was groatItbought d s
yams 4m 4210 Yyyyycan't think of anythiag
11111=1 5m 37c yuyyyllore indepth, stend into alg, or offer alg. after this one
muse 5m 34c youyyClass on bow to use calculator in depth danda
W V= 6 m 2 7 c yyyyynothlng d 4 d a

W M 6f 27c yyyyymors work packets, mis up problems in the packets d d

MU= 7m 25c uyyyyliothing
yams 7 3 5w y y y y y n o t h i n g d a d a
wane 7f 27w yayyydiscuss more im class
warm 7 3 6 w y y y y y d a d

MIMI 13f 60c youyyStudying without the distractions of people talking
Mism 20 61c yyyyylnstructor very good, consider given certs for completion d a d a



survey Results

Columa 1: course code- Wars thoplintlk
6t1.4-6(:,n

Colman 2: Tenure with ..ompany

Column 3: sex

Colima 4: Age

Colima 5: Race

Code for CSmation. 1 to 5: yyes, Irmo, u.smcortain or left blank.

Coda for Statament ambers 6 to 10: aagrim, ch.dlsagroo, mmaot sure.

ameat/oas

I. Can you solve problems that you couldn't solve beforr taking Lb. class?
2. Do yoe thlak the the skills learmed in this class will help yoe la your job?
3. Do you think the coarse Ime (or will) help(od, you omit any of your personal goals?
4. Would you recommend the course to fellow-employee or friend?

5. Were the materials and workbooks helpful?

Statements

6. The course was too hard.

7. The course will help me on tha lob.

O. The course 011 help me outside of work.

9. Th course was coafusing at times.

10. the teacher made it easy to learn.

11. I would like another class taught this way.

Questios 4 Statments
Cour Tear S Age la 1 2 3 4 5 Class could be better lf... 6 7 S 9 10 11

8 0 m 26 w nyyy daaaaa
8 8m 26w uyyyyMore computers, one for each person. dandaa

10 10f 41c ynyyuWe need to learn more AMAPS dddddd
10 10m 44w yyyyysmaller classes, so enough computers, individual help Claanaa
11 11 f 32b yyyyyTeach us what we need to know in Assembly,inventory, parts etcdaadaa
11 lm 28c yyyy Longer to work on more specific items daadaa
12 12m Oc yyyyyMake classes longer, PC for each student dnndan
12 12m31 wyy y more in-depth daadaa
13 22m 45c yyyyyTo go through materials faster,probably fine for other studentdaadaa
13 13f 60w YnuyyHaveacomputer for everyone to work on ndnann
13 13f Ocy nyy nnnaaa
13 Om 35w nnnyymore hands on computer dnnaan
13 26m 51w yyuyyMake it longer
14 lm 38w yyyyyNothing daadaa
15 15f 61c yuuyyMore hands on experience with PC's danaaa
18 20m 49w yyyyyLonger class time more computers in class, more time on topicsnaaann
18 4m 39c yyyyyPC for each student daaaaa
18 25m 46c yyyyyTo have access to AMAPS for use in the shop naaaan
10 32m 56c yyyyyTyping 15 WPM should beaprerequisite daaand
18 28m 49w yyyyymore time in class, on computers on each topic, more computersnaaann
20 29m 49c yyyyyAllow more time, more hands on examples dandaa
20 6m 41c yyyyyNothing daaaaa
21 Om 62w yuyyyhave ccmputers available to practice on dnadaa
24 20m 45j nyyynTeach DOS Daadan,
24 14m 42w yyyyyMore computers per class dandaa
25 Om 57w YYYYY dadaaa
27 4m 48w Yyuuy naaaaa
29 29m49w unyn dnadaa

C s



Survey Results

Column 1: Courst code- Mars el4114,A..1 A4,+24:e.,
Columba 2: Tenure with company

Column 3: Sex

Columa 4: Age

Colon' S: Race

Code for Questions 1 to 5: yyen. nno. uuacertaia or left blank.

Code for Statemeat cumbers 6 to 10: aagrims, ddisagree. aaot sure.

Questioas

1. Ca* you solve problems that you couldn't solve before tatiag the class?

2. Do you think the the skills 1 d is this class will help you ia your job?

3. Do you think the has Ior helpOrd$ you meet any of your personal goals?

4. mould you recommend the course to fellow-employee or friend?

S. Mere the materials and workbooks helpful?

StatelSOntit

6. The course was too hard.

7. The c eeeee will help me on the job.

0. The course will help me outside of work.

9. The c 00000 was confusing at times.

ID. The teacher made it easy to learn.

11. I would like anothec class taught this way.

Questios f
Cour Tear S Age Ra 1 2 3 4 5 Class could be better if...

..
1 10f 28w
1 3f 23c
2 2f 39w
2 2 m 28 a

2 If 32w
2 6m 23w
2 2m 39c
2 2F 65W
3 6m 36h
3 If 25c
3 8m 36c
4 13m 39w
4 4f 36c
4 5m 22w
5 5f 36c
5 5m 27w
5 26f 44w
5 15 m 32 c

5 5m 27w
6 If 44c
6 12m 30w
7 7f 30a
7 5M 30W
7 10m 36w
8 8f 39c
8 I f 44 w

8 8m 51w

elk% 3

Statments

6 7 I 9 10 11

yuyyyDo more on spreadsheets dnadan
yyyyyaPC for everyone daadaa
yyyyuHave more time to work on spreadsheet daanaa

dandaa
yyyy More time to work on computers daanaa
yuyyu nnnan
yyyYY daaaan
YYYYYmake the course longer daadaa
uyyyuAn hour of instruction + an hour of lab time daadan
yyyyytopic for each week,ie,Vocab,buttons,disks,programs,applicatiodaaann
ynyyuOne computer per student dnadaa,
uuyyyParts of the final were vague dnndaa
yyyyyHave class go more weeks so more material can be covered dandaa
yynyn daadnn
yyyyyLess people per class, complete projects not just parts on onednanan

yunynSmaller class with one person per terminal nndand
yyyyynone daadaa
yyyyHave more time and more computers dnndaa

yyynnmore warn oriented (growth power?) naaand
yyyyuExtend time to 1 1/2 hours daadad
yyyyyAlittle longer, more time on computer dandaa
yyyyySmaller class, faster pace, more individual attention dandaa
ynyyywrite down in book what to do like page on input, editing dnadaa
yyyyyFocus in on less topics daaaaa
yyyyyHand out materials at beginning, or as you go along daaada

y y y nothing daadan
yyyyyLonger class sessions to allow for practice, questions daadaa



Summaries of Supervisor Evaluation
SHOP MATH PARTICIPANTS

LEADERNAME CLASS Partipants name... ABCD
WNSM 3 3 3 4

WNSM 0 3 3 2 3
WNSM 3 3 2 4

WNSM 3 3 3 3

WNSM 3 3 2 2

WNSM 4 4 3 4

WNSM 3 4 3 4

WNSM 3 4 3 4

WNSM 3 4 3 4

WNSM 3 4 3 4

WNSM 3 4 3 4

WNSM 3 4 3 4

WNSM 3 3 3 3
WNSM 4 3 3 5

WNSM 4 4 3 4

WNSM 3 3 2 3

WNSM 3 3 3 3

WNSM 3 3 2 3

WNSM 3 3 2 3

WNSM 3 3 2 3

WNSM 3 3 2 3

WNSM 3 3 2 3

WNSM 3 3 2 3

WNSM 3 3 2 3

WNSM 3 3 2 3

WNSM 3 3 3 3

WNSM 4 3 3 3

WNSM 3 3 3 3

WNSM 3 '3 3 3

wnsm 3 3 3 3

wnsm 3 3 3 3

wnsm 3 3 3 4

wnsm 3 3 3 4

Question A: Production 5: greatly improved down to 1, greatly decreased, with 3:

Question B: Quality 5: greatly improved down to 1, greatly decreased, with 3: st

Question C: Future Plans 3: Better, 2: The Same 1: Worse

Question D: Coop/Problem Solving 5: greatly improved down to 1, greatly decrease

Averages, Question A: 3.1

Question B: 3.2

Question C: 2.6

Question D: 3.3



course Evaluation

You do not need to write your name on this form.
**********

How long have you worked at this company?

How long have you done this type of work?

What is your job title or position?

What is your sex? N or F (circle one).

What is your age? What is your Race?

**********

What type of problems can you solve that you couldn't before taking the class?

Your Answers are

Kept Confidential
***

Only Write your

Name on this if

want to be con

tacted

Do you think the skills you learned in this class will help you in your Job? Why, or why not? How?

Do you think the course has (or will) help you meet any of your personal goals? Why, or why not? How

Would you recommend the course to a fellow-employee or friend? Why or why not?

Were the materials and workbooks helpful? What was good or bad about the materials used in this course?

If you could change the course in any way, what would you suggest we do to make it a better class?

Circle the answer that best applies...

-The course was too hard

-The course will help me on the job

-The course will help me outside of work

-The course was confusing at times

-The teacher made it easy for me to learn

-I would like another class taught this way

agree

agree

agree

agree

agree

agree

Circle one:

not sure

not sure

not sure

not sure

not sure

not sure

disagree

disagree

disagree

d isagree

disagree

disagree
**********

Use the back of this form if you wish to make further comments or suggestions.

Thank you for your help. You will help us tioke this a better course.



Leader's Name:
Today's Date:
Course Name:

LEADER'S EVALUATION OF TRAINING EFFECTS
ON THEIR TEAMS 4Ito

Lt

Below you will find an evaluation matrix. Now that the first year's
courses have been conpleted, how would you rate their effects on the
participants that you lead? Use key below:

NAME
PRODUCT-

ION QUALITY
FUTURE
PLANS

CO-OPERATION AND.
PROBLEM SOLVING

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 3 2 1 5 4 '3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

KEY:
Production:
5 = Greatly Increased 4 = Somewhat Increased 3 = Stayed the Same
2 = Somewhat Decreased 1 = Greatly Decreased

Quality:
5 = Greatly Improved 4 = Somewhat Improved 3= Stayed the Same
2 = A few more errors 1 = Many more errors

Future Plans:
After completing the program, when new technical equipment or
training comes to your department, do you think your employees
will be able to handle it
3 = Better 2 = The Same 1 = Worse

Co-operation or Problem Solving:
5 = A Lot 4 = Some 3 = Same amount as before program
2 = Little 1 = None

Overall:
Since your employees participated in the program, do you feel
your job as a leader has become
5 = Much Easier 4 = Somewhat Easier 3 = Same as Before
2 = Somewhat More Difficult 1 = Much More Difficult

Please give an example:

Return to Jean Gillespie by December 12. Call Toni (457) or Scott
(225) with questions.



Comments on the Supervisors' Evaluation Form

Regarding Shop Math

Required paper work accuracy has improved somewhat.

No Noticeable Change

...learned to do inventory transactions and cycle counting/...training has been helpful in new duties.

...(easier) because I don't have to spend time working with X on problems, he can do now.

Simple math...`'Ine cards, production jobs, pulling materials for jobs.
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S Age Ra "What type of problems can you solve that couldn't before...

f 28 w Hands on experience on spreadsheet was nice
f 23 c know how to change things in Word Perfect, spreadsheet
f 39 w How to use a spreadsheet
in 28 a
f 32 w I know a little more than I did before
m 23 w I can better understand a computer now.
in 39 c More comfortable with computers
F 65 W typing skill improved, operations of computer

m 36 h Not so much nroblern solving, have wider knowledge, skill

f 25 c Understanding the questions the computer is asking
m 36 c How to get help when running applications
m 39 w Not sure without more use of Computer

f 36 c Knew nothing about computers before class
in 22 w some wordprocessing or speadsheets

f 36 c How to use all aspects of a PC
m 27 w How to work with PC's
f 44 w Can turn on computer and do some work on it
in 32 c
m 27 w all kinds of things using a spread sheet
f 44 c Can do memos by myself

m 30 w Could not even turn on computer before class
f 30 2 Can now do basic navigation and basic work
M 30 W run word processors and spreadsheets
m 36 w No previous experience on PC's
f 39 c changing descriptions, progrhms
f 44 w
in 51 w Made it easier to run programs, it, WP, spreadsheet
m 26 w

m 26 w It was only basic operation of computer,no problem solvg
f 41 c Typing, easy to correct, spreadsheets

m 44 w Doing spreadsheet calculation, graphs

f 32 b How to turn on computer, how to use computer files
m 28 c Now have somc background in computers
in 0 c understanding computers

m 31 w I know how to get around in a computer, helped a lot
m 45 c Can do own projects without help, memos, graphs, charts
f 60 w How to get computer started

0 c Turning computers on, margins, deleting etc.
m 35 w

m 51 w Can do basic things to operate and use computer
in 38 w How to use spreadsheet, WP, formatting disk
f 61 c How to use a PC
m 49 w make work better more enjoyable
m 39 c Using directories and floppies

m 46 c Turning on comp, Word Perfect, how comp works
m 56 c can access computer without doing damage to it

in 49 w understanding comp, can make work better, more enjoyable
m 49 c How to get into computer
in 41 c Run a PC now fairly confident

m 62 w Can use Word Perfect, spreadsheet on IBM
in 45 j None
m 42 w understand new programs easier

m 57 w how to get in and out of work in process
1 2 t,in 48 w Word Perfect

m 49 w



S Age Ra Do you think the skills will help you in your job

f 28 w possibly spreadsheet, not sure if we will use it

f 23 c Helps me fmd my way around the computer
f 39 w Will help to find information
m 28 a
f 32 w I know a little more about computers
m 23 w I don't ilk computer in job anymore
m 39 c Applications, ;,;leed through the system
F 65 W hope to be abk to make labels and other jobs
m 36 h Computer skills always a plus for careers
f 25 c Can now relate to terms, use computer more
m 36 c Don't use at work
rn 39 w Maybe in futint,now job leaves little time.
f 36 c Will have to use one at work, not afraid anymore
m 22 w little bit now, more in the future, everything comput
f 36 c when I was a Team Leader, not so much now

m 27 w Possibly in the future

f 44 w Can trace parts on computer
m 32 c sometime down the road
m 27 w down the road when I get enough training to do what I
f 44 c Basic understanding, working knowledge of computers
m 30 w Somewhere down the road
f 30 a Hope it will become part of my job

M 30 W doesn't relate
m 36 w Better understand computers and work with them
f 39 c Barcode labels,eventually finding if part is in stock

f 44 w eventually
m 51 w Won't need so much help running computer at work

m 26 w Still working in assembly
m 26 w It will give me more skills.

f 41 c don't use those kind in work applications
m 44 w Because computer will become integral part of my job
f 32 b I can now be asked to do computer work
m 28 c
m 0 c in the future
m 31 w I won't be afraid to use one
m 45 c Increasingly becoming a part of my job, learned terms
f 60 w The computers are different

f 0 c
m 35 w
m 51 w In future job will be using more computers

m 38 w Cornputcrs are being used more, need to keep up
f 61 c

m 49 w for record keeping and problem solving

m 39 c with a little more time and practice

m 46 c Using computers for inventory, information when need
m 56 c Able to create data files for collection of tools
m 49 w For record keeping and problem solving

m 49 c Increasingly becoming a part of my job to use them
m 41 c we're going to be using PC's more often
m 62 w Just feel better about using an IBM PC
m 45 j

m 42 w Access to programs that solve problems
m 57 w
m 48 w Learned to usc more than just amaps
m 49 w Will help in future change, job opportunities 1 3 o



S Age Ra ...hclp you meet any of your personal goals?

f 28 w it helped me learn more about spreadsheets
f 23 c Got me interested in taking other computer classes
f 39 w to be able to complete a drafting degree
in 28 a
f 32 w
rn 23 w have gotten more interested in computers
in 39 c Speed
F 65 W wanted to operate a computer for years/self coafid.
m 36 h more computer literate,speak computerease better
f 25 c Have always found computer hard to use, until now
m 36 c Help me be more comp literate, with future plans
m 39 w To be computer friendly

f 36 c Always good to gain more knowledge
m 22 w
f 36 c For personal use at home, setting up pers fmances
m 27 w not really

f 44 w Can use comp at home, not be afraid of it
m 32 c Learning to use computers
m 27 w
f 44 c Take on more responsibility at work

in 30 w I would like more time to work with it
f 30 a Feel better about working with PC's
M 30 W better interact with computers
m 36 w at least a step in the right direction
f 39 c better understand comp, different functions, uses
f 44 w

m 51 w Helped me to reach goal of learning more about comp
m 26 w Hope to be an engineer in the future

m 26 w Starting new team, will be using computers in job.
f 41 c If I plan to move around

in 44 w Plan to buy computer for use in home business
f 32 b Says something to WARN about my dependablty, raises
m 28 c
m 0 c
m 31 w

m 45 c Helped become more adept on computers
f 60 w I would like to learn more about computers
f 0 c not enough training in computer
m 35 w too basic

in 51 w Class should be longer

in 38 w Machines I use art being run by computers
f 61 c

m 49 w what they can do to delp you at work
m 39 c Learning PC skills is one of my goals
m 46 c Will help in personal goals,work, knowledge
in 56 c I won't be computer illiterate
m 49 w understandng comp and how they can help you at work
m 49 c
m 41 c

m 62 w Feel better about using computer
m 45 j

42 w More relaxed and confident with computers
rn 57 w understand smart cam better

m 48 w Application change when company is in Powersoft
m 49 w



S Age Ra ...recommend this course to a fellow employee or co-worker?

f 28 w if they don't know anything about computers
f 23 c Helps get you familiar with computer
f 39 w Everyone should know the basics
rn 28 a
f 32 w Because it covers the basics

m 23 w It was fun
rn 39 c Only if they had a PC and planned to use daily

F 65 W enjoyed it, sense of accomplishment

m 36 h Help them to gain basic understanding of computers
f 25 c Nice refresher, introductory eourse
m 36 c Was a fun and informative class
m 39 w to become familiar with computer
f 36 c Very informative
m 22 w good learning opportunity
f 36 c it is fun, helps you be comfortable around PC's
m 27 w If they don't know anything about computers
f 44 w Can help you understand and not be afraid on comp
m 32 c It's a good basics class
m 27 w unless the class was more related to Warn, rec. corn
f 44 c so many are computer ignorant and afraid of them
m 30 w Well presented, not too fast paced
f 30 a It's a good basic course
M 30 W it's fun
m :16 w For basic understanding of computers

f 39 c Gives selfconfidence when working with computers
f 44 w good for basic info

m 51 w Helps learning the computer so much easier

m 26 w Teaches good skills for changes in the work place

m 26 w If they had very little knowledge about computers.

f 41 c It's just nice to know

m 44 w If not familiar with computer, good starting place
f 32 b Scott helps alot,he encourages you to make ip class
m 28 c
m 0 c
m 31 w if they don't know anything about computers, a help
m 45 c Helps teach comp in a friendly environment

f 60 w It will help you realize what a computer is about
f 0 c
m 35 w if they know nothing about computers

m 51 w If he needs the basics

m 38 w Need to know computers to keep up
f 61 c It's always good to learn ncw projects
m 49 w can make your work easier

m 39 c It starts out basic enough for even raw beginner
m 46 c For job related uses PFK etc.

m 56 c Because it covers the basic fundamentals

m 49 w it can make your work easier
m 49 c
m 41 c

m 62 w To help them feel better about using PC
m 45 j Only if they don't already know about computers
m 42 w Vital tool in understanding growth power
na 57 w

m 48 w Skills learned have to be practiced
m 49 w Excellent class for those who have little knwldge

1. 3



S Age Ra ...marls and workbooks helpful?

f 28 w workbook and material were helpful to me
f 23 c -hey were helpful
f 39 w Some of material could have easier to follow
in 28 a
f 32 w
m 23 w not enough information to get in1out of programs
in 39 c Boring typing in all the definitions
F 65 W need more detail
m 36 h Material good, but needed more information
f 25 c Helpful to have all materials, agenda at beginning
rn 36 c Materials were developed thru this course
m 39 w everything was useful

f 36 c Good heving own PC to work with
m 22 w didn't help much, class time was most beneficial
f 36 c If you had time to rtad thorn

m 27 w Don't like looking up list of words with no suggestio
f 44 w
m 32 c
m 27 w more work sheets, more hands on

44 c Helpful if vocabulary lists in the first class
m 30 w
f 30 a Very organized, like step by step workbook

M 30 W need notes writtne in book for us, not for us to do
in 36 w

f 39 c Need materials at beginning of class
f 44 w
in 51 w Altho not fancy, very appropriate for begining course
m 26 w
m 26 w The materials were very clear.

f 41 c He couldn't find a lot of defmitions
in 44 w instructions quite detailed, some hard to find

f 32 b helped to introduce computers to a new afraid student
m 28 c
in c

m 31 w I got more out of listening to the teacher

m 45 c Experimental materials, got better as time went on
f 60 w They told what things were, Scott helped explain them
f 0 c
m 35 w
m 51 w

m 38 w Enough help on material to learn basics
f 61 c
m 49 w but not to much in depth if you in a problem (sic)
m 39 c essential

m 46 c Helpful, but lacked help in using AMAPS
in 56 c Were helpful, could be more concise

in 49 w Wrkbks give general idea, but not if you have a probl
m 49 c Less writing makes it easier to keep up with instruct
m 41 c
m 62 w But most written comp directions men% complete
m 45 j Basic DOS should be taught
m 42 w Easy to understand and follow
m 57 w
in 48 w Good because it was written in common language
m 49 w Cumbersome



249

249 Hub

249 Team

350

350 A

8274 RV

A/M Hubs

Accessories

Accessories

Carrier Call

CSR

Flange Mount

Flange Mt

Flange MT

Flange Mt.

Flange Mt. Nissan

Human Resources

Human Resources

M 249

M 249

M 249

M236

M236

M249

Maintenance

Mounting System

Mounting Systems

Nissan Hub

Quicker

Rounds

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV Winch

RV (Service)

RV Winch

RV Winch

RV Winch

RV Winch

RV Winch

RV Winch

RV Winch

RV Winch Mid Size

Shift Linkage

Ssangyong

Tool and Die

Tool Crib/Tool Grinding

Tool Grinding

Tool Grinding

Tool Grinding 494

Comment 1: Are You More Comfortable Around Computers?

Basic understandin of PC's

Never used one before,understand them a little more

Not afraid of messing something up, more familiar

I know more about their operation

I now know how to get started

Know more about what computer is able to do

Because I can do more things

Easier to navigate

Understand more of the keyboard functions

a little, but I understand the

Understand terminology that is

350A Didn't know anything before

Move around programs better,

I can't kill them as easy as

basic

used in field

I earlier thought

I am not afraid I will destroy something

Not afraid of hurting programs anymore

understand the lingo

Better understanding of the lingo

Just an intro class, need repetition to remember

Understanding thrt I can be productive with them

In's and out's have been explained

Wasn't uncomfortable before

Before class,worried about losing data,doing damage

Was basically a refresher course for me

Need more hands on experience to feel comfortable

Feel qualified to tackle PC

More comfortable, more confident

Never used WP, spreadsheet before

Practice on PC help feel more comfortable,familiar

Because I know I can't hurt it, like to buy one

Better understanding of how they work

Was scared of computer before taking class

Before I was afraid I would messsomething up

I know more about them

Can do over if I didn't do it right the first time

Didn't know anything before

Will only feel comfortable throught experience

Know termf ology,functions better,do productive wrk

Pecause I ad not worked with computers before

Unless you format, its hard to do serious damage

More familiar with them

Knew nothing about them before

More familiar with programs

Was a brush up on things that I had learned before

I like them

My notes and the teacher make me more comfortable

Knew most that was taught

Better understanding of how to communicate with PC

But will increase when I can put this trning to use

Can turn one on, but didn't learn to use AMAPS
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Comment 2: Are you more familiar with the words and terms...?
Team

the basic terms
249 But we really don't use the terms
249 Hub Didn't use the terms before taking the class.
249 Team Learned definitions of common terms
350 I can use them...
350 A Need more time on most things
8274 RV simply because they are explained in class
A/M Hubs Being exposed to them and the answers from Scott
Accessories Not really important to me
Accessories understand hcw to move thru menus more freely
Carrier Call Know a little more than I did before
CSR When using AMAPS, only don't have the same programs
Flange Mount 350A Didn't know anything before
Flange Mt Helpful if : want to buy my own computer
Flange MT

Flange Mt. We worked on vocabulary words
Flange Mt. Nissan

Human Resources usable not technical
Human Resources Real basics given, usable information, not tech
M 249 Very interesting, hard to remember without repetitn
M 249 As long as I can use PC's I will be comfortable
M 249 learned terms not used before
M236 Normally work with AMAPS, taug!..t me more about PC's
14236 Now I am comfortable with terms at a novice level
14249

Maintenance Especially with the spreadsheet program
Mounting System Better understanding what others talk about,meaning
Mounting Systems Before I knew nothing about PC's
Nissan Hub Nice to learn exactly what I was doing, terms
Quicker

Rounds Become more familiar, comfortable
RV But have to refer to wordlist,am reading about them
RV Has a language all its own
RV Didn't know any of the lanuage before taking class
RV I know what they mean and do
RV feels much better to have worked with them
RV

RV Winch Didn't know any terminology before
RV (Service) Because it was explained
RV Winch Class focused on terms and definitions
RV Winch

RV Winch Through use of the terms and the meanings
RV Winch

RV Winch Was previously computer literate
RV Winch

RV Winch Basic background of computers
RV Winch Mid Size The terms were explained very well
Shift Linkage I am learning the computer languages
Ssangyong Learned new terms, good handouts, notes
Tool and Die Knew most that was taught
Tool Crib/Tool Grinding Have become more familiar with abbreviated words
Tool Grinding

Tool Grinding Now understand what the terms mean
Tool Grinding 494 Didn't know anything about them before

I ri
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Team
Comment 3: Ras the class helped you interact...more effective...?

a little

249

249 Hub Haven't had the chance to use computers much.
249 Team More comfortable

350 I feel more confident abot going ino a word proc..
350 A Learned you have to answer it's choices
8274 RV Bought computer since class, have taught myself mor
A/M Hubs Haven't had the chance to apply the skills

Accessories

Accessories Before class, didn't understand the keys functions
Carrier Call Some

CSR Can learn how to use program step by step

Flange Mount 350A Know what keys to get help

Flange Mt able to change bar code label without fear of hurti
Flange MT Now I know some terms that I have heard talked abou
Flange Mt. I am not afraid to use them

Flange Mt. Nissan Can use without double checking everything I do

Human Resources

Human Resources ??

M 249

M 249 By knowing basic commands, able to produce work
M 249 learned WP, spreadsheet on IBM

M236 not really

M236 Learned what they do, how to get around on them

M249

Maintenance Knew the other programs, spreedsheet was most helpf
Mounting System Can have information no more than one area at a tim
Mounting Systems

Nissan Hub Know more about how to operate comp,more effective
Quicker The more hands on experience the more you learn

Rounds Hands on experience is my way of learning
RV Haven't had the chance to yet
RV Less fear

RV I don't know

RV

RV know more about them

RV

RV Winch Given me more confidence

RV (Service) Only through experience

RV Winch Less imtimidated around PC,comfortable seeking help
RV Winch

RV Winch

RV Winch

RV Winch know WP, Lotus and DOS more effectively
RV Winch Too basic

RV Winch can navigate in computers easier
RV Winch Mid Size How to get around on computer and what they can do
Shift Linkage Have basic skills to write a file, make a spreadshe
Ssangyong Introduced to computer, now have tools to learn mor
Tool and Die

Tool Crib/Tool Grinding Better understanding of language, applications, job
Tool Grinding

Tool Grinding But not as effective as I would like
Tool Grinding 494 Helped with Word Perfect,spreadsheets, but need AMA
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Comment 4: ...understand ... better team member?
Team

the technology is very helpful

249 We all share the work on the computer

249 Hub Other than having more skills to offer.

249 Team Have knowledge if needed about computers

350 have improved typing and self confidence
350 A Possibly, if I understood all about computers
8274 RV Things learned in class, not applicable to my job
A/M Hubs The more skilled you are the more complete your tea

Accessories Charts, spreadsheets etc.

Accessories helps you work on and save important information

Carrier Call If I had more time on them

CSR Able to program more info that is related to work

Flange Mount 350A had to ask other people for help before class

Flange Mt Be able to look up stock to see if it's in

Flange MT

Flange Mt. Have more access to information about parts
Flange Mt. Nissan

Human Resources use time more efficiently

Human Resources Use time more efficeintly

M 249 But need much more training
M 249 Class increased my ability to be flexible
M 249 Don't use computer too often on job
M236

M236 haven't used them, but may need to in the future
M249

Maintenance Can do more at faster pace for team members
Mounting System Making records easier to be keptIstoring informatio
Mounting Systems

Nissan Hub Computer will make our jobs easier

Quicker Don't use it now but may be helpful in the future
Rounds Word Perfect and spreadsheet could be helpful
RV Computer make things more efficient
RV But it still takes a lot more time than I have
RV If I could entor jobs, boss would have less work
RV

RV Can do more on the system now
RV

RV Winch

RV (Service) Have a better understanding of what is going on
RV Winch Already real:1/2ed importance before class
RV Winch

RV Winch They can store information everyone can access
RV Winch

RV Winch We all need to be as familiar with them as we can
RV Winch Has nothing to do with my job
RV Winch Don't have to ask other people for help
RV Winch Mid Size Gave some ideas on how to store and use stats
Shift Linkage There are terminals, standlones, servers, network
Ssangyong Don't feel afraid now when team leader is helping m
Tool and Die

Tool Crib/Tool Grinding Can make computer do work for us if feed right info
Tool Grinding I knew nothing before
Tool Grinding Can see where we can be more effective in our dept
Tool Grinding 494 Making programs for team use, inventory,tool contro
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Comment 5: What can you do now as a result...?
Team

Basicly work with PC's

249 Not ask for as much help
249 Hub ,LeRrned more than I can explain in this space.

249 Team Basics, use WP, possibly spreadsheet

350 about to start WordStar (on home computer

350 A Get it started

8274 RV Good beginning for teaching myself more
A/M Hubs All course topics

Accessories Use my computer effectively

Accessories Practice with PC for future job skills

Carrier Call Undrstd little better how work,solve problems mysel
CSR Word Perfect, spreadsheet

Flange Mount 350A Start computer, find program, store work, print
Flange Mt Get in,out of A drive, delete words,find files etc.
Flange MT Spreadsheets, Word Perfect in a very basic manner
Flange Mt. Get info from system, usa Word Perfect, spreadsheet

Flange Mt. Nissan Spreadsheet, word processing, get around on compute.

Human Resources bring up network and use various programs
Human Resources Bring up network, beginning to use various programs

M 249

M 249 Be able to log in and do simple work
M 249 Get in and out of WP and spreadsheet
M236 Work with PC's

M236 Less intimidated,know more about programs, usage
M249 Turn on comp, run programs, load disk

Maintenance Do more with spreadsheet than I could before

Mounting System Help make problem solving easier by using spreadshe

Mounting Systems Use a PC

Nissan Hub Utilize files better, genera] nderstanding of DOS
Quicker Manipulate system, more familiar with WP, Lotus
Rounds Easier to use computer
RV Practice on all programs without fear of hurting it
RV Use floppies
RV Documents on Word Perfect, spreadsheets
RV I know the basics about getting around on computer
RV Work on WP, spreadsheets

RV I can run a spreadsheet
RV Winch sit an d PC and run it (somewhat)
RV (Service)

RV winch Producing own memos,letters without help from secrt
RV Winch Do basic computer functions
RV Winch

RV Winch

RV winch Better understanding of WP, Lotus, DOS
RV winch Explain DOS

RV Winch Navigate programs, extract information easier
RV Winch Mid Size Use files, store, rename, create,WP, spreadsheet
Shift Linkage Have to learn how to use WP, database, Lotus better
Ssangyong Take on computer responsibilities on my team
Tool and Die

Tool Crib/Tool Grinding Further my education, know what programs are availb
Tool Grinding Do the basics

Tool Grinding Do Word Perfect with minimal amount of problems
Tool Grinding 494 turning on small PC, Word Perfect, formating disks



Supervisors' Evaluation of the Computer Basics Class

TEAM LEADER PARTICIPANTS ABCD
WNCB 3 3 2 3

WNCB 3 3 3 4

WNCB 4 4 2 4

WNCB 3 3 1 3 3

WNCB 3 4 3 3

WNCB 4 3 3 4

WNCB 4 4 3 4

WNCB 4 4 3 5

WNCB 4 4 3 5

WNCB 4 3 2 4

WNCB 3 3 3 3

WNCB 3 3 2 3

WNCB 3 3 2 3

WNCB 3 3 3 3

WNCB 3 3 3 3

WNCB 4 4 2 4

WNCB 4 4 3 3

WNCB 4 3 3 4

WNCB 4 4 3 4

Question A: Production 5: greatly improved down to 1, greatly decreased, with 3:

Question A: Quality 5: greatly improved down to I, greatly decreased, with 3: st

Question C: Future Plans 3: Better, : The Same I: Worse

Question D: Coop/Problem Solving 5: greatly improved down to 1, greatly decrease

Averages, Question A: 3.5

Question B: 3.4

Question C: 2.6

Question D: 3.6



Questionnaire For Employees that
have taken the Computer Basics
Class...

Name:

Team:

(the next page has an evaluation that does not require you give your name)

Please answer the following questions...

1. Since taking the class, are you more comfortable around computers? Explain why

or why not.

2. Since taking the class, are you more familiar with the words and terms used in
referring to computers? Explain why or why not.

3. Has the class helped you learn to interact with computers in a more effective way?

If so, How?

4. Did the class help you understand how computers can be used to make you a better
worker/team member? Explain.

5. What can you do now as a result of having been in the class?

6. What things should be changed to make the class better?

Please return this questionnaire and the Course Evaluation to Toni M. in HR-Training
as soon as possible.



Comments on the Supervisors' Evaluation Form

Regarding Computer Basics

(I) don't have to take the time to show basic computer skills.

...Helped to gain confidence in using computers in general.

...X is more frustrated, needs one-on-one training.

...how much will be retained by the time opportunity presents itself is questionable.

...will make record keeping...data collection somewhat easier.

...X has been contributing more and more...don't know whether it is the training or TEI...

(easier) memos, meeting notices and minutes produced.
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GCS TIRAIINIING CERIITIVE FORM

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.
Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TITLE
INSTRUCTOR (S)

DATE

1) Were your overall expectations met for this class?
4

not at ail very little somewhat reasonably well de defy beyond expectations
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the training
materials (or manual) you received for this class.
1 2 4 5 6

,t7.-not at all very We somewhat reasonably apprcpiate fumy beyond expectations
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a time), ner?
1 2 4 5 6
not at all ve(Y little wmewtiat reasonaboy MO de beyond expectations
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

AERONOMY!

4) How appropriate was the day & time of this class
2 4

not at WI very Lillie somewhat reasonably well d beyond expectations

Comments:

5) How wouid you rate the

not at all very little

Comments:

ance Of this subject to your job?
4

reasonably impt. definitely opt. extremely opt.

I 'I

SEE BACK PLEASE

1



6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in
class?

very little reason very effectivelynot at all defilitery

If you did not rate a 5 or 6. why? re )a.b/7 0._elfLid C(`'

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a teacher (HOW clas s taught)?
2 4 L51 ,4

very low low lair high excellent
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

8) Rate the degree of instructtr's expertise/knowledge this subject).
1 2 4
very low low lair high excellent
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.
1 2 3 4
very low low Ia
If you did not rate a 5 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

high eigh excellent

10) WHAT cl sses w uld you like to see offered at OCS?

outage &ism only
1 1 ) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have

on you taking this course?
4

. nom at ad very little somewhat reasonable impact definite opal exit
Comments:

12) What impact did the payment method (payruil deduction at the end)

cLclan the cost (to you) have in your choice to take this class?.)2_L4L_¢
e at ail very ttle somewhat reasonable enpact definite fovea extreme anpaa

Comments:

2

4



©CS 11111AIINUNG CallrIFIQUE 70111bil

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.
Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TITLE 136v; c_
INSTRUCTOR (S) 5Tc

DATE dr /5

1) Were your overall expectations met for this class?
-_-2 3 5

not at ait very igie soinewnat reasonably well definitely beyond ex- p ectations
If you did not ra e a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 15 or 6 rating?

..t
2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the training

materials (or manual) you received for this class.
1 2 3 4 6
not at ad very Nab somewhat reasonably appropnato definitely beyond expectations
If you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

et4 42- /
.4frf,

1".

1.01-4,42.9 4)w-a
3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timely manner?

1 2 4 / 5 6
not at ati very kale somovhat reasonably well definitely beyono expectations
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

4) How appropriate was the day & time of this class(es)?
4

not el ad

Comment:: "A*1 ',Led .

reasonably well dellutely

40,4

beyond expectations

5) How would you rate the importance of this subject tO your job_
not at ad very little somewhat reasonably impt definitely impt. extreinertny,/
Comments:

SEE BACK PLEASE

1



6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in
class?
1 2 3 4 ('T
not at all very little sornewhatr_ reason ;. fy well dehriffely

If you did 1101 rate a 5 or 6. why?

6
very effectively

'
amm.,

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a teacher (HOW class was taught)?
I 4

very low low very high excellent
If you did not 5 or 6. what co d have been done di ently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

I
..4.,t A ..: i. ..4 eil esi..eA f . , ./o4

APP1a,... ' e._.1

(aw

/ 0

.0--txty

Y)-614

/4-0 e l // , 6I
8) Rate the deg ' e o /nstructor's expertise/knowledge (on this subject).

1 2 4 / _d
very low low (air high very high °reorient
If you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.
2 4 iio

very low low lair high `varhigh excellent
If you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

1 0) WHAT classes would you like to see offered at OCS?

college classes col

1 1 ) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have
on you taking this course?

none at at very little somewha reasonetrimpact definite impad extreme impact

Comments:

12) What impact cl,d the payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
and the cost (to you) have in your choice to take this class?

none at all very hale somevdiat reasonable impact definite mad extreme livocr
-ments:

2



OCC il1II1 TTIZITIE TORN

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.
Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TIP E ionp t) +o- DATE 4J
INSTRUCTOR (S) clope_16-nri

1) Were your overall expectations met for this class?
not at all very little somewhat reasonably well definitely beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the training
materials (or manual) you received for this class.
1 2 3 (2-1-.) _5 15_not at all very ittle somewhat reasonablfapprconate definitely beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a S or 6. what could have ban done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timely manner?
1 2 4 5 6not at all very little somewhat reasonably weil deliiitely beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?....i,ja57'; n; e . -qTria_abA,L-t-

....4.__14..vis,(410,12 id h6,4, beef, i'J0-1---Icr

4) How appropriate was the day & time of this class(es)?
1 _2___________I 4 --5.-----1not at all very kilo sot awful( reasonably well definitely beyono expectations
Commerus: t S }le d s4-

5) How would you rate the importance of this subject to your job?
4

reasonably apt. definitely net exUemeiv impt.

e. )6

not al all very little

Comments: Ai
somewhat

ee y-f) )

SEE BACK PLEASE

1



6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in

class?

not at all very little somewhat reasonably %veil definitely very effectively

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, why?

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a teacher (HOW class was taught)?
1 ; 4
verylcw low lair hi9h very high excellent

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

=1101

8) Rate the degree of instructor's expertise/knowledge (on this subject).
2 3 4 5 ________:,:6 -

very tow low lair high very high exceffent

If you did not rare a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.
4

a.
irwy low low tar high verrhigh excellent

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been-done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

10) WHAT classes would you like to see offered at OCS?
14.1 bet c La c ) ic< -444.s

tAR d N no 1.4) Azt-is ,4L

Cdegli CbSSIISOrlk.

11) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have
on you taking this course?

_ flaws/ al vety 11W. reasonable lived d4finde knpact extreme.impaa

Comments: oU e

12) What impact did the payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
and the cost (to you) have in your choice to take this class?
I ? 3 4
none gall very httle

Comments: AJ /,4
somewhat reasonable impact definite impact extreme wnpaa

2



GCS CIIITITUQUE

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.
Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TITLE C,/,1 M )7-2 r?,; DATE
INSTRUCTOR (S)

1) Were your overall expectations met for this class?
1 2 3 4
not at all very little somewhat reasonably wool nein

5 6
beyond expectations

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the training
materials (or manual) you received for this class.

2 3 4
not at all . very little somewhat reasonably appropnate deñtIOly oeyond expectations
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timely. manner?
/ 2 4 5 6
not at al very little somewhat reasonably wel.1 defititWy beyond expectations
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

4) How appropriate was the day & time of his class(es)?

not at ad

Comments:

very little somewhat rea definitely beyond expectations

5) How would you rate the importance of subject to your job?
not at aft

Commerus:

very lrttle somewhat reas pt. definitely impt. extremery impt.

SEE BACK PLEASE

1



6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in
class?

not at all
4

very little reasonably wen de WI j very effectively

If you did Rot rate a 5 or 6, why?

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a

very bw low fair

If you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been

teacher /CHOW class was tauaht)?
(4 )

very high

done differently to achieve a
excellent

5 or 6 rating?

8) Rate the degree of
1 2

instructor's expertise/knowledge
4
high verytighvery low

If you did not
low

rate a 5 or
fair

this subject).
6

excellent

6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.

very kir

If you did not
low

4
far high 'WOO excellent

rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

10) WHAT classes would you like to see offered at OCS?

collage dames only

11) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have
on you taking ttAis course?

very little
4

sometinIat (easonable impact deka:1_54*V extreme owl
Comments:

12) What impact did the
and the cost ou)

payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
have in your choice to take this class?

4
reasonable knpv definite inroad extreme Impactnone at all

Comments:

Valy4ttle somewhat

I 5 t)



GCS 111211A11111111G CUITTIQUIE

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and proces.ses.Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TITLE L.,22-_-_,

INSTRUCTOR (S) --t' C. ,
DATE _6 e:%-/

1) Were your overall expectations met for this class?
4 5 6not at ail very kttle somewhat reasonably well defitfitety beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rattng?

2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the trainingmaterials (or manual) you received for this class.
1 2 4not at all very onte 'somewhat reasonably appropnate definitely beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timely manner?
1 2 4not at ail vgry little somewha delkiitelyreasonably well beyond expectationslf you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

4) How appropriate was the day & time of this class(es)?
not at all very lithe somewhat reasonably well definitely beyond expectationsComments:

5\ How would you rate the importance of this subject to your job?
4

reasonably Opt. dehMtely impt.somewhat

151

MUMMY impt

SEE BACK PLEASE

1



6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in
class?

not at al very little soinewhat reasonably well definitely very effectively

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, why?

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a teacher (HOW class was taught)?
1 2 3 4 5 6
my bw low fair high very high excellent

If yfiu did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve .a 5 or 6 raring?

Rate the degree of instructor's expertise/knowledge (on this subject).
4 6

very low low fair high very high excedent

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.
2

vefy low low lair high very high excellent

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

1 0) WHAT classes would you like to see offered at OCS?

=zics college dazes

1 1 ) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have
on you taking this course?

none se all very little somewfiat reasonable inpact definite impact extreme Wripct

Comments:

12) What impact did the payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
and the cost (to you) have in your choice to take this class?.

3 4
none re ail very little somevrnal reasonable impact definite impact extreme impact

Cimments:

2



GCE TRAIIHUNG CIIIMQUE 70Iind

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.
Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TITLE (_414,/ , 1 DATE
INSTRUCTOR (S)

1) Were your overall expectations met for this class?23 4 t¢not at ail very little somewha reasonably well definitely beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a S or 6 rating?

2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the training
materials (or manual) you received for this class.
1 2 4 Anot at ail very sole somewhat reasonably appropnate . . . ely beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differantly to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timel manner?
1 2 4
not at all very little somewhat reasonably well de beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

4) How appropriate was the day & time of this class(es)?
1 2 3 4not at all

Comments:

very little =UMW reasonably well definitely beyond lupectations

5) How would you rate the importance of this subject to your job?
4

reasonably impt definitely impt.
not at all

Comments:

very Otte SOMOWIlat extremeNkapt.

SEE BACK PLEASE
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6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in
class?

not at all very little somewhat reasonably well definitely very effectively

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, why?

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a teacher (HOW class was taught)?
2 4

(y low low lair high viky-high excellent

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

8) Rate the degree of instructor's expertise/knowledge (on this subjet).
1 2 4 )4,
vely low low lair high very high excOint

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.
4

wry low low fait high v excelient

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

10) WHAT classes would you like to see offered at OCS?
710frc

ocs wisp dames

11) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have
on you taking this course?

non. a ail

Comments:

very We

12) What impact did the payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
and the cost (to you) have in your choic to take this class?

'4
none at all very Ws somewhat reasonable pad definite impaa extreme xnpact

Comments:

2



©CC TIRIMINING tjw FORM

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.
Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TITLE .--r7/0)-- 3.41 $A 514_5 DAM &/5---9/
INSTRUCTOR (S) < I

1) Were your overall expectations met for this class?
2 4

not at all very little somewhat reasonably well de beyond expectations
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

2) Please rate the overali appropriateness and quality of the training
materials (or manual) you received for this class.
1 2 3 4 (75-) 6
not at all very little somewhat reasonably apprcpriare ?Whitely beyond expectations
If you d14 not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timely manner?
1 2 3 4 5.' 6
not at all very little somewhat reasonably ivell d y beyond expectations
If you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

4) How appropriate was the day & time of .his class( 9

1 2 3 5
not at all very little somewhat r well de beyond expectations

Comments:

AMINI11

5) How would you rate the importance of this subject to your job?

not at all

Comments:

very Ifttle somewhat
4

reasonably impt.

ri
definitely opt. extremews30.

SEE BACK PLEASE

1



6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in
class?

not at all very little
4

somewhat reasonably well definitely very

If you did nOt raie a 5 or 6, why?

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a teacher (HOW class was taught )9
1 2
very low low

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 rating?

3 4 5 6
lair high very high excellent... /

8) Rate the degree of instructor's expertise/knowledge this subject).
1 2 3 4 5 6
very low low (air high very high excellent
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently chieve a 5 or 6 racing?

9) Please rate overall training.
2 3 4 _______,5

very low low (air high very high
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or6 rating?

1,0) WHAT classes would you like to see offered at OCS?
17-47°me.

1 I ) What impact did OCS
on you taking this course?

2
none at all very little

Comments:

111 college dazes

College (having classes held here at work) have

exreme impact

12) What impact did the payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
and the cost o u) have in your choice to take this class?

3 4
somewhat reasonable impact definite Impact extreme impact

none at all

Comments:

very little

..11

2



GCS TIRAEIMUNG C31111CIQUE FORM

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.
Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TITLE eo tol DATE f7/
INSTRUCTOR (S)

1) Were your overall expectations met for this class?
4 AIDnot at all very little somewhat reasonably well beyono expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the training
materials (or manual) you received for this class.
1 2 4
not at all very uttie somewhat reasonably appropriate de ety beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timely manner?
1 2 __ 4 SI 6............3not al all very little somewhat reasonably **ell Odin beyond expectationsIf you did not rare a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

4) How appropriate was the day & time of this class(es)?
1 2 4

somewhat reasonably weld
not at ad very Rile

Comme.nu:

6
detkutely beyond expectations

5) How would you rate the importance of this subject to your job?
--11 _ 1 4 1).,4.not at all very little somewhat reasonably impt. definitely impt. extremeiv impt.

Comments:

I 5 7

SEE BACK PLEASE

1



6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in
class?
1. _2 3 4 (..,D_ 6
not at all very little somewhat reasonably nil defairtety very effectively

If you did not rate a 5 or 6. why?

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a teacher (HOW class was taught)?
4

high very high eIfentvery low low lair

If you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

8) Rate the degree of instructor's expertise/knowledge (on this
2

subject).

very iow low fair high very high OXC8

If you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.

very low low fat
4
high very high excellent

If you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

10) WHAT classes would you like to see offered at OCS?
\ S

A
I. I 1/41

I I. 01IlarAme t'.4

agedesoy
11) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have

on you taking this course?
2

vety Intle_ n(ne at all

Comments:

4
feLSO' extreme &Traci

12) What impact did the payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
and the cost (to you) have in your choice to take this class?

4
nonfat all very little somewhat reasonable inpact &find
COmments:

eXtleme fillpaCt

2
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GCS TRAIIIIIING clurnqUIE FORM
PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TITLE ,2_411V0.111:Li.12,_____
INSTRUCTOR (S)

DATE

I) Were your overall expectations met for this class?
1J!.. AIVEP.
not at all vety IiWa reasonaoiy welt dative?), beyona expectationsIf you did not rate a .5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

NUIRMerleall111174woNival..11.

2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the trainingmaterials (or manual) you received for this class.
I 1_ .......3 4 5 '. 6not at all very OOP scynewlsat reasonably apptafxrate definitely beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a S or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timely anner?1 / 4 5 ) 6not at all very kilts somewhat mama* welt detilitsfy beyona expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?
RVIVILOIM

sar....s.I.www

4) How appropriate was the day & time of this class( ?
4not at all my htUe ooneWtat reasunab* wail de beyona expectations

Commems:

.....emrspona

5) How would you rate the importance of this subject t our job?
4 5 6not at ati very tittle somewnat reasccatily apt. clatinnetjumPt, extremely impt.Comments:

SEE BACK PLEASE

1 5



6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in
class?
1 2________3 4
not al all inky little somewhat reasonably IVON delkirtely very effectively

If you did ROl rate a 5 or 6, whg

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a teacher (HOW cla7svas taught)?
4

very kw low high xcellent
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

8) Rate the degree of instructor's expertise/knowledge
1 2 4 5

this subject).

very kw low fair high verrhigh excellent
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.
4

very low low tair high %.vetyjglf excellent
If you did not rate a S or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

10) WHAT classes would you like to see offerpd at OCS?
Zia C..bwx p L.Lrinft. C..L4sse A...T 0 VI AS LaBL-L-
1

ocs college dames only

1 1 ) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have
on you taking this course?

4
none at

finc4_
my kale =Mum reasonabie inpad de roped extreme impact

Comments:

12) What impact did the
and the cost ( you)

none et ad

COmments:

We

payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
have in your choice to take this class?

4
sonwokif reasonable knpact definite 'Tad extreme impact

2



GCS Tilku HMS CUITTIQUIE FORM

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.
Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TITLE i3e,/ 5.; DATE /
INSTRUCTOR (S)

1) Were your overall expectations met for this class?
11LINEEMY111111=Imagyas...........1... 4not at ag vet/ little soniewhat reasonably well definitely beyond expectationsIf you did not rare a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the training
materials (or manual) you received for this class.
/ 2 3 4
not at ail very role somevitiat reasonably awn:mate d sly beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timely manner?
2 3

not at ati very lee somewhat reasonargy well de(initely beyona expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

5

4) How appropriate was the day & time of this class(es)?
not at ail

Comments:

very kale
4

reasonably ll definitely beyona expectations

5) How would you rate the imponance of this subject to your job?
2 3 L________not a 1 all very little SORTOWNV reasonabg4 impt. definitely impt. extremely impt.

Commenu:

1 GI

SEE BACK PLEASE

1



6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in
class?

not at all very little

If you did hot rate a 5 or 6, why?

definite?), very effectively

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a teacher (HOW class was taught)?
1 2 / 4
very low low la hi9h veirbigh maligns
If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

8) Rate the degree of instructor's expertise/knowledge On this subject).
1 2 3 4 ( 5) 6
very low low fair high voylhigh excellent

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.

Mml",

4
very low low lair high vitiyiligh excellent

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

10) WHAT classes would you like to see offered at OCS?

AMMI=.

------ocs caw duns only
11) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have

on you taking this course?

. none et all

Comments:

very little reasonable inpact definit extrem +qua

12) What impact did the payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
and the cost (to you) have in your choice to take this class?
1
none at all

Comments:

3 4
very tittle =Mid (easpnable impact definite inpact arum* int

2



Th

GCS TCRAIIHUMG CUITTIQUIE FORM

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TITLE 4--,-,/mzZi& DATE 4INSTRUCTOR (S)

1) Were your overall expectations met for this class?
4not at all very little someiWiat reasonably well definitely beyona öpctatsonsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6. what coui i have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the trainingmaterials (or manual) you received for this class.
2 4 5 6not at all very We somewhat ly arbrcpriate definitely beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timely manner?
2 4 5 6not at all very Oa someWiat reasonably well defilitely beyono expectationsIf you did not rote a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

t"' / ..0,,,./5
& , _. . 0'

4) How appropriate was the day & time of this class(es)?
2

not at all very little

Comments:
somewhat reasonably **I delimtely beyono expectations

5) How would you rate the importance of this subject to your job?
4not at ail

Conunents:
very Irate somewhat reasonably opt. donna° impt. extrernew impf..1

SEE BACK PLEASE

1



6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in
class?

4-1)
1

not 4 all very little

If you did AD1 rate a 5 or 6, why?

definitely

et,t"
very effectively

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a teacher (' /W class was taught)?
6

my high excellentvety bw low lair

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what cotdd have been differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

I
8) Rate the degree of instructor's expertise/knowledge (on this subject).

1 2 34 (i26
Iwog low lnw fair high very high excellent

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.
6

very /ow low fair high -verthigh excellent

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been-done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

10) WHAT classes would you like to Fee offered at OCS?

tics college ctasses only

11) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have
on you taking this course?

4
none at all very We sometstwi reasonable impact definite inpact extreme impact

Continents:

12) What impact did the payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
and the cost (to you) have in your choice to take this class?

4
,n;14:71:a

nom at all very Me somewhat reasonable impact definite sniped extre

Comments:

2



OCS

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.
Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS TITLE 154 (Lire-1 /4,74e.--
INSTRUCTOR (S) / DATE

1) Were your overall expectatio met for this class?
4

not at all very little reasonably well definitely beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

n(q)

2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the training
materials (or manual) you received for this class.
1 2 4
not at all very little someMlat reasonably awroptrafe ely beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timely manner?
2 3 4 5

at all very We scaumfMat reasonably Ivell definitely beyond expectationsIf you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?
011

4) How appropriate was the day & time of this class(es)?
not at all v reasonably definitely beyond epecta
Comments:

5) w would you rate the importance of this subject to your job?/,,LZ,L4,5____.ot at all Very little somewhat reasonably opt. definitely opt. extremely impt.
Commit id:

6 5

SEE BACK PLEASE

1



6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in
class?

not ot all very little somewhat reasonably weir definitely very effectively
If you did not rare a 5 or 6, why?

7) Rate the instructors ability as a teacher HOW class was taught)?

very low low fait KO very high
If you did no( rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5

10 okA\ A e_Y p\ olsy-- ...?_, YY1,*.te: VI a

excnilent

or 6 rating?

8) Rate the degree of instructor's expertise/knowledge
2 3 4

very low low fait high
If you did not ratc a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to

n this subject).

escudo(
achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.
4

wxy low low tar high veryhigh excellentIf you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

10) WHAT classes would you like to see offered at OCS?

agar dazes
11) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have

on you taking this course?

none at aN MP/ little someivhi reasonable inpact definite itract extreme impact
Comments:

12) What impact did the
and the cost (to you)
L._
none rt all very Nile

Céntmerus:

payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
have in your choice to take this class?

somewhat reasonable impact definite impact extreme impact

41,
2



GCS TRAiliklillIG CUITIMINIE [FORM

PURPOSE OF CRITIQUE: Continual improvement of training classes and processes.
Thanks for your assistance.

CLASS 111 LE
INSTRUCTOR (S)

DATE 6 //s- Q//

1) Were your overall expectations met for this class?
1 ...__23 4 .6.
not at all very little somewhat reasonably well de

If you did not rate a 5 or 6 what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?
beyond expectations

2) Please rate the overall appropriateness and quality of the training
materials (or manual) you received for this class.

2 4 6
not al ad very We scenewhat miasma* appropriate ely beyond ezprAtions
If you did not rate a S or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

3) Were you contacted regarding this class in a timel anner?
/ 2 4
not et ail very Idle somemlat reasonably *ail d beyond expectations

If you did not rate a S or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

6

4) How appropriate was the day & time of this class(es
I 2 3 4
not at all very little somewhat reasonably weil

Comments:

delattO beyond expectations

5) How would you rate the imponance of t ts subject to your job?
4

not at a

Comments:

very little scmewhat reas mpt definitely impt. catemelv opt.

SEE BACK PLEASE

1



(J
6) Given opportunities, how effectively could you use what was taught in

class?
4

not at all very little

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, why?

i (2--

delititely very, effectively

7-1-7

7) Rate the instructors' ability as a teacher (HOW class was tam: ..t)?
2 4

velfiow low (air high v igh excellent

If you did not rate a 5 or 6, what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

8) Rate the degree of instructor's expertise/knowledge (on this sub e
1 2 3 4
very low low fair high very high

If you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

9) Please rate overall training.

verylow low lair high very high

If you did not rate a 5 or 6. what could have been done differently to achieve a 5 or 6 rating?

10) WHAT classes would you like to see offered at OCS?
r-a..

ocscoagectassesoniy
11) What impact did OCS College (having classes held here at work) have

on you taking this course?
2

very We. nciielal
Comments:

somewhat reasonable inpact definite impact Of1141-larda

12) What impact did the
and the cost (to u)

none at all very-lee

COmments:

payment method (payroll deduction at the end)
have in your choice to take this class?

4
SOMOW(23t reasonable Impact definite impact @ATOMS tfl7paCt

2



BCOM S. Copeland BASIC COMPUTER
RATING SCAM 1 - 6 (LOW/NO/POOR -- HIGH/DEFINITELY/EXCaLENT)

Expecte- Manual/ Contacted Appro- Impor- , Could Instruct Instruct Rate
tions Mats. Timely? priate tance use Ability expertise Overall
Met? Day/lime? to Job effect? How? /knowl? Training

Ze2 ?#3 ?14 ?#5 ?#6 zri

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

N7

#8

#9

#10

#11

#12

#13

5

5

5

5

4

5

3

2

5

4

6

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

Impact
OCSC?

?#8 499 h ?#11

Impact

Paymt

Method?

?#12

6 5 5 5 6 6
5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 1

5 4 5 4 5 5 6 5 1

5 4 3 5 5 6 6
5 5 5 5 6 6 5 4
5 5 1

5 4 5 4 5 5 5 6 5
6 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6
4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 2
5 5 3 4 5 5 5 1

6 5 4 6 6 5 6
5 4 3 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 6 6 6 1 1

/RNC(?) (end) (down) N, (right)

1

2

_ el



BASIC COMPUTER
3COM

OWRALL TRAMING-75

2 3

BCOM
WATERY/S-72

4 5 6

1

171

2 3 4 5 6

BCOM
INST. OBILIN-47

1 2 3 4

BCOM
INST. KNOIAIDGE--?5

5

2 3 4 5 6



BASIC COMPUTER
BCOM

DPECTRIONS-71

13

12

11

10

6

5

3

2

1

0

1 2 3 4

BCOM
EFFICTM1T-?6

5 6

2 3 4 5 6

BCOM
JOB 110004ICE-15

13

12

11

10

1 2 3

BCOM
WALT OCS-M

4 5

2

-

3 4 5 6

1 7.1



Question 01 (been able to use...1 Commentsme Compilation of Survey to Ct,mputer Eliseo. Participants4 nave you takes other courses if yes, did this course help you

'2
n 02
Seed class in CNC machine 1

2
a 03 HOW about windows, DS 2.2 and MAC systems n 02
a 02 It helped se with other classes I took
y DOS I, Harvard Graphics I 1 Doc typewriter at home, but the computer keyboard is different3 This would be very valuable to my position y Pro-Write, Lotus 12
a 03
n 02 had some basic skills, course was informative, nbanc416 my knowlg a 02 I'm not afraid of it anymore a 02 a 0

2 Helped in using new method of computer at work n 0
2

n 02
n 03
n 02 Has helped me be more confident with our new reporting mystem ta 0

2
n 02 Mostly dept. computer is used for labor reporting y Pro-Write I Gave ma more knowledge of the keyboard2 Gays As 6 better understanding
a

3 Applied the knoeledge away from work a
2

4

2

0

0

2

Compilation of Survey to computer Basics Participants

Do you plan to take other computer comrses at OCS: Comments Did being in the course encourage you to plan to take more oourses?
.-.....1

4 Presently I don't use computer very much
3

1

2

1

2

3

1
y well taught, 'Jolt wmystery out° , did encoursgs ma to procesd0 Don't know yst

It brought me thru most of the fog
3

2
y found that I like and njoyed the clams2
y howed me that I have a lot to leers,3
a

3 I need to now which one I can take.
y I like to learn something more.

2
y Showed me that I have an apptitude and liking for computers2

3 When the right courses are offered
y I would like to be able to learn more

2

3
y It provided direotion

1

3
y It is good to learn how to work the computer

4
y Snjoyed class, but I still don't like computers!

Cave me better understandiaq of the computer
It helped relieve lot of anxiety I had about computers.
Cave me a chance to learn basics before doing complex programs
I want to learn word proceseing

1 7 h

175



Evaluation of Computer Basics Course

To:

Please help us follow-up on the effectiveness of this training course. Answer each
question as best you can. If a question does not apply to you, just leave it blank.

1. Have you been able to =any of the knowledge or skills you learned in this course?

1.

I've used it a lot

Comments:

2. 3. 4.
I've used it a little I haven't had a chance to use it I won't be able to use it

2. Have you taken any other computer classes since taking this course?
Yes? No?
If yes, what course(s):

If you have taken other courses, did this course help you in another course?
1. 2. 3. 4.

It helped me a lot It helped me a little It didn't really help It left me confused

Comments:

3. Do you plan to take other courses in computers at OCS?

1 2. 3. 4.
I'm enrollingin January I plan to take one soon I plan to take one eventually I may not take one

Comments:

Did being in the Computer Basics class encourage you to plan to take more classes?

Yes? No? Explain:

4. May we contact your supervisor to ask them a few questions about hov the class
may have affected your performance on the job?

Okay? Not Okay?

Please Return this Survey to Lynn Cox in the Training office as soon as possible,
Thank you.



Comment 6: What should be...make the class better?
Team

Focus on less topics

249 Need to learn more of our AMAPS system
249 Hub More computers, or less students in class.
249 Team Nothing

350 Make class longer
350 A Have table of contents and pages f on handouts
8274 RV Class was fine

A/M Hubs Design a class that lets people go at own pace

Accessories Shorter overall term

Accessories Have more free time to use the PC

Carrier Call None

CSR

Flange Mount 350A More computers

Flange Mt more time on computer, not having to team up

Flange MT More weeks of class, more specific areas

Flange Mt. Teach us about our new system

Flange Mt. Nissan Get more computers

Human Resources class area is very uncomfortable

Human Resources Area where it is held, very uncomfortable
M 249 Hard to take notes and listen, pages need 4 system
M 249 Have more class like the last one, doing work alone
M 249 I think it is fine the way it is
M236 Smaller classes with one person per terminal
M236 Wouldnt change material used,would extend class tim
M249 Longer class time, one PC per person
Maintenance Great for beginners, needed faster pace for me
Mounting System More class time, computers for each student
Mounting Systems More time to use the PC

Nissan Hub Make it 1 hour each of instruction, lab
Quicker More hands on experience, home-work worksheets
Rounds Class cancelations should be minimized, more PCs
RV One comp per person,using programs on real projects
RV Little more quiet time in class to do work
RV Course could have been longer, too fast
RV More indepth
RV Not applicable

RV I like it the way it was
RV Winch Additional computers to be used during class
RV (Service) Can't think of anything
RV Winch Move at faster pace, more terminal.3 available
RV Winch More computers, more time
RV Windt,

RV Winch Class is too short
RV Wi,pch

RV Winch More hands on experience with computer
RV Winch one computer per person, not several
RV Winch Mid Size More time to use what you are learning
Shift Linkage

Ssangycing Learn inventory, reject parts, parts to floor etc
Tool and Die More class time, teach Basic DOS
Tool Crib/Tool Grinding Handouts at beginning, teach one topic at a time
Tool Grinding Just fine, could be longer
Tool Grinding Typing 15 WPM beneficial, easier to keep up
Tool Grinding 494 How to find part f's, tooling used on parts, AMAPS



Comments on the Computer Basics Post Test

...I will remember and improve skills. ...just need to use my skills.

I feel more comfortable, I know it won't bite me.

Training needs to be ongoing.

...it opened a door and now I need to know more.

More hands on training.

If you don't have the opportunity...it is very hard to remember.

...found the class very, very helpful.

...good presentations...I don't feel so intimidated by the terminals.

...at least 20 wpm should be a prerequisite.

Should dwell on the system (AMAPS) here at Warn.

...moved too slow for me...group by knowledge or experience.

I ';';



Evaluation of Computer Basics Course

To:_

Please help us follow-up on the effectiveness of this training course. Answer each

question as best you can. If a question does not apply to you, just leave it blank.

1. Have you been able to useany of the knowledge or skills you learned in this course?

1.

I've used it a lot

Comments:

I've u a little I haven't had a chance to use it I won't be able to use it
3. 4.

4 44
r-

2. Have you taken any other computer classes since taking this course?

Yes?
If yes, w at course(s):

If you have taken other courses, did this course help you in another course?

1. 2. 3. 4.

It helped me a lot It helpedme a little It didn't really help It left me confused

Comments:

3. Do you plan to take other courses in compnters at OCS?

1 . 2. 3. 4.

I'm enroll ing in January I plan to take one soon I plan to take one eventually I may not take one

Comments: 904/ lOvese-ti

Did being in the Computer Basics class encourage you to plan to take more classes?

Yes? No? Explain gRO J Pfr 7)1 E tiMi PPS 74 OF 7"/ë

4. May we contact your supervisor to ask them a few questions about how the class

may have affected your performance on the job?

Not Okay?

Please Return this Survey to Lynn Cox iii the Training office as soon as possible,

Thank you.

SO



Evaluation of Computer Basics Course

To:_

=.1:
"i2izkoutni6 - 1i4

Please help us follow-up on the effectiveness of this training course. Answer each

question as best you can. If a question does not apply to you, just leave it blank.

I. Have you been able to tseany of the knowledge or skills you learned in this course?

I've usid it a lot I've u -11°a li

3.

ttle I haven'thad a chanceto use it I won't be able to use it
4.

luta_ -5orite.
Comments: &lad:9 c

7-7e4.-3 ./ /11
2. Have you t4Iiany other computer classes since taking this course?

Yes?

If yes, course(s):

If you have taken other courses, did this course help you in another course?
1. 2. 3. 4.

It helpedme a lot It helped me a little It didn't really help It left me confused

Comments:

3. Do you plan to take other courses in computers at OCS?

T.'m enro

2. 3. 4.

m January I plan to take one soon I plan to take one eventually I may not take one

Comments:

Did being in the Compur Basics class encourage you to pl=a1e more classes?

7-Th C ev co-12
c

-71:34c4c aZ-6

es? No? Explain: cizt,
2cLe--14-2 "ru._ e

4. May we contact your su sor to ask them a few questions about how the class
may have affected your performance on the job?

Not Okay?

Please Return this Survey to Lynn Cox ih the Training office as soon as possible,
Thank you.

1 S



Evaluation of Computer Basics Course

To:.

Please help us follow-up on the effectiveness of this training course. Answer each
question as best you can. If a question does not apply to you, just leave it blank.

1. Have you been able to useany of the knowledge or skills you learned in this course?

1.

I've used it a lot
2. 3. 4.

I've use it a little I haven't had a chance to use it I won't be able to use it

Comments: Ji (6-4-) -70
01--(44-/ /14(77i4

2. Have you t n anc other lomputer classes since taking this course?
Yes?
If yes, what course(s):

If you have taken other courses, did this course help you in another course?
1. 2. 3. 4.

It helped me a lot It helpedme a little It didn't really help It left me confused

Comments:

3. Do you plan to take other Lourses in computers at (

1. 3. 4.
I'm enrolling in January I plan to take one soon I plan to take one eventually I may not take one

Comments:

Did being in the Computer Basics class encourage you to plan to take more classes?

No? Explain: 44w-a pm, S2 Y4024-e...-. c./ 722:147"Ze,-g-

4/ai4-o

4. May we contact your supervisor to ask them a few quest ons about how the class
may have affected your performance on the job?

'Not Okay?

Please Return this Survey to Lynn Cox in the Training office as soon as possible,
Thank you.

1
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Evaluation of Computer Basics Course

To:_

Please help us follow-up on the effectiveness of this training course. Answer each

question as best you can. If a question does not apply to you, just leave it blank.

1. Have you been able to useany of the knowledge or skills you learned in this course?

1.

I've used it a lot

2 3.

I've used It a little I haven' t had a chanceto use it I won't be able to use it
4.

Comments: ,L,.4 5 /*Ai 1(5ml 4le4) 7)7E1;42_4_0.-/ ov) Joe
`A.- S e g7C- ciao',

2. Have you takeii any other computer classes since taking this course?

Yes?
If yes, what course(s):

If you have taken other courses, did this course help you in another course?

1. 2. 3. 4.

It helpedme a lot It helpedrne a little It didn't really help It left me confused

Comments:

3. Do you plan to take other courses in computers at OCS?

1

I'm enrollingin January

Comments:

3, 4.

I plan to take one soon I plan to take one eventually I may not take one

Did being in the Computer Basics class encourage you to plan to take more classes?

(9 No? Explain: aaAd

4. May we contact your supervisor to ask them a few questions about how the class
may have affected your performance on the job?

Not Okay?

Please Return this Survey to Lynn Cox ih the Training office as soon as possible,

Thank you.

1 3



Evaluation of Computer Basics Course

To:

Please help us follow-up on the effectiveness of this training course. *Answer each
question as best you can. If a question does not apply to you, just leave it blank.

1. Have you been able to useany of the knowledge or skills you learned in this course?

1.

I've used it a lot

Comments:

3. 4.
I've usea it a little I haven't had a chance to use it I won't be able to use it

2. Have you t. n any other computer classes since taking this course?
Yes?

If yes, w at course(s):

If you have taken other courses, did this course help you in another course?
1.

It helped me a lot

Comments:

2. 3. 4.
It helped me a little It didn't really help It left me confused

3. Do you plan to take other courses in computers at OCS?

1 2. 3. 4.
I'm enrollingin January I plan to take one soun I plan to take one eventually may not take one

Comments:

Did being in the Computer Basics class encourage you to plan to take more classes?

stA_.-c&--- i .A.,--A-61- iic',.(htt.: -YesT. No? Explain:1'c- v---' jt,
d4 tile9 6i11)'...Z- ceJt-<- /to T,4,04,_ .

,C May we contact your supervisor to ask them a few questions about how the claw'
may have affected your performance on the job? Li.v,-eQ):A.-44-14--c-i-k- 0-6-c-x-- TL4---

LiL dz.--N j-- u.---z- cLiz--- (..--6 c.-6-n-T2-,--t-L-L

.,-4--uev,...:. - Q. TALA--, v c-,-. 4:1,-Q )A. --- Liet,4 - (--e--ekOkay? Not Okay? 0/ /
-Att --c,4,-.. r--1-. J-LA S

Please Return this Survey to Lynn C x in the Training office as soon as possible,
Thank you. ,c) cfzva li-C6z_ 6,--ri 0-1,e-c-L,.40 A /17-e-<,4,i-:,----j-") rl t c.--c L,----1 --.-

(

Prh eta-- 1(3 i A-P-P -C-v 11`''- (7)))t-,k- Ak i,--ax) cs- Ti-Le-i c-LA.- --/T:c:4,19e).

1 S ti
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ACISS5STRDDrcrrrrrICClass Cla Lspect
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3 1 lym 4 II 2m 7787 3141MSM 20 Refresh ay meth skills

3 1 1 y a 2 62 707 yan3 1 MORN 0 improve math skills,

411 7 2 6217nom a 3 1 MUM 0 Lorca* job performeaco. Qualify for future position

3 1 lay1 6 2vmomy 7 31MMSM 20

llaym5 627eyyma3 1 MUM 0 Refresh armory.

3 3 2yam., 6 Oyy 22 MIISM 20 To improve my matb skills and lora bow it's dons.

3 4 3 ye. 11 0 ynyn 70IIPASM 20 bettor soderstandimg of frsetions nod decimals.

5 lloyn5 lZaayya yal 1 MOM 20 Refreabneat of mmtb and to gain focusing of the mind.

4 1 1 7 3 6 2 y 7yonul 1 Masai 20 &attar grasp of moth sm4 application in nfg. shop.

3 1 lyn1 62m7m 7y3 1 MMSM 20 To ma. ifIneed to brush up on epee leveln of matb.

3 1 2n7 m2 6 2n/11701/n11 MMSN 20 ?o I. able to improve y math skills.

4 1 212,7151 6 2 71nren7n2 1 M0516 20 More education, plum more active In Morn lndvearies.

3 1 lyne2 62 yyymaym31 MUM 20

4 5 2 n 7 n 2 0 Yyyyy y y 3 1 MM5M 20

3 1 1 aya4 62yyynann3 1 Sows 20 To improve ay math stills

5 1 2o7 1 617 7 y a702 1 MN= 20 Upgrade and refresh my memory.

4 1 1 i203 6 2nyyynonll MM514 20 Rosie shoo mmtb to belp vitb blunprint reading.

21layn2 62yyyanna3 1 WSW 20 further kmovledge.

Illyna5 6 2 0030 20

412nyn4 40nnyynye1 1 MOM 20

1 1 1 ny0 2 62kyyynya1 1 irWSPI 20 1nttar math skills.

312no7 3 9 1nony 7 41MM521 20 MAG. understanding

1 1 2yon4 67nyannyn3 1 MUM 20 Learn more about fractions percent.

2 41yon2 4 2ynyan7n2 1 Wwsn 20 Oseaceleulator nt bora and eork.

411nya5 62nnyynya2 1 MSS 20 Swfrwsb memory about math in classroom format.

4 1 2nyn2 6 2nnyynnnl 1 MMUS 20

3 1 2 y0 o4 5 2nyyymmu3 1 MMSM 20 Refreshen forgotten math skills.

6 1 2nny2 62yonn0on3 1 18115M 20 Lducation

4 1 2nynS 62yyyynon226001514 20 Learn bow to work with fractions and perceptions.

5 llay 3 72nmyyy 3 ! MMSM 20Afull knowledge of bov to ese fraction., and percent.

2 1 2ynal 6 2o7yanyn3 1 MNSM 20 Itnovindgo on what/have studied

451nye3 02yapnmpa2i5M 20 Improve

311nyn3 62nnyn0yolleM5m 20

5 1 1 nyn5 7 Innnnnyyl 1 MISM 20 Learn more about ath.

Illynn3 60yyyynnn1 1 MMSM 10bbetter underntanding about math, (pers. and tract.)

411alnl 4 2yylannu1 1 MMS14 :0 Learn sore thanlalread2 lun*v.

3 I lyno, 62nyynnyn1 1 MUSH 20 04.etwr matit akills to use In otbor el

3 1 2 yn3 6 2ynnnonnl 1 MRSM 0

3 1 2nvn2 6 2nnyynyn1 2 MMSM 0 Improve my matb akills--asinly fraction..

4 1 2nyn5 6 2nnynnon3 1 MMSM 0 Main fueunimentais of matb

4 1 Inyo2 7 2nyynnyn3 1 MVOSM 20 Uttar my math skills end get into C0? class.

Illynol 61nynyny 11 won 20 improve math akills ard prepare for more training

3 1 1 nyn4 6 lyyyynyyll MMSM 0 kefresh ay memory on bow to do fractions.

311nyol 2yyynany3IMM3M 20 Improve education and benconputer drafter.

3 1 2ynn4 62yynnnyn 3 1 44M5M 20 Retreah my memory on basic amtb akills.

311nynl 6 2nyynnynllinisM 20 pa .med

4 2 1 nyn3 3 2nyynnyn2 1 WW.1.1 20 Inpr.ve ay oath

2 I /pool 42yyynnno3 1 MWSM 20 Catch up on math akills. Int YYYY job skills re: math
411nyn2 6 0 ,nynnyn3 1 WPM 20 Wetter et math.

412nyn2 6 2yanynonl 1 MMSM 20 Salutation in math ov, .ppreciated in any school yasrs

3 l2yon4 6 2nnyyonn2l101514 °Setter knovladge oz tractions and parcents.

2 1 2ynn 2 6 2nyynnyn2 7 onsm 20 further owl knowledge in math, botter syaelf
4 1 2n7 o2 4 2yyn7 0 nn1 1 Mass 20 better understanding of the calculator

3 1 1 oyn4 72vyynnnn2 1 WPM 0 Polreah old math stills and learn new ono..

2 1 1 ynn2 6 2nnynnnil3 1 WNS11 20 Improve my personal math skill..
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MM...

3 1 20 In3 5 2 7 yylnen3 1 WNSM 20 Further knowledge aed re.mive credit toward 6.1.0.

4 1 2mye5 4 3ny 1 1 MOM 20 Sopefellv to reranber hem to do them.

2 1 2 yeml 277yeanm1 1 Wm= 20 'Knowledge of working ee oompeters end how they pork.

4 1 22701 6 27777,1103 3 WWSM 20 Renee meth s3ills to take fiance classes.

2 1 270,3 2nnevamm0 1 WM= 20

3 1 2 7'4413 5 2 77ynnam3 1 WNSM 0 Mainly to improve my education for bettor jobs.

117.7ae 32e7y7neellenem 20

5 1 1 ynm3 6 21nyonyn3 1 WORM 20 More understanding in elf and in training with eo.

2 I3 myn4 627y 3 1 WNSM 20 Mere math skills.

3 1 1nyo3 2 2ne7 y0 en1 1 WNSM 20 improve my meth skills.

2 I 1 youl 677nyymna41WNSM 0 General moth skills to move to higher el

41/n7n1 6 27ayanyn3 3 WPM 20 Ilrlan beckaiew thingslforgot.

4 1 2o7n5 0 0 0 0 MISM 20

3 2 2 yo7 4 62771y7171 1 WIISN 20 I expect no achieve the math skills thatIneed.

2 1 1y0 n3 6277ymnon1 1 mem 20 refresh ny knowledge oo basic math skills

4 1 2 4 1 Onny7nynlIWASM 20

4 4 1111115 6 Innnynno3 1 WNSM 30

2 1 YyyyY 5 2emyeamml 1 WIOSN 20 Metter edecetioe La math skills.

3 1 2yon4 62nav ynnii3 1 ONSM 20 Rosy anderstending of meth

4 1 Inyn3 6 2n7 o7 7 oo2 1 VOSM 20 movimr. More familior with proper formulas for prob.

3 1 2nyn2 f2nyynayn21 worn 20 will help me brash ep..job openiogs easier

3 Ilnyn3 112nnynonnl1 WNSM 20 better understanding of math.

2 Ilnyn4 6 27nolaya, 3 1 WIMP 20 brush up oa my skills.

312oveI 62 yynnonal 1 Mal 0 bettor meth skill.

PRIMARY +017 rIII.D; Clessmaae
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Course Evaluation

You do not need to write your name on this form.

**********

How long have you worked at this company?

How long have you done this type of work?

What is your job title or position?

What is your sex? M or F (circle one).

What is your age? What is your Race?

**********

What type of problems can you solve that you couldn't before taking the class?

Your Answers are
Kept Confidential

* * *

Only write your
Name on this if
want to be con-
iacted

Do you think the skills you learned in this class will help you in your job? Why, or why not? How?

Do you think the course has (or will) help you meet any of your personal goals? Why, or why not? How

Would you recommend the course to a fellow-employee or friend? Why or why not?

Were the materials and workbooks helpful? What was good or bad about the materials used in this course?

If you could change the course in any way, what would you suggest we do to make it a better class?

Circle the answer that best applies...

-The course was too hard
-The course will help me on the job
-The course will help me outside of work
-The course was confusing at times
-The teacher made it easy for me to learn
-I would like another class taught this way

agree
agree
agree
agree
agree
agree

Circle one:
not sure disagree
not sure disagree
not sure disagree
not sure disagree
not sure disagree
not sure e'sagree

**********
Use the back of this form if you wish to make further comments or suggestions.
Thank you for your help. You will help us make this a better course.
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. L-YAJA) Coy, CS)

Supervisor's Survey
of

Worker's Participation in Training
A

To:.

.1

Regarding: Participation of. in a recent training program.

Please help us evaluate the effectiveness of training programs by completing this survey. The
worker listed above has participated in a Basic Computer class this last year. Your answers can
help us evaluate the overall benefits of this training effort. You may or may not have a lot to
go on in answering some of the questions. Just answer as you see best. Thank You.

1. Were you aware that this worker took a basic computer class? Yes ( ) Noy

2. Does this worker use the computer (of any kind) to complete work tasks? Yes ( ) No

If the answer to #2 is no, skip down to #5.

3. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's skill or ability to perform tasks
on the computer?
1 2. 3. 4.

A great improvement Some Improvement No noficeableImprovement Somewhatworse

Comments:

4. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's knowledge or understanding of
the computer?
1. 2.

A great improvement Some Improvement

Comments:

3. 4.
No noticeableImprovement Somewhatworse

5. Do you feel that this worker will be of more value to you and the company by having
participated in the Basic Com. rse?

1.

Very Much So
3.

It is hard to say

Comments:

4.
Not Likely

Please Route this survey to Lynn Cox in Training at your earliest convenience.
Thank You for your participation.



i&-TiA4eik) Nt;

1.-t(1vA) Co CS)
Supervisor's Survey

of
Worker's Participation in Training

an.

To:.

Regarding: Participation of_ in a recent training program.

Please help us evaluate the effectiveness of training progra,.. by completing this survey. The
worker listed above has participated in a Basic Computer class this last year. Your answers can
help us evaluate the overall benefits of this training effort. You may or may not have a lot to
go on in answering some of the questions. Just answer as you see best. Thank You.

1. Were you aware that this worker took a basic computer class? Yes ( ) No el,

2. Does this worker use the computer (of any kind) to complete work tasks? Yes No ( )

If the answer to #2 is no, skip down to #5.

3. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's skill or ability to perform tasks
on the computer?
1 2. G 4.

A great improvement Some Improvement No no ticeableImprovemen t Somewhat worse

Comments: zge 't 25;

4. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's knowledge or understanding of
the computer?
1. 2. 3. 4.

A great improvement Some Improvement No noticeableImprovement Somewhat wo rse

Comments:

5. Do you feel that this worker will be of more value to you and the company by having
participated in the Basic Computer course?

2.
Somewhat

1 .

Very Much So

Comments: e

It is hard to say
4.

Not Likely

Please Route this surve o Lynn Cox in Trainin t your earliest converc7.

1 1

Thank You for your participation. (1:el
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Supervisor's Survey

of
Worker's Participation in Training

To:

Regarding: Participation of - in a recent training program.'_

Please help us evaluate the effectiveness of training programs by completing this survey. The
worker listed above has participated in a Basic Computer class this last year. Your answers can
help us evaluate the overall benefits of this training effort. You may or may not have a lot to
go on in answering some of the questions. Just answer as you see best. Thank You.

1. Were you aware that this worker took a basic computer class? Yes ( ) No (IV

2. Does this worker use the computer (of any kind) to complete work tasks? Yes ( ) No (t)V

If the answer to #2 is no, skip down to #5.

3. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's skill or ability to perform tasks
on the computer?
1 2. 3. 4.

A great improvement Some Improvement No noticeableImprovement Somewhatworse

Comments:

4. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's knowledge or understanding of
the computer?
1. 2. 3. 4.

A great improvement Some Improvement No noticeablelmprovement Somewhatworse

Comments:

5. Do you feel that this worker will be of more value to you and the company by having
participated in the Basic Computer course?

1 2. 3. 4.
Very Much So Somewhat It is hard to say Not Likely

Comments:

Please Route this survey to Lynn Cox in Training at your earliest convenience.
Thank You for your participation.

1 9 2



Supervisor's Survey
of

Worker's Participation in Training

21:571.44C.A)

Ltodiv Co y. ES)

To:_ olm

Regarding: Participation of_ in a recent training program.

Please help us evaluate the effectiveness of training programs by completing this survey. The
worker listed above has participated in a Basic Computer class this last year. Your answers can
help us evaluate the overall benefits of this training effort. You may or may not have a lot to
go on in answering some of the questions. Just answer as you see best. Thank You.

1. Were you aware that this worker took a basic computer class? Yes ( ) No

2. Does this worker use the computer (of any kind) to complete work tasks? Yes N

If the answer to #2 is no, skip down to #5.

( )

3. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's skill or ability to perform tasks
on the computer?
1. 2 3. 4.

A great improvement Some provement No noticeableImprovement Somewhatworse

Comments:

4. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's knowledge or understanding of
the computer?
1. 3. 4.

A great improvement Some provement No noticeablelmprovement Somewhatworse

Comments:

5. Do you feel that this worker will be of more value to you and the company by having
participated in the Basic Compute urse?

1. 3. 4.
Very Much So Somewhat It is hard to say Not Likely

Comments:

Please Route this survey to Lynn Cox in Training at your earliest convenience.
Thank You for your participation.
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Supervisor's S rvey
of

Worker's Participation in Training

To:_

Rejarding: Participation of in a recent training program..

Please help us evaluate the effectiveness of training programs by completing Pjs survey. The
worker listed above has participated in a Basic Computer class this last year. 1 )ur answers can
help us evaluate the overall benefits of this training effort. You may or may not have a lot to
go on in answering some of the questions. Just answer as you see best. Thank You.

1. Were you aware that this worker took a basic computer class? Yes\(/) No ( )

2. Does this worker use the computer (of any kind) to complete work tasks? Yes\(...) No ( )

If the answer to #2 is no, skip down to #5.

3. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's skill or ability to perform tasks
on the corn
1. 3. 4.

A great improvement o noticeableImprovement Somewhatworse

2.

Some Improvement

Comments: 0/44-.d (a
4. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's knowledge or understanding of

uter?
I. 2. 3. 4.

A great improvement Some Improvement No noticeableImprovement Somewhatworse

Comments:

5. Do you feel that this worker will be of more value to you and the company by having
particip. in the Basic Computer course?

1. 2.
Very Much So Somewhat

Comments: a

3.

It is hard to say
4.

Not Likely

Please Route this survey to Lynn Cox in Trainin at your earliest con
Thank You for your participation.

1 94

ience.
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Supervisor's Survey

of
Worker's Participation in Trainin

To:.

Regarding: Participation of_ in a recent training program..

Please help us evaluate the effectiveness of training programs by completing this survey. The
worker listed above has participated in a Basic Computer class this last year. Your answers can
help us evaluate the overall benefits of this training effort. You may or may not have a lot to
go on in answering some of the questions. Just answer as you see best. Thank You.

1. Were you aware that this worker took a basic computer class? Yes ( ) No OK

2. Does this worker use the computer (of any kind) to complete work tasks? Yes ( ) No OK

If the answer to #2 is no, skip down to #5.

3. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's skill or ability to perform tasks
on the computer?
1. 2. 3. 4.

A great improvemen t Some Improvement No noticeableImprovement Somewhat worse

Comments:

4. Have you noticed any improvement in this worker's knowledge or understanding of
the computer?
1. 2. 3. 4.

A greatimprovement Some Improvement No noticeableImprovement Somewhat worse

Comments:

5. Do you feel that this worker will be of more value to you and the company by having
participated in the Basic Computer course?

2. 4.
Somewhat Not Likely

1

Very Much So

Comments:

Please Route this survey to Lynn Cox in Training at your earliest convenience.
Thank You for your participation.

t
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Change and Check Tolerance:

The width of the groove is .061" .

Is it in tolerance?

The diaineter(left) is 1.511" .

Is if in tolerance?
(in this case, ± .04 mm)

1 + .03937 min

Is this within 0.12 mm?

1.511" ,*;T:-.039370.:=.

Is this within 0 04 mm9
... .... .

Rules to Remember

To change a millimeter (mm) measure to
inches:

To change inches to (mm) measure:

More practice:

1. The spec calls for a hole to be 9.525 mm . What size drill bit is this?

2. The distance of a cut needs to be 1.87 mm . How far is this in inches.

3. An outside diameter needs to be 33.2 mm : 0.12 mm . You measure it at 1.305" . Is
in tolerance?

Note: If you are not currently using millimeters (metrics), do not try to memorize all these steps.
Just make sure you understand how the "conversions" work. If you get the "big picture," when
you do get into metrics, it will go easy for you.

1 liS
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METRIC EQUIVALENT I Inches mm Inches mm Inches mm In h m g h.
nches mm nc es rnrn 4 I . 4 8 o S. 80 9.652 0.570 14.478 0.760 19.304 0.890 22.606

....
0.001 0.0025 0.010 0.254 0.200 5.060 0.390 9.906 0.580 14.732 0.770 19.558 0.900 22.860
0.0002 0.0051 C 020 0.508 0.210 5.334 0.400 10.160 0.590 14.986 0.780 19.812 0.910 23.114
0.0003 0.0076 J30 0.762 0.220 5.588 0.410 10.414 0 600 15.240 0.790 20.066 0.920 23.368
0.0004 0.0102 0.040 1.016 0.230 5142 0 420 10.668 0.610 15.494 0.800 20.320 0.930 23.622
0.0005 0.0127 0.050 1.270 0.240 6.096 0 430 10.922 0.620 15.748 0.810 20.574 0.940 23.876
0.0006 0.0152 0 060 1.524 0.250 6.350 0.440 11.176 0.630 16.002 0.820 20.828 0.950 24.130
0 0007 0.0178 0.070 1.778 0.260 6.604 0.450 11.430 0.640 16.256 0.530 21.082 0.960 24.384
0.0008 0.0203 moaci 2.032 0.270 6.858 0.460 11.684 0.660 16.510 0.840 21.336 0.970 24.638
0.0009 0.0229 0.090 2.286 0 280 7 112 0.470 11.938 0.660 16.764 0.850 21.590 0.980 24.092
0.001 0.025 0.100 2.540 0.290 7.366 0 480 12.192 0.670 17.018 0.860 21.844 0.990 25.146
0 002 0.051 0.110 2.794 0.300 7.620 0.490 12.446 0.660 17.272 0.870 22 095 1.000 25.400
0.003 0.076 0 120 3.048 0.310 7.874 0.500 12.700 0.690 17.526 0.880 22.352
0.004 0.102 0.130 3.302 0.320 8.128 0.510 12.954 0.700 17.780
0.005 0.127 0.140 3.556 0.330 8.382 0.520 13.208 0.710 16.034 Example: 01564 Inch In mm.

0.006 0.152 0.150 3.810 0.340 8.636 0.530 13.462 0.720 18.288 0350 -21.590

0.007 0.178 0.160 4.064 0.350 8.890 0.540 13.716 0.730 18.542 0.001 .152

0.008 0.203 0.170 4.318 0.360 9.144 0.550 13.970 0.740 18.796 0.0004 .0102

0.009 0.229 0.180
_

4.572 0.370 9.398 0.560 14.224 0.750 19.050 0.8584 In.-21.7522 trim.

1 III II III I 1111111111111 1 II
II
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Different IGnds of Percentage Problems
Help Each Other Find the Answers

Problem: Your team produced 2006 parts, but 6 were* defective. What is your percent
defective?

Same Type of Problem: You check out springs for receiving, out of 1250 springs 53 are not
acceptable. What is the percent rejected?

Another kind of problem: Your team has decided that any shipment of dials that is more than
3% defective must be rejected. You count a sample of 64 dials. How many can be defective?

A similar problem: You expect a 12% discount on a shipment that would normally cost $2235.50
The billing lists your amount due as $2045.00. Did you get the right discount?

LWholeimimimm.r.Part:: 100

One different problem: Your team has done well to reach 97% orders shipped to new orders.
You shipped $120,500, how much were the new orders. (Hint: orders shipped "to" or "of' new
orders= 97%)

[ Part:
Whole:

L., I

%
100



Figure out the percentage of a sample

That is defective using division and

the calculator.

Jill needs to check out some hub bodies her team is

purchasing.

In Receiving, she picks up the invoice and the
"characteristics/results" sheet. On the invoice, it usually tells
her how many she needs to look at for a sample to inspect. She
could find out how many to sample for this lot by using the "zero
defects chart."

See the following pops, If the invoice does not show how
many to take for a sample, Jill will find how many she needs to
sample using the "zero defects chart." She also looks at the
"characteristics/results" sheet to see what the spud diameter
should be. This is what she wants to inspect.

On the zero defects chart, she only uses one column. It's the
column of numbers with the arrow above it. She finds the number
in that column for a sample size needed for the lot size she has.

She counts out enough hubs for a sample, then measures the
spud diameter. Three hubs have spud diameter that is too large.

Jill needs to figure out the percentage defective in order to
fill in the DMR (Descrepant Material Report).

The pages after the chart and characteristics/results sheet
show how Jill finds the percentage defective and fills in a DMR.
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NAME : BODY , HUB

ir
flUMBER. BUILDREV

CHARACTERISTICS / RESULTS

INSP
DATE

INS P
BY

LOT
SIZE

41'

SAMPLE .393+/ .001
SIZEi

v. I
6't

cx 0.-1 3.1 141, icl .313
_.......%_____,- . --... .

.3t,3/.596 );16 a ne 11-tti 21. 51.0 ict ,,.
a
_

,

011
she writes the highest and lowest in here

s section from the 'characteristics/results' sheet. This sheet is used every time this part is frupeaed at receiving.

115e 44,5
The Zero Defects Mary

s :opy of the Zero Defects Chart Jill can find how many to sample by findin: the lot size, and going over to the hi-lighted column and lnd
the sample size needed for that lot size. This time, her lot size was 5612

:L.

LOT SIZE

.0103 .0153 .0253 .0403 .0653 .103 .153 .253 .403 .653 1.03 1.53 2.53 4.03 6.53 10.0'

(Acceptance number in a11 cases is zero.
SMPLE SIZE en.h..1 4.4C V 111 IS WLurna.)
°V indicates the entire 1ot rant be inspected).
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figures out the percentage defective for this sample...

First: She has a lot size of 560, she krwws this from the invoke and she counts them to (by box) be sure.

Them She finds that she needs to 'sample' 19 of the hub bodies. She gets this from the Zero Defects chart, or, t the instructions
on the invoice showed how many to sample.

Then: After she measured 19, checking the spud diameter, she found that 3 had a diameter that was too large, up to .396
(+.003).

So: She divides 3 by 19 and multiplies the answer by 100 to get a percentage defective. She enters this on the DMR.

Ict g loo ce (C7c4

Now: She can fill in the results section of the DMR. See the sample below.

The RuntLot Qty. (in this case, it's how many are being received) is 560, the sample qry. is 19. She measured them and 3 had
to be rejected Note how she fills ir: the form. The RunlLot Qty. Accepted and Rejected Ls figured by the Quality People. Thcy'll
fill in that pan.

tN/LOT QTY.

5(0°

SAMPLE QTY .

10%

SAMPLE ACCPTED

/4;
SAMPLE REJ. LOT ACCPTED LOT REJ

INSPECTION RESULTSM=111111=111111.1.111.11=111111-

DEFECT CHARACTERISTIC SPECIFICATION OBS/MEASURED DEFECT % DEFECT

0, 5, SPt/p tirwl . 37 3 11-. 601 lapereal- f' 7LO

42_

C4/
:!.the next page, practice finding the percent defective and filling in the DMR.



A sample of 33 brass dials are inspected from a lot of 11,000. Out of the
33 you inspect, 14 have paint missing in the lettering... Whnt is the percent
defective? Write in your answer under % DEFECT.

RUN/LOT QTY..

I H 00°
SAMPLE QTY.

3'3
SAMPLE ACCPTED

19

SAMPLE REJ.
/41

LOT ACCPTED LOT REJ

INSPECTION RESULTS

IITEM DEFECT CHARACTERISTIC SPECIFICATION OBS/MEASURED DEFECT % DEFECT

I V 1 5;0/4 . st.&,i-kr .,:r. 1:3;,Ir 04145101? 01 laiir,

4

I --

On some flange blocks, the whole lot of 1725 is sampled and 213 are found to
be off-center line up to nearly .165" .. What is the percent defective? Fill in
the Inspection Results section.

RUN/LOT QTY.

I

SAMPLE QTY. SAMPLE ACCPTED SAMPLE REJ. LOT ACCPTED LOT REJ

INSPECTION RESULTS

!ITEM DEFECT CHARACTERISTIC SPECIFICATION OBS/MEASURED DEFECT % DEFECT

0 free sr eyi Si rtivaii; c oFF enorrtI[(

On another lot of hub bodies, the spud diameter is tapered, not even. The
:aper is up to .002" over specification on all 19 of the 19 you sample. The lot

las 620 hub bodies and quality tells you they will reject the entire lot. Fill
in the Inspection Results Section...

IRUN/LOT QTY. SAMPLE QTY. SAMPLE ACCPTED SAMPLE REJ. LOT ACCPTED LOT REJ

INSPECTION RESULTS

ITEM

I

DEFECT CHARACTERISTIC SPECIFICATION OBS/MEASURED DEFECT % DEFECT

.-

I.
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Finding the percentage of rejects to complete a P-Chart

Jerri is charting defects as her team assembles aftermarket hubs. Each
reject is set aside, then at the end of the job, she counts how many rejects
there are of each type.

For the Job dated 3/15:

She adds up the rejects of each type to figure the REJ. TOTAL.

She divides the total by the BUILD QTY: 7 2015 =

She multiplies this by 100 to make the decimal a % : x 100

Then she enters this on the PERCENTAGE LINE---

DATE BUILT -5/15 3-140 3 /lc\ 3-2.0 3-Z
. MPS JOB 15412. -5'5413 3V10 Wi1i1 3tLii3

BUILD QTY Aols ;Woo 1001 RAS 2ooq
REJ. TOTAL "7

PERCENTAGE 15
CASTING

POROSITY -

CRACKS/PIT 2
_

FLASH I
, _

PLATING

PEELING 3
BUFF/DULL

I

207

=MO

Finish
chart for
Patti by
adding the
relects
and

41° finding
the % .4
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Using percentages to compare tbm teams' monthly shipments
to the plan amount.

Tom is working on some numbers for his team leader. He needs to
figure how his team doing compared to others in shipments compared
to plan amounts.

Tom realizes that the different teams have different factors to
contend with, so the comparison is only a general view of how his
team is doing.

He figures the percentage of shipments to plan by dividing the
shipments by the plan amounts. Then he multiplies that by 100 to
get it in percentage form.

This percent will be below 100% if the shipments are less than
plan. It will be above 100% if the shipments are more than the
plan.

The report from the last day of the month is on the next page.

Use this formula to finish the percentages for each team...

Shipments M-T-D

Plan amount

x 100 = Percentage of shipments
to plan amount

Now, Tom's team leader asks him to figure the percentage of
shipments to orders. He can use the same formula...

Shipments M-T-D
x 100

Orders M-T-D

Percentage of shipments
to plan amount

Write the percentages along the right side of each column. Tom
started them, just finish them using these formulas.



PLAN

IfLUDI(CT LINE

WARN INDUSTRIES
28-Sep-90

SHIPMENTS

DAILY

"g4NGYONG
WaRCIAL/IND.
ANGE MOUNT
436
ig#1
15:
.114.tPr LINKAGE
octi SALES & MARKETING

-IrSUBTOTAL

)COVER
giVISSORIES

K1r5
,.Pgtkok

. UTILITY
AFTSVM A etti HUBS

14PMR#IffRkIZ,i SUBTOTAL

0
91,000

1,422,572
192,498
241,180

0
0

13,750

0

1,203
229,679
52,228
32,552

0
0

1,961,000

102,800
165,600
331,000
52,600

1,888,500
163,600
365,900

315,661

(1,672)
2,628
12,529

624
32,063
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2,783

3,070,000 90,111
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($26,304)

$5,997,084
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Finding the percentage of rejects to complete a P-Chart

Jerri is charting lefects as her team assembles aftermarket hubs. Each

reject is set aside, the,. at the end of the job, she counts how many rejects
there are of each type.

For the Job dated 3/15:

She adds up the rejects of Wach type figure the REJ. TOTAL.

She divides the total by the BUILD QTY: 7 2015 =

She multiplies this by 100 to make the decimal a % x 100

Then she enters this on the PERCENTAGE LINE--

DATE BUILT 3tca 3 /IA 3-20 7,4-
MPS JOB 1.a2.

p.,011;

5-si-il 3

;000

NLI/c)

MO
Will
MS

3v{/ 3

2001-1BUILD QTY

REJ. TOTAL -7

PERCENTAGE .15

CASTING

POROSITY I ''.

CRACKS/PIT .._
410

2
FLASH I , ..

PLATING-

PEELING 3

BUFF/DULL
I i

Finish
chart for
Patti by
adding the
relects
and
finding
the % .



[Finish the P-Chart by charting the percent

of defects and totaling each type of defect.

Tim next pages have two p-charts thet need to be finished, Find the percentage defective like
before, tnen, "chair the percent on the cerect chart across the bottom or me page.

Jerri started these charts by marking a dot on the line below each job that is across from the
percentage numbers along the left edge of the page....

doing.Then
she connects the dots to show what is happening with defects on the jobs her team is

, This is what her chart looks like...

10.0%
9.5%
9.0%
8.5%
8.0%
7.5%
7.0%
6.5%
6.0%
5.5%
5.0%
4.5%
4.0%
3.5%
3.0%
2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%

Cap/Body Defect Chart

,m11

9

Then, for each type
of defect, she adds
every row across,
then puts the total
'in the column along
the right side of
the page.

Note the charts on
the next pages. She
started the totals,
you can finish them.
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Cutting Tools need to be serviced after reaching the "tool limit" When planning a
job. Phyllis checks the broach (a cutting tool) record to see if she can finish the job
before exceeding the "tool limit"

Look at the Record on the next page...

This how she figures if she can run the job:

First, she looks for the row on the broach record that shows her when the tool
was last sharpened.

Next, she checks the "tool limit: and the amount she plans to run on this job.

Now, she adds the tool limit number to the running total that was listed the
last. time the broach (tool) was sharpened.

Then she takes that tot.al and subtracts the current (last entry) running total.

If this answer is less than the amount she needs to run for her job, she will
reach the tool limit before the job is done.

The broach team can inspect the broach and determine if it is wise to exceed
the limit. If not, they will ne -d to replace the broach in order to finish the
job.

Phyllis is planning to run a job for 3150 parts. See how she figures it on the next
page.
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INDIVIDUAL BROACH RECORD
TOOL NO.

/ Ites&ML-
DASH NO.

7#'

DATE OF MFG.

)7 -C-1/

MANUFACTURER
. .

613 61 .

ORIGINAL TOOTH
THICKNESS

:13RIEF DESCRIPTION

J. por

LOCATION,
CAB IV C

MATERIAL CARO NO. LENGTH OF
CUT

FORCE REO*0..
LBS.

MAX. PRESSURE
READING

DRAWER #

,9--

MU LIMIT
7000

DATE SHIFT
EMP.

NO.
SET
UP

PART
NO.

MFG.
NO.

NO. PCS.
RUN

RUNNING
TOTAL REMARKS
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,

1

L. i52.3 r77cicz i11& Ji m 7.

6140 Here's how she figures

The broach was last sharpened at 8756.
8756

She adds 7000, (the tool limit) to 8756 + 7000
to get 15756. 15756

She subtracts the current running total 15756
(13682) from 15756 and gets 2074. - 13682

.2074

This tells her she can only run 2074 of the 3150 she needs to
run before she reaches the tool limit. She knows that she'll need
to contact the tool department during the run so they can check the
broach.

On the following two pages are more broach records...
figure out if you will hit the tool limit: on the first tool
you will want to run 2000 pcs. one the second one, 1450.
Which one(s) will exceed the tool limit?
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INDIVIDUAL. BROACH RECORD
TOOL NO.

illgi
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-3'4
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%/-
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INDIVIDUAL BROACH 'RECORD
TOOL NO. OASH NO. DATE OF MFG. MANUFACTURER ORIGINAL TOOTH
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION LOCATION
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Determine the amount of stock needed to complete a job.

Using addition, subtraction, the material list and the
Stock Status Inquiry.

Mary is starting a new job and is checking the materials to see what shewall need.

Problem: The lob material list shows that Mary needs
235 EA. of item number 0002592900. See REQQTY on the list.

CTh

0032592900

0009520800

0002155400

0001333000

GEAR RING ARGENT

REMOTE CONTROL ASSY,12FT EA 235

CONTROL,WN,12VDC,4 SOL EA 235

DRUM GROUP, 5116X80 WR EA 235

I7V4 DESCRIPTION

EA 235

UM REQ-QTY 7Y13

2

1

1

1

CMP ISS

The Stock Status By item screen shows how many are "on hand" or *OH.' ( OH is on hand inthe stock room, an "FS" would indicate the material is available from floor stock) .

Mary checks the screen to see if there are enough of these parts on hand...

STOCK STATUS BY ITEM "I'

Itam Numbec 0032592900 Detail Option:

Dna: CONTROL, WN 12VDC, 4 SOL, WM: EA 117 OH

Text Fianna:: SC

Rcpt Mix: YES

Will Mary need more more of this part? tf so, how many willei. she need to backorder?.
%! r

See the next page to see how she works it out.



Mary works it out...

She kncws that she needs... to do the job. (QTY-REQ).
She knows that there are...(-) on hand (OH) in stock.

= to back order.

If there are more OH (on hand) than QTY-REQ (for the job), she won't even subtract,
she knows she has enough.

Mary can double check her calculation,

She takes the number to order...
She adds the number OH (on hand)... +
She comes up with the QTY-REQ (how much she needs

If the material is on hand (OH), she can get it from the stock room and it will not need
to be back ordered.
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Jack is starting a new job and is checking the materials to see what he will need.

1

Problem: erhe job material list shows that Jack needs
129 EA. of Item number 0001383100. See pEO-C1TY on the list.

CMP MS
ITEM NUMEIER ITEM DESCRIPTION UM REQ.= TYP Cll.
0001382703 RING,RETAINING (RS-168) EA 129 S 2

0001383100 BUSHING,DRUKNYLON LA 129 S 2

0=92900 CONTROLMN,12VDCA SOL. EA 129 S 1

L0009620800 GEAR RING ARGENT EA 129 S 1

The Stock Status By Item screen shows how many are *on hand" or "OH." ( OH is on hand int 3 stock room, an "FS" would indicate the mater:3! is available from floor stock) .

ack eiecks the screen to see if there are enough of these parts on hand...

STPS INQ
STOCX STATUS BY ITEM 11"

herr Numb= 0001383100 Detail Option:

Desc: BUSHING DRUM.NYLON U/M: EA 85 / FS 25/0H

Text Planner: SC

Rcpt Mix: YES

Will
e from flpor stock FS) and bw much will he neeof to request from stock? (OH)

I Jack need more of tf so, how many will
Will any need to be ba kordere If so, how much for this order?

" 14.



Mark is starting a new job and is checking the materials to see what he will need.

Problem: The job material Ilst shows that Mark needs
325 EA. of Item number 0001382700. See RECI-CITY on the list.

TTEM NUMER REQQTY
04P 1SS
TYP CflMN DESCRIPTION UM

0001382700 RING,RETAWING (RS.168) EA 325 S 2

00C215,5400 DRUM GROUP, 5/16X80 WR EA 325 1

0002592900 ODNIROLWN,12VDCA $OL EA S 1

0009520800 GEAR RING ARGENT EA S 1

The Stock Status By item screen shows how many are "on hand" or "OH." ( OH is on hand in`ike.,
. Stock room, an "FS" would indicate the material is available from floor stock) .

MArk checks the screen to see if there are enough of these parts on hand...

STICS INQ
` STOCK STATUS BY ITEM '

Item Numb= 0001332700 Detail Op bon:

Dec: RING ,RETAINING(RS-168) U/M: EA 300 / FS 200/0H

Text: Ramer:

Rcpt Mbc YES

Mark need more mous- of thitpart? If so, how many will
ome.from floor stock (FS) and Ow much will he need to recithe from stock? (OH) 144.1(any need to be backordered tf so, how much for this orc

) 0
¶..



Jack is starting a new job and is checking the materials to see what he will need.

Fisture out how much material Is needed for Item number
0009520800 and see If there will be enough.

MA NUMBER nst DESCRBYTION UM REQQTY
CMP 1SS

TIP CIL

0001382700 RING,RETAINING (RS-168) EA 155 $ 2

0001383100 BUSHING,DRUM,NYLON EA 155 $ .2 \
0002592900 CONTROL,WN.12VDCA SOL EA 155 $ 1

0009520800 GEAR RING ARGENT EA 155 S

-,0""'". 1.....-.2......,....-------....

The Stock Status By Item screen shows how many are "on hand" or "OH." ( OH is on hand in
stock room, an "FS" would Indicate the material is available from floor stock) .

Jachecks the screen to see if there are enough of these parts on hand...

Jack need more of tf so, how many will Comfrom floor stock FS). and Ow much wili he neeci to request from stock? (OH),any need to be ba kordere If so, how much for this order?
much will be left in OH after he gets the material he needs?



Calculate the Fractional Dimensions

Work these problems together in class. Use the print on the next
page to solve the problems.

1. Suppose you need to inspect this part. You are told to make sure the
bracket is the right length beteen point A and point B.

How far is it from point A to B? (within 3/16ths of an inch).

2. How far should it be from point A to the outer edge of the large hole
(point 0) ? (Hint: from the middle of the hole to the edge of the bracket
is shown as 11/2 RI or a radius of 11/2 inches).

3. What distance should it be from the middle of hole E to the edge
(point F)?

4. How far from the middle of hole E to the edge (point H)?

2.2.1
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Figure Out the Fractions...

The Shipping Box shown on the print is used for many products. The print
shows four ways to pack the box for different sizes of inner boxes. Use the print and
your skill with fractions to solve the these problems.

1) The packing for M35 and M37 (see "A" on the print) shows three boxes laid 4 1/2"
across and one laid 5 1/8" across. The shipping box is 18 1/2" across (inside
dimension, see top of print). Will these boxes fit into the shipping box packed this
way?

--'2) The packing for M10, M11... (see "B" on the print) allows a space (FILL) in the
center of the shipping box. Marketing wants to send a promo package along with the
orders. The package is currently in a box that is 2" wide, 10" long and 10" high. Will
this box fit in this fill space? If not, what size of a box would?

3) The packing for M9 and M14 (look at "C" on the print) allows some space across
. the length. How much room is left after loading the inner boxes in?

2,2-1



Shipping Box Problems

4) With the box loaded with M5 or M7 boxes (see "D" on the print), How much room
is left at either end of the box? (length and width).

5) A freight trailer has some space available for shipping some of these boxes. The
space 28 feet long and 7 feet across. You will not be stacking these so the height is
not a problem. How many shipping boxes will fit in this trailer space? (Check the
outside dimensions on the print, use length = 18 11/16" and width = 10 3/8") Hint:
drawing a picture may help.

2 S
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1. Ns ...a

Aore Conversions to Decimals to Solve Measurement Problems.

-..Why?

Layout and Box measurements will be in fractions. Figuring out how you can
use a box or area will require to multiply or divide measurements.

If you remember the rules for multiplying and dividing fractions, it might be
faster to work with the measurements as fractions. But many workers find it
easier to convert fractions into decimals before dividi4g or multiplying.

****************

Convert Fractions to find out how many parts or objects will fit in an area...

Why? Boxes or Work cell areas are measured in feet, inches and fractions of
an inch. With constant changes, you will need to help your team figure out
problems like: "will it fit?"

See the print "B." It's the bottom of the shipping box used for several
different parts.

Question: Your team has a new product that fits into a box that is 4 3/4
inches wide and 4 1/2 inches thick ( how long it is doesn't matter since the
shipping box is made to cover the top and bottom of your boxes...see the
print).

How many of these boxes can you fit into the shipping box?

The print shows that the shipping box is 18 1/2'inches long and 10 inches
across. .

With the longest side of your bux along the longest side of the shipping box,
you can get 3 across with room left over...

18 1/2 divided by 4 3/4 or 18.5 divided by 4.75= 3.89

If you pack it this way, you could get two rows in since...

10 divided by 4 1/2 or 10 divided by 4.5 = 2.22

So you could get six in the whole box... (look at the print and picture;three
in a row along the 18 1/2 Inch side, and two rows ).

Is there a better way to pack it?

Try'the short side ( 4 1/2 ) along the long side of the shipping box.

18.5 divided by 4.5 = 4.111 so four could go in this way..

You can now get (10 divided by 475= 2.105) two rows in with 4 in each row,
so you will get 8 into the shipping box this way.

,

How many if your box is 3 3/4 inch by 4 1/4 ?
How many if your box is 5 3/8 inch by 3 1/4 ?

1 .1! 1 , A c '''
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Help each other solve these problems.

Work in class using rulers or gages provided.

1. These bars must be 1.25" long with a tolerance of +/- .125"

How long can a bPr be, and still be in tolerance
(acceptable)? How Short?

Measure and circle the bars that are not in tolerance...

2. What percent defective do you have with the sample of bars
above?

3. If a part can be .393" in diameter +/- .003", how large can the

diameter be and still be in tolerance (acceptable)?

How small can it be?

4. You measure ten of these parts (from question #3) and get these
measures...

.392 .389 .394 .390 .393 .398 .396
.391 .393 .395

How many must be rejected? what % defective would you

have?

5. The length of a bar must be 2.2250" +/- .005" Circle the ones
that are not in tolerance...

2.2211 2.2191 2.2201 2.2310 2.2299



Metric (Raciness...

A "meter* is a little longer than a yard... it's 39.37 inches while a yard is 36 inches.

Meters are the standard for the "Metric" system. Metrics are used in most other countries
instead of feet and inches.

A yard might look like this....

0 1 2
1

3'

Each foot has 12 inches, so 3 feet makes one yard.

A meter is more like this...
le74,

0 500mm 1000mm-3 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111
It takes 1000 °millimeters' or 6mm° to make a meter.

Millimeters are much smaller then inches so they are good for precise measurement. With millimeters
and meters, you never have fractions of an inch, it's always decimals.

For example... One inch equals 25.4 mm (millimeters)...

0 1/ 2 1
One Inch 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

25.4 tura
0 12trua 25.41111111111111ml

And. . . One min = . 039370 inch

(Its very small, compared to
an inch.)

To change a metric
measure into a decimal
inch, just multiply the
li-ct by .03937



Making Millimeters (mm) into Inches

* One inch Is equal to 25.4 mm and one mm is equal to .039370 of an inch.

* If you have a gear that should have an inside diameter of 25.4 mm, how many
inches is this diameter?

* You cart turn a Millimeter, (mm) into decimal Inches so you can measure them with
your micrometer or calipers. Here's how...

Suppose the gear should have an inside diameter of 26 mm . If you multiply that by
.03937, you get. exactly 1.02362 inches, or just over one inch. Since It takes 25.4 mm
make an inch, it makes sense that 26 mm is slightly more than one inch.

Convert the Dimensions on the Print for a Korean Hub.
See the print on the next page.

Suppose you measure the overall length and get 1.292" . Will this be in tolerance?"

Check the tolerance by changing the inches to MM.

You can change inches to mm by reversing the steps above. Just divide the inches by .03937
to find out how many mm you have.

Now you compare this to the spec, which is
32.55mm 0.12 .

( 2 0.12 is the tolerance for all these )

Is the overall length in tolerance?
(It should be no longer than 32.67mm)

hange 1.292 inches to mm...
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Figuring the Control limit for the

P-Chart (% defect chart).

Control limits are to be drawn across the charts so the team can see when the percentage defective is
uatisually high. To figure out where the control limit should be drawn, Jeni will work some formulas. These
formulas determine the typical percentage of defects, then set a point that indicates when a high percentage is
Wuntypicar and needs immediate attention.

She ujseerilawgijcsuffatrttilgeatesdqb%Fehfilio
giffetrigtai. control limit for the next chart.

The formulas look a little confusing at first, but Jerri has worked them enough she could do it with out even
?coking at the formulas. She is careful to take it one step at a time and double dhecks her work just in case she
entered something wrong onto the calculator.

First, she needs to figure the average percentage of defects they had
or all the jobs on the last chart.

This is called p , or p bar. This is the formula...

Total defective
X 100

Total units built

Using every job on the sheet, she adds up the total defective, the total
built and divides the total defective by.the total built. She multiplies this
by 100 to make it a percentage. p bar is the average percentage defective.

Then, she needs to figure'h , or n bar. This average number built on
'each )ob. She goes to the last chart and adds up the total number built and
counts the total number of jobs. She divides to get n bar:

n =
total number built

total number of jobs

To figure the control limit, she needs to know s . This represents the "standard deviation." That's just a
'technical way of showing the typical amount of variation there is in the percentage of defects. This number is used
so that the control limit will show the team when a very "untypical" number of defects are found.

Jerri will add 3s (3 x s) to p and this will be the upper control
The lower control limit is not important since zero percent

.defective is not a problem.

L.

On the next page, Jerri will figure out s using a formula. Then she
twill add it to p bar o get the control limit.

237



. . . .

ft...

The formula to get s , so she can find the control limit is..

= ..4 ; (1-;)

11.11

Jerri always figures what is inside the parenthesis first, so she

figures (1-p). Then, she multiplies this by p . Now, she can

divide this answer by E. Now, she needs to get the square root of
this number so she uses the square root key on the calculator.

Now, Jerri add 3s (3 x s) to p and gets the control limit.

; + 3s71C1

Use the p-chart dated 7-18 to find the control limit to use on the chart
dated 10-23. Remember to use all the jobs on the chart to get the totals fer
p bar and n bar.

Total number defective:.

Total units built:

AMID

IMO

n =

(total across the chart, all jobs)

- # defective
(p x 100 )

# built

# built
(n =

# of jobs

(use formula at top of
this.page)

UCL = ( p + 3s )

Draw a line for the limit on chart dated 10-23. ( Find the value on the chart that is the same as UCL, then
draw your control limit line from left to right across the page. Now, when the percentage defective is higher than
this amount, the team knows that the number of defects is unusually high and action will-be taken to determine and
correct the problem.

For more practice, use the chart dated 10-3 to figure control limit for a new chart. You always use
previous charts to figure control limits for new charts.

4)35
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Using addition, subtraction and division

to fill out a Statistical Control Chart.

Pat is charting dial torque. She takes a sample of 5 every
hour (as specified in the process sheets), and tests the torque on
these five.

She writes the amount of torque (in pounds) for each hub
tested in a column that looks like this OS.
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Finding the "Sum."

Then she adds up all the torque readings in that column and
enters the total in the box at the bottom.. The row is titled

--"sum." This is the "sum" total of the torque for the hub dials she
tested. For this set, Lj7.

**********
Finding the "Average"

Then she finds out the "Average" dial torque measured for this
sample of hubs. She divides the sum by the number of dials in her
sample. She enters this, the average, in the box under the sum.

**********
Finding the "Range"

The range is the difference between the highest reading and
the lowest. The highest torque was 11.0 pounds and the lowest was
.0 pounds, she takes 11.0 and subtracts 8.0 and gets three for the

range. She enters this in the box under the average.



Charting the Average and Range on the Statistical

Control Chart.

Notice Pat's chart on the opposite page.

On the chart that Pat is working on, the average was set at
10.5. This means that 10.5 is at the middle of the scale along the
right column of the chart.

Each mark up and down the scale is half pound difference. The
scale starts at 7.0 at the bottom and goes up to 14.0 at the top.

Across the bottom of the page is another chart for the range.
It doesn't have an average set at the middle. It goes from 0 to 8.

Pat needs to plot the average on the top chart and the range
on the bottom one.

************

After Pat figures the average and the range, she "charts" the
average by marking a spot on the scale under the column of numbers
for the sample she just did.

The spot is below her numbers and across from the point on the
scale that indicates how high or low the average was.

As she works, she will take a sample of 5 hubs every two hours
and check them. Each time, she figures the sum, average and range
and writes in the numbers.

***********

Then she always enters a mark below the numbers that is across
from the point on the scale that is equal o the average for that
sample of hubs.

At the bottom of the page, another chart is for charting the
range. She looks at the scale for it (in the right lower corner of
the page) and marks the range for each sample.

Notice how Pat connects the marks on each chart so she can see
when the average or range are beginning to get out of line or out
of "control."

21()
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Chart the average and range on
the Statistical Control Chart.

Pat Measures the torque on 5 hubs
and writes in the readings in the 5
boxes.

In the 6th box, she figures the sum
'by adding up all five readings.

'Below that, she enters the average
that she figured by dividing the sum
by the number in the sample (always\5).

Now she enters the range in the next
box. She got this by taking the
highest reading (11:0) and
subtracting the lowest (8.5).

She finds the point on the Average
scale that equals or closest to the
average she got for this sample of
hubs.

She marks a spot on the line below
the rest of her numbers, and across
from the point on the scale that
equals her average for the sample.

She finds the point on the range
scale for her range and marks a spot
on the line for it.

Then she connects the marks so she
can see if the average and range are
staying in line or in "control."

If the lines show a trend heading
too high up or down, she notifies
the other team members and they
figure out where the problem is.
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Using Formulas to figure the Control limits on the

Statistical Control Charts.

On the Control Charts, Sandi uses a hi-lite pen to mark the ."control limits" for the
average and for the range.

These help the team see when the average or the range may be getting out of
control. Sandi figures out where these lines should go by using the numbers from the last
chart and working some formulas. She also works the formulas to find out what average
(number) should be at the middle of the average scale on the new chart.

The formulas that Sandi uses look complicated because they have special letters and
statistical symbols in them. All they really are is several addition, subtraction and division
problems.

Any time Sandi sees a letter or symbol, she knows that she will find a number to take
its place in the formula. She won't calculate any letters... so she doesn't let tt bother her.

If you take your time and double check your calculations, you shouldn't have any
trouble finding these numbers.

Always remember this about formulas: take them one step at a time.

***********************

Most formulas use a fraction, like this...

X
sum (total) of averages =

number of samples =

This formula works like this...
Sandi divides the number on the top part of the fraction bythe number on the bottom and she gets a

value for X (the average of all the averages).



. . .

Formulas also-tide parentheses ( ) .

chould work the calculation inside of the
you work any other parts of the formula.

UCLx X+(A x

This just means that you
parentheses first, before

IDS

Sandi will figure out what numbers to use for X , A and :Ft,

then she will use them to work out the problem. She does the part

in parentheses first, A xrtothen she will add that toX to
find out what UCLx is (the upper control limit on the average).

The formulas are easy after some practice. The hardest part is adding up alot of numbers
to find out what numbers are used to replace the letters or symbols.

* * *IPS 111 111 111 *

MOM,

The first thing Sandi does is find the value for X . This Ls the "average of the averages."
She will use this number in her formulas, and she will use it as the middle point on the average
scale of the new chart.

IMMO

An X Indicates a number that is an average, like the average torque of dials tested on 5
hubs. The word "mean" also Ls used to indicate the average.

MOO

An X indicates a number that Is an average of several averages.

To get the average for a sample, you added up all five readings or measurements, then took
that total and divided it by 5, the number of measurements you had. That gave you average torque
for the sample.

To get the average of averages or X , you add up all the averages and that total is called
the "sums (or total) of averages, then you divide that by the number of samples thd you have..

Sandi totaled up the Sum of Averages from the last chart (see charts on following pages),
and got a total 448.7 . She divides this by 30 since there are 30 samples (subgroups) on the chart.

Her formula work out like this...

Sum of Averages = 44.8.7
X

number of samples = 30

afoota
afoota

So X = 448.7 divided by 30 = 14.96, the average of averages.

She uses this number in her formulas and as the mid point forthe average scale on the new chart.



Now, Sandi wants to find the average of the ranges, orl. She
will need this to work out the formulas for the control limits.

She uses this formula 0004

NO

sum (total) of the ranges

number of samples (subgroups)

To work this formula, she adds up all the range numbers fromthe chart. This gives her the "sum of the ranges."

Then she divides that by 30, the number of samples (orsubgroups) that are on that chart. (There are usually 30 sampleson all of these charts).

She gets 46 for the sum of the ranges and divides it by 30_(samples) and gets 1.53, this is the average of the ranges o R.

Now, Sandi is ready to work the formulas to find the upper andlower control limits. The upper limit is called UCLx and the lowerlimit is called LCLx. When these are figured and drawn in on thenew chart, they will show the team when a sample's average is toohigh or low and indicate that there is a quality problem to checkinto.
These are the formulas...

UCLx .= X + (A x
IMO=11

LCLx = X - (A x

She does the (A x R) first, it will be the same for both formulas. She get.s a number
for A from the box in the upper left hand corner of the chart. She always has a sample sizeof 5, so A is always .557 for these charts. (see the box on the chart).

-She got 1.53 for Rso she multiplies 1.53 by .557 and gets .88 .

WWI&

-Now, she adds this (like the first formula shows) to X to get UCLx.
111081/Ita

-She subtracts the .88 from X to get LCLx (see the second formula).

The upper control limit is 15.84 and the lower limit is 14.08

Now she can draw lines across the average chart to show where the control limits are.When the averages get close or trend toward either limit, the team knows there may be aproblem.

Now, Sandi does another formula to find the control limit for the range chart.

Noc-t k
2 it 5
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CNC: Getting the Big Picture
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Warn's Machines are usually equipped with Computerized Numeric Controls or
CNC. This is a tool that helps the operator make very precise ad)ustments and
work the parts as needed to be in specification.

The machine works by moving the "tool," (the bit or part that will actually
cut the metal) left or right and towards or away from the operator.

These moves bring the tool in to the metal that is turning. A "program" tells
the machine how far to move and in which directions. With the program, the
machine can "automatically" move the cutting tool in towards the metal (a gear
or some other part).

To keep it simple (even though it seems confusing at first), the machine uses
a number line system with two lines. One line, called "Z," measures the moves
a tool is making from left to right (or right to left on some machines). The
other line is called "X", it measures the moves the tool makes toward or away
from the Operator. Operators that use CNC say it's easier if you picture the
X and 7 lines like this...

+X

The cutting tool starts-here-
and moves in to cut

111111+Z or shape the metal
The metal is.here

MEN.x

(some machines are different but the idea is the same)

Any time the tool is moving to the left, it is moving toward -Z, to the
right, it is going toward +Z.

Any time the tool is moving toward you, it is moving toward -X and if it going
away from you, it is moving toward +X.

The operator needs to change how far the tool will go in either diret-tion.
She (or he) does this by making an "offset." Because of the wearing out of
the tool, or changes in the programs, the operator will make an offset so the
tool moves in and makes the right cut.

The amount of the change is figured by measuring the first part that is
7 machined (or cut) and finding out how close it is to specifications.

If it is not in specification, the operator makes the offset to compensate
for how far off it 15. Maybe the Outside Diameter (OD) is too large. The
tool needs to come in and cut a little more off. Or maybe the OD is too
small, the tool is coming in too close so it needs to be ad)usted or "offset."
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WarnMath/CNC numbers/ in-class problem.

Problem: A tool is moving in too far on a piece of metal and needs to be
adjusted. By moving in so far, the diameter of the metal, in this case a
ring gear, is too small, too much is being cut off.

Skills to Apply: Find the difference between the specified diameter and the
diameter that actually is cut. Then adjust the machine to account for that
difference. This skill involves adding or subtracting positive and negative
decimal numbers. Then, you can adjust the machine's program by changing an
"offset" to change the amount of movement.

Problem Solving Steps: Kevin checked the outside diameter of the ring gear
and found it to be 7.418 inches. The specification requires it to be 7.420
+1- (plus or minus .001 of an inch).

Outside Diameter is too small... 7.41/2"

He takes it off and measures it across:

Kevin wants to change the movement of the tool so that the diameter is
larger by .002 of an inch. On a round piece of metal, if the tool movement is
changed by .001 of an inch, the result will be a change in diameter of the
metal of .002 of an inch. This is because the tool cuts off (OR LEAVES on
.001 of an inch as Kevin wants) as the metal is turning. The result is .001
of an inch is cut off both sides. So when the diameter is checked, a total
change of .002 has resulted.

Kevin's machine allows him to enter a change of .002 and the computer in the
machine will split the amount in half to cut off .001 as the machine is
turning the metal. All he needs to do is figure what the diameter is and what

I it should be, and find the difference so he can adjust.

L_



(The tool moves toward Kevin along "X".toward the "-X" . When it moves in too

far, it will take off too much metal. Kevin wants to change the program with
an "offget" of .002" . Then, the tool will not go quite as far.)

Looking at the gear sideways, as it sits in the machine:

OD is 7.418
spec: 7.420

Ring
Gear

Tool Movement
to cut

He measures the outside diameter and it's 7.418 inches. This is not within
the +/- .001 inch tolerance, so he will adjust the machine. He figures that
18 is 2 less than twenty (he ignores the 7.4 inches and )ust works with the
thousandths of an inch) so he wants to change the tool movement by .002
of an inch. The tool moves toward him on the "x" axis so he pushes the x
button and adds .002" .

This causes the tool to stop at a point that is not quite as far on the
negative X axis (-X) so less metal is taken off the gear. This will leave a
larger diameter. Kevin expects the diameter to be right about 7.420 "



WarnMath/CNC numbers/ problems

Problem: When the gear, or other metal work is measured and it is not within
the specified tolerance range, the machine operator makes an "offset" like
Kevin did for the diameter on the last page.

Each Offset number relates to a command in the program. By giving an offset
ot X : .002 (Or 0.0020 as the machine sees it), when the program sees offset
number 21 (see below), it will change how far it moves from X toward -X. On
Kevin's machine, the offsets are at Zero until he makes a change. Tbe display
on the machine looks like this...

Wear Offset X
21 0.0020 0.0000
22 0.0000 0.0000

(Wear Offset is also called "assignable")

He selects number 21 since this offset controls the diameter of his ring gear.
He enters an X = .002 and "offsets" the program so the machine will not
go as far on X.

Since the tool movement that cuts down the diameter is toward -X, a positive
offset will change (by reducing) the distance the tool moves toward -X.

Skills to Apply: Finding the difference between what the machine is cutting
and what the specifications call for. Then adjusting X ( Z is covered later)
to offset the tool so that the part is cut to specification.

Problem Solving Steps:

Suppose Kevin measured the gear and this time the diameter was 7.423 " Now
what should he do?

This time his problem is that the tool is not coming far enough on X toward
-X. So he can get it come farther by pushing the -X button and entering .003 .

Now the display will look like this

Wear X
21 -0.0030 0.0000
22 0.0000 0.0000

For "Z", the tool is moving from right to left (or left to right on some
machines).

Kevin finds that the tool does not come far enough to the left, or towards -Z.
He can increase how far it comes by pushing the -Z and entering a number.
After measuring a part, he sees that the tool should come over about .0500
farther to take off the metal all the way across. He does this and the
display now looks like this...

Wear X
21 -0.0030 - 0.0500
22 0.0000 0.0000



Offset problems:

1. Your machine is going too far to the left ( toward -Z ) and cuts a groove
that is .225 " deep on the part. The spec calls for the groove to be .222 "

deep. What would your offset be? The program will recognize this as offset
#6. Write it in on the "display"...

-zllIl-1111+z

=OW

-X

Wear/Assignable
Offset X

04 0.0000 0.0010
05 -0.0021 0.0000
06 0.0000 7

2. You check the inside diameter of a gear and find that it is 2.8785" The
spec calls for it to be 2.880 +/- .003" . Do you need to adjust?

3. Later, you check again and find that the inside diameter is now 2.8715".
How much of an offset should you make7 ( the tool needs to move farther
toward in order to increase the inside diameter on this part. ) Write in
the display, for offset # 34 .

-zIfil fill+z

Wear/Assignable
Offset X

33 0.0050 0.0010
34 0.0030
35 0.0022 0.0000

4. Your machine gets a new tool and it will cut a gear's outside diameter down
to 4.3345 " You need a diameter of 4.310 " . The tool needs to come farther
down toward -X . What would the offset be? ( the offset number is #3 ).

+X

-21111:1111+z

-X

Wear/Assignable
Offset X

05 0.0010
06 0.0000 0.0035
07 0.0012 0.0000

5. You want your tool to come farther to the left so it will cut off .002 "

of the outside diameter. You measure the gear and figure that the tool needs
to come left .0500 to cut off across the whole gear. Enter the correct
offset as Offset number 6.

Wear/Assignable
Offset X

05 0.0000 0.0060
06 0.0020
07 0.0012 0.0000



r:

Looking Down on a Machine operation, X is back and forth, Z is across

3

-Z +Z

-3

-4

-5

-6 .11f
-X

LA

eb
1) Mark a point where X= 1 and Z= 1.

where X= -1 and Z= 3.

where X= 5 and Z= -3.5

2) What is 3 +k4 ? (look at the Z or X lines...)
........--

do 10

3) What is -2 + -1 ? 3 4) What is -5 divided by 2 ?
.

r.,

(li

5) If a. tool is at X= -4 and2= 2, and you Osage the position
by adding -.50 toT and subtracting .25 from X, where will the
tool be? (look at the lines).

,4000 to

,c

. 50

10. so



Looking Down on a Machine operation, X is back and forth. Z is across

-X

1. What is 6.0021 + -.2345? fie 71:1474

2. Add -1.0091 to 3.3350: 1116 ellbdrit

3. What la -1.2050 x 3 7 214.241:tillr

4. What is -5.5000 divided by 12.0 (think about this one):

'2 5 7
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° 1991: OCS, TLC: This programmed note package was developed for exclusive use of
Oregon Cutting Systems. The development was funded by Grants from the US Dept. of
Labor and US Dept. of Education along with funds from Clackamas Community College.



Some Introductory Comments...

The goal of the class...

A few requests and guidelines...

You must ask questions...

About your notes...

Do it again, and again...

The need for patience...

What want your ideas and suggestions...



Use these sheets to take notes...

First we'll look at the computer, inside and out.

This is an older computer, but all the parts are much like the new ones.

Several areas you want to look at...

1. Input:

2. Output:

3. Processing:

4. Storage:

Other comments:

e

(In a little while, we'll come back and discuss all these words in more detail, but whenever you have a question, go ahead and a.sk!)

2



1
What Happens When You Turn it On?

1. It (the computer,) looks for instructions...

2. It tries to find the instructions stored in a "File" somewhere...

3. It finds the instructions and "loads" them into "memory"...

4. These "instructions" are called "DOS"...

5. "DOS" needs instructions from you, or from a "program"...

6. All "PC's", use DOS. Many PC's are set up or "configured" so that you don't need to
know "DOS."

Other Comments:



1

Let's Turn on t e
Computer...

Several things can go wrong when you try to "start up the system"...

But, nothing serious. Short of dropping or throwing the machine, you cannot hurt it.

Just Two Rules to remember when turning a computer on and off...

sr Remove any "floppy disks" before turning a machine on or off.

gar After you turn a computer off, let it "slow down" for a few seconds before
turning it back on again.

Now, Let's turn them on...

Some things to check if you have a problem...

1. Is everything plugged in?

2. Is the "power strip" or box turned on... look for a red or yellow lighted switch.

3. Are the monitor, printer or any other "Peripherals" turned on?

What you see on the computer screen next depends on how that particular computer has
been "set up" or "configured."



What does it mean?

Applications/Prograins

Backup

Boot/Booting/ReBoot

BitiBytes(& Megabytes)

Character

Compatible

Command/Prompt

Configure

CPU/Processor

Data-Processing

Disk Drive

Disk/Diskette

DOS

Format

Now, Let's talk about all these words7
we've been hearing so much..

AllM6111.,

Files

Filenames

Fixed Disk (Hard Disk)

Hardware vs. Software

Load/Loading/Run

Memory

Operating System

Output

RAMiROM

Stand-Alone

Textfilumerical Data

Word Wrap

Mega-Hertz (MHz)

2 f; 5



Discussion of Applications:

What Can You Do With a Computer?

Let's talk about things you or I may want to use a computer for...

"Word Processing" (it can chop up words)

"Spread Sheets" (no, it can't make your beds, but your numbers will line up nice)

"DataBase" (File Cabinets, without the mess)

"Statistics/Graphics Packages" (for you quality folis, tell it and show it "like it is.")

"Household Applications" (no more checkbook errors?, track investments, schedules...)

"Tutorials" (Learn about nearly anything, typing with Mavis or...)

"Programming Languages" (When you have a special job that no other software can do)



Getting Around on the Keyboard

Let's look at the Keyboard...

"Alphanumeric Keys"...

"Cursor Keys"...

"Editing Keys"...

"Function Keys"...

"Hard Keys/Lock Keys"...

0

IIiIlliiliIiIHIIII

1E311!
mom NMI

.7Z= -
Ow& IMO, MN

1 I I



ILet's Talk about.Programs and "Input"

Unfortunately, nearly every program (or type of software) has it's own way of getting input
from the "user" (that's ycm).

It would be nice if we could say "anytime you want to 'exit' a program just..."

( R iirt14%.A.E.... scLy

There is no standard for "input." So you need to learn about the different ways some
programs will want you to input your "commands."

We'll look at two ways of dealing with the programs...

1) Menus:

a) making a choice...

b) several ways to make a choice...

c) menus in a menu...

2) Function Keys and Combinations of Keys:

a) The F keys...

b) Combinations of keys...

c) Problems with fast or fat fingers...



1

I.

Let's Practice "Input" with a Word Processor.

We're Going to "load" Professional Write (also called "Pro Write").

Then we're going to "type" or "edit" a "document."

This will give you a chance to see how a program gets "input" from you, the user.

Once you've selected Pro Write off the "network's" Main Menu, create this document...
(the instrictor will walk you through this).

:01.0
endkodcr ittitiatIktuditifitttechhOfti MithttUrt.,

%, ':<" ' ,

izamputerW0f... for OtL OCS offers a wtck r ocapi

.miarsos,

ixontPuter filing :AYft,PrN flIP ;;:

tflJfldIftthflWThti3tøL

.r.



To center a title Line...

To move around...

To delete "frontwards"...

To delete "backwards"...

To insert a letter or word...

To delete a letter or word...

Ctr

To make a tab at the beginning of a paragraph...

To start a new paragraph or line...

To lock the "caps"...

L C,tv-JTo make a word "Boldface"...

Cf-6

To check spelling...

To "save" and "exit"...

Other things to :emember...



What they are...

When to "save"...

What to call it (the "filename" and "file extension"...)

Where to Save...

When you are going to "Exit"...

Some different strategies...

Updating:

Several Versions:

The Key: Thinking it through

What can go wrong...

The computer takes you literally...



We're going to "load" and "run" Lotus 123...

This software (program) is great for working with numbers...

We're going to work on the expense sheet you see on the page below...

The spreadsheet will do all the math for us...

The instructor will walk you through each step. Then, we will go back over it...

On the next page, we'll look at some of the steps used in working on spreadsheets.



punwri. .e

Note: Most Spreadsheets use the same type of "commands" and procedures to
"input" information. The major differences will be in how they look on the screen and
several ways they use to "say the same thing..."

The Work Sheet Layout...

Once you are in the program (after the initial screen, you may need to "hit any
key to continue") you have a blank sheet with a frame across the top and right sides...

1IIP
Across the top or bottom are some "options" or commands...
As you type in numbers, words or formulas, what you type will show up at the
top of the screen. Then when you hit "enter," it will go in the "cell" that is
"highlighted" with your cursor. Numbers and words you see, formulas are
"hidden:'

1 {the top left cell is called "Al," next to it is
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

Bl and below it is A2..

this "x" x is in D5. Somewhere, way off to the
lower Right is a cell called FZ999, (after Z, the
columns are AA, AB... and so on... depending on how

large the program is.}



RPM

More on Spread Sheets: Common Keys
and Steps to Working With the

Numbers...

Getting where you want to go...

Putting the numbers in...

Putting in the words, titles or labels...

Putting in Formulas so you don't have to do as much work...

Some "Rules"

Thinking it through

Getting at the "Commands"...

Saving.your work...

Finding and getting your work back...
) 4



There's Always Help!

Some things to remember when you start to work with computers...

Don't spend long periods of time on one problem. It may not be your fault...

Get Help...

Get Help from the program...

In Pro Write:

In Lotus:

In other programs:

Get Help from the Manual (they are difficult but necessary)...

Where to look and what to get:

How to use the thing without reading more than ever wanted to know...

Get Help from your Local Experts (they are eager to help you)...

Who to call...

When to call...

Other Resources and options...

7 .5
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Other Topics and Things to
Remember...

Keeping it all straight...

Some typical problems...

Recognizing Screens and looking at prompts...

Housekeeping...

Deleting...

Disk Space Management...

Consideration for others...

Courtesy, Honesty and Safety...

Beg, Borrow or...?

Avoiding Vimses...

Thinking of Buying?

Look at your needs:

Find someone to help:



What to do Neit?

Think about these questions...

What can I use a computer for...

at work:

at home:

What I really need to know how to do is...

I could start by...

Taking classes on then:

Seeing a demonstration on:

Reading more about:

Talking to about:

Be sure to turn in a course evaluation. Thanks for giving your time and energy for this
class!



BM Apple facing Microsoft's brave new world
4 ,

. f i

yi,11__TEF1 A. 1_1! AS
NMI Nrk Times News Serb*

'SAN JOSE, Calif. The con-
tract was a foot thick, indicating
the complexity of the deal signed
&tier this month by Apple Com-
puter Inc. and the International
Business Machines Corp.

Reduced to essentials, Apple and
IBM have agreed that they must
joitt forces if they are to salvage
any meaningful role in the person-
al.computer industry of the 21st

century.
The two biggest PC makers

vowed tb work together to develop
If generation of powerfiil business
1;bomputtri and an operating sys.

tem forthem. They hope to be done
by the Mid-19908 meaning it will ,
be years before the main results of
tbe alliance are evident, if the

Ieffort does not collapse under its
1 ovnyweight before then.

Loi.t r ii;

PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Apple and IBM viitually have
nothing in common except a chal-
lenge; keeping Microsoft Corp. at
bay and shifting the power center
of the industry away from software
and back to hardware. It is a pro-
found and fUndamental struggle.

"Unless both companies, IBM in
particular, embark now on a five-
year campaign to sink the armada
of clones, they will never make a
profit again in desktop computing,"
said Richard Shaffer, editor and
publisher of Technologic, an
industry newsletter. "They have to
do something to restore profitabili-
ty in the box business."

The key, many in the industry
believe, is to wrest power from
Microsoft. The Redmond, Wash.,
company wrote the operating soft-
ware that controls more than 50

million personal computers. These
machines usually are known as
IBM compatibles, but a more
accurate name would be Microsoft
DOS or Microsoft Windows com-

patibles.

When businesses go shopping,
their first criterion for computers
is that the machines must be capa-
ble of running the software already
in Us:I at 'he office. Companies
invest far re money in software,
software development and training
than they do in the hardware that
runs it. And DOS and Windows
have become the stapdards for
business computing. I

Boldly defying former partner
IBM, which had staked its future
on the OS/2 operating system,
Microsoft has sold millions of cop.

les of Windows in the last year.
Apple, with its Macintosh operat-
ing system, and IBM, with OS/2,
are committed to a different path.

Once a company decides on the
software, the hardware that runs it
becomes a commodity. Apple's Ma-
cintoshes cannot run Windows; so
Macintosh is shut out of the main-
streaM as long as Microsoft rules
the market.

IBM's PS/2 computers can run
Windows, but IBM has not been
able to demonstrate that its com-
puters are superior to rival
machines that cost less. In other
words, software Microsoft's in
particular controls IBM's fate.

"Microsoft has won" the battle
for control of the industry, Jona-
than Seybold, president of Seybold
Seminars Inc., said at the Seybold
Conference on Desktop Publishing,
held here early this month.
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PRICE EXPLOSION!!!
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It's a COMPLETE System!
Look At What You Get:

16 MHz. 32-Bit 386SX
Processor
1 Full Megabyte of RAM
40-Megabyte Hard Disk
1.2MB 5'/4" Floppy Drive
1.44MB 31/2" Disk Drive
14" 640 x 480 VGA Color
Monitor (.31 Dot Pitch)
16-Bit VGA Card With
256K of RAM
1 Parallel Port/2 Serial
Ports/1 Mouse Port
101-Key Extended Keyboard
MS DOS 3.31 and GW-BASIC

Exclusive 'Plain English'
DAK Manual
Toll-Free Technical Support
FREE 1 Year On-Site Service

Asurr,e_rm gmr__m sw_.a_ms_nornm_"W'Se'rnm."6.".

1.1111_

gin
«.4.3.6stna

lrs revolutionarreomputing power. Plus, withoptional Windows 3.0, wu can use seveml programs at once.
Here using Windows, NEW Wori for Windows, NEW (Nacho Pro 3.0 and the Random HouseEnryclopedia.

Corporat
Give-
Jump on the corporate bandwagon! To build the BSR brand name inFortune 500 companies (who often buy dozens of computers) DAKhasthe green light to slash the price of this FULLY LOADED 386SX com-puter systemwith OR without $149 Windows 3.0, $495 Word forWindows and $495 Quattro Pro 3.0. But, no one told me I couldn't offerthis special corporate deal to all DAKonians. So, until I hear otherwise,
this 386SX corporate powerhouse is yours for a price-shattering $1,399with OR without adding the 3 programs mentioned above (PLUS 17other top name-brandprograms AND a 3-button mouse) foran incrediblebonus price that has the computer industry reeling.

By Drew Kaplan
Smash high computer r -ices! OthL name-

brand 386SX tomputers comparable to this
one (complete with a full mey of RAM,
40MB hard drive, both SW and 3W disk
drives and a true .31 dot pitch 14' color
VGA monitor), sell for $1.999 to $2,499.

But, thanks to a special promotion aimed
at corporate America, you can grab this
fully loaded BSR 3865X computer system
for as much as $1,100 less!

Plus, you can also grab a breakthrough
software package containing 3149 Windows
3.0, the newest $495 Word for Windows, the
newest $495 Quattro l'ro 3.0 and 17 other
powerful name-brand programs (a $3,683
total value) for an industry-shocking $399.

But, forget prices for a moment. It's the
quality and dependability of this incredible
386SX computer that's really Important.

SUPERIOR 3865X PERFORMANCE
It's fast. Really fast. You'll rocket throlinh
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Plus, Look At All You Can
Get For Just $399

$149 Windows 3.0
0 $495 Word for Windows
er $495 Quattro Pro 3.0
g' $495 GEM Artline
B' $249 Reflex 2.0

$ 99 Adobe Type Manager
$ 99 Grammatik Windows
$ 59 Microsoft Productivity

Pack
U S119 Random House

Encyclopedia
U $299 GEM Graph

S 59 Key SalesLetters
S 59 Key BusinessLetters

S' 5249 Key FormDesigner Plus
S 49 Key FormPac
S 59 WordFinder

gr $245 KeyMailer 2000
$ 99 Key Dictionary
$ 69 Keyboard/Keypad

Trainer
U $ 69 PC USA

$ 69 PC Globe
S 99 BSR 3-Button Mouse

nIVIr .rtri-az-fra

plete arsenal full of work-annihilating in-
dustrial features at your fingertips.

14w VGA Monitor (Standard). With its
phenomenal 640 x 480 (.31 dot pitch),
slide-like resolution, this easy-on-the-eyes.
non-glare 14° color VGA monitor is the
most brilliant I've ever seen. Just wait till
you see its palette of 256,000 colors.

Note: Lately I've been seeing 'bargain'
computers with VGA monitors that are only
.42 or .51 dot pitch. Don't be misled.

.42 and .51 dot pitch monitors cost a lot
less than the .31 dot pitch color VGA monitor
that you get with this BSR 386SX computer.
Plus, their resolution is fuzzy, hard on your
eyes and noticeably inferior. Always insist
on a .31 dot pitch monitor.

40-Megabyte Hard Drive (Standard).
With your super-fast, 28-millisecond, 40-
megabyte hard drive, you'll have the infor-
mational storage power of over 110 tradi-
tional floppy disks to save all of your work
and programs with plenty of room to spare.

Plus, if you're running a business or sim-
ply need all the storage space you can get,
you can upgrade to a colossal 80-megabyte
hard drive for just S 19990.

Full Megabyte of RAM (Standard). You'll
have plenty of power to run even the most
massive memory-devouring programs with
the included 1 megabyte of high-speed RAM.

Plus, you can upgrade to a total of 2
megabytes of RAM for virtually unlimited

Look At All You Can Get With
Your BSR 386SX Computer
I think I've put together the greatest

software bonus package EVER OFFERED in
the history of the computer industry!

Here's why. DAK is. as I write, the ONLY
company authorized by Microsoft to include
the flagship of their line. $495 Word tor Win-
dows, in a special bonus software package.

It's a great compliment to both DAK and
the BSR 3865X computer. But, amazing
Word for Windows is just the beginning.
YOU GET S3,6113 WORTH OF SOFTWARE

FOR JUST S399
These are TOP programs. You get S149

Windows 3.0, S495 Word for Windows.
5495 Quattro Pro 3.0, 599 Adobe Type Man-
ager and $249 Reflex 2.0 just to name a few!

Plus, look at this. I visited my local Egg-
head Discount Software' Aore and Quattro
3.0 was 'discounted' to $399". Word for
Windows was S339". And, Windows 3.0
was $99". That's a total of $83997 for just
these 3 programs alone!

But, YOU can get the same 3 top-of-the-
line programs above PLUS 17 other name
brand programs PLUS a bonus BSR 3-button
mouse for literally pennies on the dollar!

It's a total value of 53,683. But, when you
acquire your 386SX computer it's all yours
for just $399. Now let's dive in and take a
quick look at everything you'll get in this
amazing software bonus package.

Windows 3.0 ($149 Value). It's the new
standard. Windows 3.0 has revolutionized
computing. Before Windows, we had to
memorize and key in complex DOS com-
mands. Plus, we were limited to using only
one program at a time.

But, now that's all changed. With Win-

multi-tasking power for just $79".
Both S Ve AND 31/4° Floppy Drives (Stan-

dard). You get not one, but TWO floppy
drives with your BSR 386SX computer.

First, there's a 1.2MB, high-density SW
floppy disk drive. You can store nearly 4

COMMTER SCAN ALERT!
Browse through the computer maga-

zines and you'll find ads for 386SX com-
puters that, on the surface, may appear
to beat DAK's price.

But, if you read those ads closely, you'll
usually find that these so-called 386SX
systems would be UNUSABLE if you or-
dered them without expensive upgrades.

Last week, I found an ad in PC Maga-
zine offering a '386SX' for slightly less
than DAK's price. But, when I scrutinized
the fine print, I found that it had NO
monitor, NO video card and NO hard
drive. Plus, it had just one floppy drive
and just 5121'. of RAM.

So, whether you acquire your com-
puter from DAK or get it somewhere
else, ALWAYS. ALWAYS pay very close at-
tention to what you're RE.ALLY getting
(and what you're not) for your money.

times more information on a 1.2MB floppy
than you can on a standard 160K floppy.

Of course, you can still use and exchange
360K floppies with less sophisticated com-
puter users than yourself.

Plus, you alsoget the latest 1.44MB high< ,

Own. P v41
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;ogler complex DOS oinotoods. iVirsilmv% 3.0 ts
iredibly easy to e. imply poem WO click )ur
mouseon the program or OM apptscariott wu desire.

dows 3.0. your 386SN computer will be-
come both incredibly easy to use and many.
many times more powerful.

In fact, Windows 3.0 obliterates the 640K
barrier once and tor all. So you cant pqrade
to 2. 4 even 8 megs of RAM. and Windows
can use every ounce of memory.

Plus, with Windows 3.0 you can copy
files, format diskettes, see a direuory of
your files and run programs without even
touching your keyboard!

It's great! Instead of having to memrize
complicated DOS commands and type in
tendon-stretching key combinations, you
simply click a mouse on a little picture
(called an icon) or an easy pull-down menu.

Basically, Windows pulls all your pro-
grams together into one big, easy-to-use
program. And, with Windows' advanced
memory power, you can acrually tun two
or more programs simultaneously.

So, for example, if you're writing a letter
(Next Page Please...

density 3W floppy disk drive. So you'll
never have a compatibility problem if you
switch floppies between your 386SX and
the latest IBM computers or even 1.44MB
and 720K laptop computers.

4 Expansion Slots (Standard). With its
4 expansion slots (3 available), your 386SX
will grow with you. You'll have plenty of
room to add a voice mail/fax/modem card,
a scanner card and more.

Serial, Parallel and Mouse Ports (Stan-
dard). You'll have two serial ports to use
with serial devices. You get a parallel port
for printer hook-up. And, there's even a bus
mouse port. (Keep reading for a great deal
on the latest BSR 3-button bus mouse.)

101-Key Extended Keyboard (Stan-
dard). Whether you 'hunt & peck' or type
90 words per minute, you'll really appreci-
ate the tactile feedback of this full extended
keyboard complete with separate arrow/
cursor keys. It's a joy to your fingers.

MS DOS 3.?1 and GW-BASIC (Stan-
dard). The latest MS DOS 3.31 obliterates
the 32 meg hard disk size limitation. So
you can use your 40 meg (or optional 80
meg) hard drive without partitions.

Clock/Calendar with Battery Back-Up
and More. This extraordinary IBM-corn.
pa iblecomputer has a clock/calendar with
battery backup, a front panel reset switch,
80387 math co-processor socket, 8MHz/
16MHz switching and much more.
"Whew! That's A LOT of computer fire-

(Next Page Please...
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Before We Get Started...

The goal of the class...

A few suggestions and requests...

You need to ask questions...

About your notebook...

Only practice makes perfect

The need for patience...

We want your ideas and suggestions...
1
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The:Computer Iniide.and Out.
4.

First we'll look at the computer, inside and out.

27594E9 P.04

This is an older computer, but all the parts work just like the new ones.

Several areas we want to look at...

1. Input:

2. Output:

3. Processing:

4. Storage:

Other comments:

(We'll come back and discuss all these words in more detail, but whenever you have aquestion, go ahead and ask!)
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What Happens When You Turn it On?

1. It (the computer,) doesn't know what to do...

2. It tries to find "operating" instructions stored in a "File" somewhere...

3. It findS the instructions and "loads" them into "memory"...

4. These "instructions" are called "DOS"...

5. "DOS" needs input from you, or from a "program"...

6. All "PC's", use DOS. Many PC's are set up or "configured" so that you don't need to
know "DOS." The Warn Network allows you to operate the PC without knowing anything
about DOS.

Other Comments:
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Let's Turn on the
Computer... .

TO 2759469 P.06

Several things can go wrong when you try to "start up the system"...

But, nothing serious.

Just Two Rules to remember when turning a computer on and off...

Mr Remove any "floppy disks" before turning a machine on or off.

ar After you turn a computer off, let it "slow down" for a few seconds before
turning it back on again. Don't take a disk out or put one in while turning
the computer on or off!

Now, Let's turn them on...

Some things to check if you have a problem...

1. Is everything plugged in?

2. Is the "power strip" or box turned on... look for a red or yellow lighted switch.

3. Are the monitor, printer or any other 'Peripherals" turned on?

irnat you see on the computer screen next depends on how that particular computer has
been "set up" or "configured."
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What types of Computers and
Computer Systems are Found at
Warn?

PC's are everywhere, but some are more than just a PC...

"Terminals" are everywhere, but they are "dumb" and depend on being wired into
"MainFrame.":

The Network: A "Server' and many PC's that can work together...

Some PC's are bigger and dedicated to special tasks...

Even many of the machines have their own computers built in...

ri
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Now, I-et's talk about, all these words
we've been heari6g so much...

What does it mean?

Applications/Programs DOS

Backup Files

-

Boot/Booting/ReBoot Filenames

Bit/Bytes(dc Megabytes) Fixed Disk (Hard Disk)

Character Hardware vs. Software

Compatible Load/Loading

Command Memory

Configure Operating System

cu Prompt

Data RAM/ROM

Disk Drive Stand-Alone

Disk/Diskette Text.Numbers

Density

17:5/
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Discussion of Applications:
1' A. .. , ,

S...Vh'at Can You Do With a Comput--?"Yrs. 144 4e,,AAN " ... .L. % i 1..k4.%,,,e6W7 f'' .

TO 2759489 P.09

Let's talk about things you or I may want to use a computer for...

"Word Processing" (For Warn Letters, Lists, Reports, Memos...)

"SpreadSheets" (Team Budgets, Calculation of any type of numbers)

"DataBase" (File Cabinets, Client-Customer-Vendor Data, Maintenance Records...)

"Statistics/Graphics Packages" (for quality tracking and charts or graphs for presentation.)

"Household Applicat;ons" (no more checkbook errors!, track investments, inventory,schedules...)

'Tutorials" (Learn about anything from how to use a program to how to type faster.)

"Programming Languages" (If you need a custom program to do a unique job, likeinstructirm a computer to operate a Warn Machine.)
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Getting Around on the Keyboard

Let's look at the Keyboard...

"Typewriter Keys"...

"Cursor Keys"...

TO 2759489 P.10

0
1111111111101111111

"Editing Keys"...

"Ful Action Keys and Combinations with ALT or CTRL"...

Some of the other keys...

3 03
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Let's Talk about Programs and "Input":

Unfortunately, nearly every program (or type of software) has it's own way of getting input
from the "user" (that's ys1) .

It would be nice if we could say "anytime you want to 'exit' a program just..."

There is no standard for "input." So you need to learn about the different ways some
programs will want you to input your "commands."

We'll look at two ways of dealing with the programs...

1) Menus:

a) making a choice...

b) several ways to make a choice...

c) menus in a menu...

2) Prompts and Commands

a) The DOS prompt...

b) Program prompts, function keys and command lines...

c) Problems with fast fingers...
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Let's Practice "Input" with a Word Processor.

We're Going to "load" Word Perfect...

Then we're going to "type" or "edit" a "document."

This will give you a chance to see how a program gets "input" from you, the user.

How we load Word Perfect depends on the computers we are using. If we are on the
"network", we will "select" Word Perfect from the Main Menu. We are going to create this
document and make some changes in it...

(the instructor will walk you through this).
1

w4e411"40, , :0:"4'
4146 . :01, A

t4
V.... .t,

b14...

mit

8EST COPY AVAILABLE
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To get irto the program...

To move around...

To delete "frontwards"...

To delete "backwards"...

To insert a letter or word...

.. To delete a letter or word...

To make a tab at the beginning of a paragraph...

To start a new paragraph...

To lock the "caps"...

To make a word "Boldface"...

To "save" and "exit"...

To "bring up" or retrieve your work...

Other things to remember... 3 t;

2759469 P.13
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Backup:

Backspace:

Carriage Return (enter key):

Centering:

Delete:

Directory:

Document (File/Data):

Edit:

ESCape Key:

Exit:

Format (text):

Format (disk):

I U 2759489 P. 14

Margins:

Num Lock:

Page Break:

PageUpRageDown:

WrkSe-(P-Fint-Seretrrry'r

Print/Hard Copy:

Save:

Scroll Lock:

Other Things to Remember...
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What they are...

When to "save"...

TO

What to call it (the "filename" and "file extension"...

Where to Save...

When you are going to "Exit"...

Some different strategies...

Updating:

Several Versions:

The Key: Thinking it through

What can go wrong...

The computer takes you literally...

:3. S

2759489 P.15
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We're going to "load" and "run" Lotus 123 (or a similar spreadsheet...

This software (program) is great for working with numbers...

We're going to work on the expense sheet you see on the page below...

The spreadsheet will do all the math for us...

The instructor will walk you through each step. Then, we will go back over it...

On the next two pages, we'll look at some of the steps used in working on spreadsheets.
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Note: Most Spreadsheets use the same type of "commands" and procedures to
Input" information. The major differences will be in how they look on the screen and
several ways they use to "say the same thing..."

The Work Sheet Layout...

Once you are in the program (after the initial screen, you may need to "hit any
key to continue") you have a blank sheet with a frame across the top and right sides...

Across the top or bottom are some "options" or commands...
..."As you type in numbers, words or formulas, what you type washow up it the'.
..top.of the screen. Then when you hit "enter," it will go in the "cell" that is
."highlighted" with your cursor. Numbers and words you see, formulas. are
Midden."

A B CDEF GHI
{the top left cell is called "Al," next to it is

2 B1 and below it is A2..
3

4
5 this "x" a x is in D5. Somewhere, way off to the6 lower right is a cell called FZ999, (after Z, the
7 columns are AA, AB... and so on... depending on how
8 large the program is.)
9
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More on SpreadSheets: Common Keys
and Steps to Working With the
Numbers...

Getting where you. want to go...

Putting the numbers in...

Putting in the words, titles or labels...

Putting in Formulas so you don't have to do as much work...

Some "Rules"

Thinking it through

Getting at the "Commands"...

Saving your work...

Finding and getting your work back...

311
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Other. Topics and Things to

TO 2759469 P.19
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There's Always Help!

I U

Some things to remember when you start to work with computers...

e(vit.,1J H.40

Don't spend long periods of time on one problem. It may not be your fault...

Get Help...

Get Help from the program...

In Pro Write:

In Lotus:

In other programs:

Get Help from the Manual (they are difficult but necessary)...

Where to look and what to get:

How to use the thing without reading more than ever wanted to know...

Get Help from your Local Experts (they are eager to help you)...

Who to call...

When to call...

Other Resources and options...

313
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Vocabulary terms for Warn Computer Basics = =

TO 27594E9 P.21

386 )
386sx ) Model of 'processor' in the computer...indicates relative speed.
486

Applications- programs, software, Instructions for you to use with the computer to do typical computertasks.

Assembly Languàge- a code, using numbers, used to °program'. a computer to do wort

AT 286) Model of 'processor... AT was the name IBM used, then others picked up on it.

Autoexec. A 'file' with 'commands that the computer 'automatically' executes when you turn it on.

Backup- make an extra copy, 'just in Case'

BASIC- a programming language: allows you to tell the computer what you want it to do. Easy(?) tolearn.

Batch- a group of commands that are run together to do some work.

Batch files-the place the batch of commands is stored on disk.

Baud-a rate (or speed) of information transfer between computer and other destinations(phone,printer...)..

Boot, Booting, Boot up- to turn on the computer and have it load the °operating system.*

C, Pascal-two other common programming languages, very flexible, harder to learn.

Cache- a memory system that speeds up disk operations-lets you find things faster.

CAD-Computer Aided Design... for drafters and engineers, lets lhem use the computer to improve orchange designs.

Card-or 'Board%electronic components on a piece of plastic (card) that can be installed or removed.

CD-A 'DOS" command you use to °Change Directory"

Clone-A computer. or compmer accessory designed to work iust like a major name brand computer oraccessory.

Co-processor, Math chip-an optional piece of electronic hardware that will speed up numeric calculations.

Cold Boot-a boot when the computer has been turned off then is turned on.

Command-an instruction from you, or your answer to a question the computer program is asking.

Terms 1.
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Command line-the place on the screen you need to 'be ar when you give the computer a command.

Communications-the process of one computer sending or receiving information from another computer.

Compatible-this means two or more components or programs will 'work together

Copy-to make an identical file on another disk, for someone else or for safe keeping.

Copy protected-software is otten 'protected' so you can't make copies to give to your friends.

Crash-a general term to explain that the computer qua working or you had to turn it off.

Cursor-the little line or box flashing on the screen. lt tells you 'where you are.'

Cursor pad-or 'Arrow' keys- they move you around by using a left, right, up or down arrow on the
keyboard.

Database (DBMS)-An electronic file cabinet system, for storing. sorting and generating reports from lite°
information.

Del-short for delete... used to delete a letter, number or word: OR, to delete-erase a 'file' off the disk.

Density-How 'dense' a disk is formatted determines how much can be stored on it.

Desktop publisher-A type of software that lets you create very nice documents for publishing your
materials.

Dir-short for 'Directory.'

Directory- The directory is a list of what you have stored on a disk.

Disk drive- The part of the computer that you put your disk into so you can get or store your information.

Diskcopy- A DOS command that lets you copy everything on one disk to another disk.

Diskspace- How much 'room' you have on a disk to store or save your information.

DOS. MS-00S1 PC-00S- Different Terms for 'Operating Systems.' or the 'instructions, rules and
procedures' to operate.

Dot Matrix Printer- prints to paper by printing tiny dots shaped into letiers, numbers or symbols.

Editing Keys (backspace, lns)-the keys you use to 'fix' your mistakes or make your work better.

Electronic Mail System (EMS)-on the 'network,' a way to send and receive messages or information.

Terms 2

3 I 5
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Enter or Return-The same on most computers, the key with the word 'enter or °return' and a arrowpointing left.

Erase-to remove information from a disk, permanently.

Exit-the term used to describe leaving' a program, or quitting your work.

Expanded Memory System-a way to upgraoe a computer so it can do more work at one time or runnew,larger programs.

Fax-Modem card- an accessory you can add that allows you to send or receive information by phonetines or FAX.

Flle- a 'place' on disk where your information is kept. A file could hold a report, memos or sets ofnumbers.

File extension- when you name a file, you can put a 3 letter word or code on the end of it to remind youwhat it is.

File Maintenance- the process of making sure you delete files you don't need or store them out of theway of others.

Filename.; a name you give to your work so that the computer knows what you want to call it when yousave it.

Floppy Disk- a plastic storage device that you slide in and out of the computer. For saving yourinformation or data.

Format-Can be to format text(margins, centering etc.)or to format your disks(so your computer can readand write on it).

Function Keys- the keys across the top of most cornputers..F1 F2 ...up to F10 or F12. Used to performvarious 'functions'.

Glossary- the place in the back of a manual or book to look to find out what they mean when they usetechnical words.

Graphics- the computer's ability to make pictures, designs or animation.

Hard disk- a 'disk' inside the computer for storing large programs or large amounts of information: Alsothe 'C: drive.'

Hardware- a general term to describe any of the physical-electronic components. See Software.

input-Output- various ways to get information into or out of your computer (keyboards, disks, printers,monitors, etc.).

Teuns 3
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Integrated- several computers and\or programs that 'work together by sharing information(production-
accounting marketing)

Interlace- a box or hardware that allows two components (that would not be compatible) to work
together.

Joystick- an input device common to home video game-type computers. Could work on any computer.

Keyboard- the typewriter style input that lets you type in words, numbers etc.

Keypad- a separate set of buttons (keys) that lets you enter numbers or special information.

Laptop- a PC that is small and portable, fits on your lap.

Laser printer- the printer that fuses the letters, numbers or symbols right on to the paper for a sharp,
clear image.

Load, run- to start up a program, you. are actually loading a copy of the program into 'memory.'

Log in/out- you must sign in and out on most computers that are sharing information. Often a password
is needed.

Lotus, Symphony, Excel- 'Spread Sheet' programs that let you 'crunch' (calculate) sets of numbers. Good
for 'What

Mainfrarne\HP-Warn's large computer that runs AMAPS or Power Soft. Other computers or terminals are
'on line' with it.

Megabyte-A million bytes or characters of information. A measuring standard for memory and storage.

Memory-the area in the computer where the computer does its work. It must be able to remember data
while it works.

Menus-an easy to use method of letting you look at the screen and choose one of several different
options.

Milliseconds-or MS, a fraction of a second, used to rate how fast a disk drive can retrieve or save
information.

Modem-an accessory that allows your computer to send or get information over phone lines.

Monitor- the screen or OispIty, looks like a W screen.

Monochrome, CC3A,EGA,VGA,SVGA- different types of monitors, denoting color and quality of resolution.

Motherboard- the main section of hardware across the bottom of the inside of the computer. where most
processing occurs.

Ter Ms 4
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Mouse- input device that lets you move the cursor around the screen very quickly and make a choice

by clicking a button.

Network- a system of computers that are connec:ed together to share programs and information.

Non-system disk-when you leave a regular disk in the drive and turn on the computer, you will get a

Non-System Disk error.

Operating Systems- the rules, procedures and information the computer needs before it can Operate,

usually called 'DOS.'

OS/2 UNIX- Different types of *Operating Systems' used by larger or different kinds of computers.

Pagemaker- A desktop publishing program. Lets you design nice pages for presentation or publication,

Parallel- information moves faster when a device is 'parallel' in runs together along parallel circuits. See

Password- a special word or phrase that you are given or make up that allows only you to use certain

areas on a computer.

PC- Personal Computer, most computers that are small enough to sit on a desk are considered PC's.

Peripherals- all the different things you hook up to a computer, printers, monitors, modems, etc.

Plotter- a unique type of printer mat uses pens and allows you to make designs or perform drafting.

Ports, bus- the slots or connectors on the back of the computer for hooking up peripherals.

Power switch- the on and off switch.

Prompt-a message or symbol that indicates the computer is waiting for your input or a decision.

RAM-Random Access Memory,the 'Memory,' or place where the computer loads information and
programs while its working.

Reset- usually a button on the computer that starts the computer from scratch. Use only when you really
get stuck.

ROM-Read Only Memory,-Memory that is ready and is read by the computer when it first comes on. It
is not changeatVe.

Save- to make a copy of your work on the disk. So you can come back and work on it later as needed.

Scanner- an accessory that allows you to 'import" words, numbers or pictures by scanning a 'hard copy'
(off of paper).

Tei-ms 5
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Screens- a term referring to different areas in a software/program that let you do different types of things
in the program.

Serial- information moves slower, in a line sequentially as opposed to 'parallel.'

Software- Programs and information that is changeable. As opposed to 'hardware' that stays the same.

Spreadsheet-a type of program\software

Standalone- refers to a computer that is able to do woiit without being hooked to another computer.

Subdirectory- an area in a directory for storing files that are common or related to each other.

Terminal- a keyboard and monitor that are connected to a main computer Somewhere else. Can't
Standalone.

Tracks, Sectors- the way a computer divides a disk up for storing information. Not a concern unless disk
goes bad.

Turbo- a button or hardware that makes the computer go faster.

Tutorial- a program or book that lets the computer teach you how to do something.

User support- People you can call who are supposed to be able to answer any question you have about
the programs.

Utility- a program that lets you use your computer in a more efficient way. Many varieties of utilities.

Ventura- like Page Maker, but more extensive and powerful Makes nice pages for presentation and
publishing.

Warm Boot- when you restart the computer without turning it off. Usually by pushing the reset button.

Wil !card- when you are looking for information on disk or in a search program, the can be used to say
'anything.'

Windows- a program that allows you to run several programs at once and use a mouse to quickly move
around and work.

WordPerfect(WP)- the most well-known of the powerful word processors. All of your class materials are
developed in WP.

Wordprocessor-a program that lets yOu generate and enhance text in the form of memos. setters, reports,
lists, nntes.

Write protection-You move a piece of plastic at the corner of your disk, then it is 'write protected.' You
can't mess it up.

Terms 6
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'

What You ..Need tO1

Viist. Get. pyn using a Spi9gad
-,SheOt. . .

. 4.

; :. .:"
I

Before You Get Started...

t. Know what commands are needed to "bring up" the spreadsheet program you plan
to use. Usually you will choose it off a Menu. Sometimes you will rind to type in one or
more commands to bring it up.

(on our computers, after time and date, just type: 3 <then enter>)

c. While spreadsheets differ, several basic commands are common to nearly all the
major programs. When you understand these commands, you will be able to use the Help
screens or a manual to get more specific instructions.

i) You should have an idea.or project when you sit down at the spreadsheet. It is
much easier to learn how they work if you have an idea of the type of problems you need
to solve.

Notes:
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The WorkSheet Layout...

Once you are in the program (after the initial screen, you may need to "hit any
key to continue") you have a blank sheet with a frame across the top and right skies...

. .... . . --::;. ,...,)r t,,,-....;,...% ,. :.:-,, .

.Acrass the top or bottom are some "options or c6mrri'sr*ids:!..:t.';':.°::*..,r1..-;;-,1.44.5..'
..,*As You type in numbers, words or forintiläs; what you ewe vAll shbv:r.up at''-':

%the top.of the screen. Then when yOu hit."enter," it will"go.in.the 'cell".that..

.

Is "highlighted" with your cursor. Numberi and words YO'diee;. fOrithUlaiare
"hidden " ., . .

;::.s.'.:.% 44o,
... ....IV ',4 "° .*.

'`'.. ' s4.$` .; s ....

....... .A B C D E F G H I J K ,.

. , ,I,.
I (the top left cell is called "Al," next to it is

..
... .:

: .-..2 B1 and below it is A2... .

3
44....-. .,:;:....:4

. . . .4... .0 11.1.:V .1 4.70::044.004,*144.4,

... this "x" Cr" X is in D5. Somewhere; way,pff to the.!..',...-.P.,,,',.....,.. ,....,,:,-.,1 . ..,:6 lower right is a cell called F2999, (after 4. thse.',... '
7 columns are M, A.B... and so on... dePending on.hOlk'
8 large the program is.}..'
.9 .

, ..

Notes:
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Putting Numbers and Words into the Spread Sheet...

TO 2759489 P.29

g) Move your cursor to the "cell" where you want the numbers or words to go. Usethe arrow keys, or, hit F5 to let you "Goto" a cell when you enter the name of the cell youwant.

Then just type In the number or words that you want. What you type shows upon the top of the worksheet, and after you type it in and hit "enter," it will show up in thecell you have chosen.

I> Numbers may be "truncated" (shortened) to fit in the cell but the value is"remembered" just as you typed it in.

Words may be longer than the cell or "column width." What you type in will just"dump into the next cell to the right

How to Leave the Program, or go back to DOS.

If you have not saved your work and need to, be sure to do it before leaving thespreadsheet program. For instructfons, see "Saving Your Work."

Hit the "Slash" Key - / to give you a list of options. The last option is usually the "Exit" orQuit option. Move to it with the cursor and hit enter, or hit "E" for exit, (or Q for Quit).

Notes:
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Putting A Formula in for Calculating in the Spread Sheet...

t. Move your cursor to the "cell" where you want the answer to the formula or
calculation to go.

f> Type in the formula or calculation by putting it into parentheses ( ). You must
have the left parenthesis as the first thing you type in or the spreadsheet will think you are
trying to enter numbers or words.

i) Spreadsheets can use "functions" like... @SUM(A1..A10) to calculate totals or other
functions of numbers. For these, the "@" symbol is the first thing you type in. Then you
use parentheses to tell it where the numbers should come from.

t. Once you have numbers in certain cells, if you want the spreadsheet to do a
calculation, you refer to the cell name in a formula... (Al + A2).. if the number in Al is
14 and the number in A2 is 3, anywhere you have the formula: (Al + A2) , the
spreadsheet will give you 17, or, the total of whatever numbers you may put into Al and
A2.

t. You can. use the + and the - signs to add and subtract. Use the * symbol to
multiply and the / symbol to divide...

to multiply the number in Al by the number in A2: (Al*A2)
to divide the number in Al by the number in A2: (Al/A2)

ow Note: the spreadsheet doesn't care if you use capitol or lower case letters.

Al is the same as al and a2 Is the same as A2.

Notes:
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Copying Cells to Save Time Entering Numbers or Formula...

(These steps are covered in class, Don't try to follow them if you haven't seen this done inclass yet.)

Mae. Unck_standina the difference between copvina "from" and "to" is important. Themare sMo__tz_sJoj_s_2iirocas

Step 1: What "cell" to copy "From"?

Move your cursor to the "cell" that has numbers, words or a formula you want touse in another cell.

o Hit the "slash key"... it has the / symbol on it. This brings up a list of commandsand options you can use. One of the commands will be a copy command or a copy cellcommand. Choose this command by moving the cursor to it and hitting "enter," or justentering a letter "C' for "Copy."

it. Once you select the copy command, the spreadsheet wants to know what cell youwant to copy from. It usually will have the cell listed that your cursor was on when youentered the / to get to the commands. If the cell listed is the one you want to copy from,
you just "enter" to accept it.

c. When telling the spreadsheet which cell you want to copy from, you m: 'y want tocopy a "range" of cells. In this case, you would want to tell the spreadsheet to copy theinformation for all the cells between two points.

You can do this when it asks you which cell(s) you want to copy from. If youwanted to copy all the formulas (or numbers or words) from cell B3 to cell B10, you wouldenter... 83..B10 when it asks you what cells to copy from. The two periods let thespreadsheet know you want to copy everything between B3 and B10. Then you just enter"enter."

Notes:
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Step 2: What "cell(s)" to copy "to"...

TO 2759489 P.32

I), Now, the spreadsheet asks you what cell(s) you want to copy to. You answer the
questions the same way as when it was asking you what cells you wanted to copy "from".
If you want to copy to only one cell, say cell D3, you would enter D3..D3. If you wanted
to copy to a range of cells, such as every cell from D3 .to DIO, just enter D3..D10. After
you enter the cells you want to copy to, when you hit "enter," the spreadsheet will copy -4
your formulas or information to those cells.

ar Short Cut...

When the spreadsheet wants to know which cells to copy from and which cells to copy to,
you can use your arrow keys to "show it" what you want.

Instead of entering D3, move the cursor (with your arrow keys) to D3. Then just hit "enter"
if that is the only cell you are copying to or from. If you want to copy from or to a row
or column of cells, move to the first cell, say D3, hit the period to "Anchor" the cursor at
D3, then move with the arrows down to D10 or wherever you want to copy to or from.

When you hit "enter," the spreadsheet will see the area you want to copy to or from and
it will follow your directions.

Notes:

3
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Saying 'Your Work...

to Hit the slash / key. You will get a list of several commands and options. Choose
the option called "Ale." Then you can choose an option called "Save" or "Store." You will
be asked to give your "worksheet" a name. Use a "A:" (no quotes) to start out the name,
this will save your work on your floppy disk. Give a name no longer than eight characters
long. Don't.use a period or "extension" on the end of the name. The spreadsheet will save
your work with this rime.

Retrieving Work that You have Saved, to work on some more...

r. Hit the slash / key. You will get a list of several commands and optioas. Choose
the File option. Then choose Retrieve. The screen will show the worksheets that are on
the hard drive. Since you want to find your's on the floppy drive, type in an "A:" .then it
show you a directory of the worksheets on the floppy drive. Highlight the worksheet you
want and hit enter. This will bring you back to where you left off last on your worksheet.

Notes:



What you need *to know to "just get by" in Word Perfect'

How to start the program:

0 When you see the DOS prompt...

Like

C:\>_ or it may have a name in the prompt: CAUSER)._

Just type in.. WP(then "enter)

0 Or, if you get a menu when you turn on the computer, just select the numberfor Word Perfect, or, on some menus you move the "highlight" with the arrow keysthen hit "enter.

. .

Network Menu:

1. Word Perfect
2. Spreadsheets
3. Data Bases
4. Utilities

Enter the number, or highlight your
choice and hit {enter)

O You may get a message such as "Are other copies of WordPerfect currentlyrunning?" On our computers just answer "no" by hitting the N.

o if you get a message such as "old backup copy exists..." On our computersyou will just delete it by hitting the number 2 or letter D.



Word Perfect: Notes and Reminders...

These pages can be used as they are, or you can add your notes on

the blank pages.

Be sure to come in and ask for assistance if any of this is
unclear.

];11111111111111ly



WordPerfect: How to get the program started.

On the Laptops...

1. Put your disk in first, then, from the Menu, pick choice number 2 and hit <enter>.

2. If you get one of these questions, answer with these choices...

"Other Copies...running?" Your Answer: No or N

"Old Backup Copy Exists..." Your Answer: Delete or 2

3. When you get a blank screen (except for the position numbers in the bottom right), you are
ready to begin a new document. If you are starting from scratch, just start typing.

On the Network...

1. Choose Fl after the computer has been turned on and is listing the four choices (F1 is the
choose to get on thR network).

2. Enter your login name and password. The network shows you a data screen with your
account information, the location of your printer and lets you know if you have any mail
messages. To get to your choices, just hit enter.

3. A list of choices appears and Word Perfect is choice "0." Just highlight it and hit enter.

On other computers...

Usually, you can get Word Perfect by typing WP at the DOS prompt. So if you sit down at a
different computer and you know it has Word Perfect, When you see a prompt like this...

C:\>_

Just type in WP and hit <enter>. If this doesn't work, you'll need more details from someone who
uses that computer for Word Perfect.
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Word Perfect: Making Changes

(Use the arrow or cursor keys to move to the words or letters you want to change).

1. Use the delete key to get rid of words or letters that are in front of your cursor.

2. Use the backspace key to get rid of letterc or words that are behind your cursor.

3. Use the enter key to add a blank line.

4. To get rid of blank space or blank lines, move to the beginning of the spaces or line and hit
the delete key. You may need to hit it several times, but don't get carried away.

5. To add extra lines or blank space, use the enter key every time you want to end a
paragraph or add a blank line. if you hit enter several times it will give you more blank space.

To make words or sentences look different when printed...

Use ALT F4 to "block" the words you want to change. Do it like this...

-Go to the beginning of the word or words and hold the ALT key and hit the F4 key.
This turns on the "block on" feature. Move the arrow keys to the right and "block" the
word or words you want to change.

-Once you block the word or words, you can change the size or appearance by hitting
CTRL-F8. (Hold control and hit F8).

-CTRL-F8 lets you choose size or appearance, choose by numbers. You will then get
some more options for specific size or appearance changes. Scifie examples are Bold,
Large, Underline and other changes.

-After you make the change, the block disappears and you may not notice any change
unless you print it out to paper or "view document' (see the next page).



Word Perfect: Saving Your Work

(See the last page if you want to save the work as you "exit" or quit Word Perfect)

Saving the work as you go:

0 If you want to "save" your work as you go, ( a good idea if the power goes out
occasionally) hit the F10 key. You will be asked for the name of the document. tf the
name that WP gives you is the one you want, then hit [enter], otherwise, type in a new
name.

wOne thing to remember...

If WP puts a name for you to approve or change, don't answer with a Y or N. Only use the Y or the N
when WP is asking you "Yes or No.'s

How to find and "retrieve" your work so you can work on it:
(this is when you come back at a later time and want to pick up where you left off.

O If you are at the "blank" screen (WP is loaded and you are ready to "bring up" your work
(file or document), make sure the "cursor" is in the upper left hand corner of the display and that if
you have typed any lines, spaces or letters that you have deleted them.

O Now, hit the F5 key. WP will ask you "where" you want to look for your work. You will

have your work on a disk in the "A Drive" so if WP shows you "A:\*.* in the lower left corner, just hit
[enter] and it will show you a list of documents (or files) that you can choose from.

O If you only want to "look" at one of documents listed, just highlight the one you want by
moving to it with the "arroW keys and hitting the [enter]. While "looking" you can go back to the
list by hitting F7

O If you want to "retrieve" the dc3ument so you can work on it, pick the one you want by
moving to it with the "arrow" keys and hitting the number 1 or an R for "retrieve."
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Word Perfect: F-keys to remember...

Get Help use F3:

When you use F3, you hit the F3 key, then a letter of the alphabet that will take you to the topic

you need help with. (Word Perfect tells you this when you hit F3).

For example, to find out about changing margins, hit F3 then the letter 'm' for margins. A list

of topics starting with the letter 'm' is on the lett side of the screen. Over on the right side, the screen

list the keys you need to use to change the margins (for left and right margins, the list shows...

SHFT-F8, 1,7 this means you hold the shift and hit F8 then hit choice 1 then choice 7.)

Remember this! Before you try to change the margins or make any changes you must 'exit

help' by hitting the enter key. Until you do this you will stay in help until you hit enter.

Look at the disk, and file options using F5...

Hit the F5 key and in the lower left corner it shows the disk directory (dir) Word Perfect is ready

to show you. You can change this to "C:" or leave it as it is then hit <enter>.

The screen shows a list of all the files on the disk or in that directory.

Normally, you can retrieve by highlighting and hitting "1" to retrieve.

But you can also delete, copy or move files by choosing one of the other choices.

Use F7 to get out...

F7 is like an escape key, it lets you get out of what you are doing. F 1 also lets you cancel an

action but you must use F7 to leave the program.
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Word Perfect: Printing and*Leaving the program

How to Print out your work to the printer:

O Hit shift F7 (push the shift key and while it's pushed down, push F7 key. The Print menu

comes up. You must make sure the printer is online and is ready with paper. Check the Print menu

for the "Select Printer line.

O The printer shown must be the printer you have ready for your computer. You can change

it by hitting "S" then choosing the correct printer.

O Now you can choose 1 or 2 to print either the whole document or just one page (the page

you were just working on). Choose 6 if you want to 'Mew" how it will look before printing.

How to 'Get Our or leave Word Perfect :

O Hit the F7 key, it's one of the function keys across the top or left side of your keyboard.
o WP, (Word Perfect) asks you if you want to save document? Yes (no),(your work, would you

want to save it?).

O if you don't need to save any work you've done, jus! hit N for "no." Then WP will ask you
if you want to "Exit WP? No (Yes)" Just hit Y for yes to leave (get out of) the program.

O if want to save your work, hit a "Y' for "Yes." Then WP asks you "Document to be
saved:" At this point, you either type in a name you want to use to ioentify the
work (the 'Tile" you are working on) or, it may have a name already there if you
have given the work (file) a name in the past.

0 To accept this name, just hit [enter]. Otherwise, type in a new name for this file.

O Now, it may ask you if you if you want to "replace" the document. If you want to "update"
the document with the new work, then yes, you do want to "replace." If ycJ want this to be a
new document, different than one you worked on before, then hit N for "no" and type in a new

name.

O Now, it asks you if you want to "Exit WP?" Just hit Y for yes, or N if you want to start
working on another document.
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Notes on Networking

1. To get onto the network, you need two things...

One: A PC that is connected to the "server" by a cable.

Two: A "user name" that identifies who you are and "where"
your areas are in the computer.

2. About Security...

Your Account...

Your "area" and other's areas...

You cannot "damage" the work of others while on the network.

3. The "Log in"...

Passwords...

4. Selecting programs from the "menus"

What you can choose...



More about the Network

5. Other options you can chooe from the "Menus"

Electronic Mail and Messages

Path Minder

6. "Where are you?"

7. Getting at other things through Pathminder...

8. Housekeeping...

9. "Safe" Computing... "Viruses"...
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3274 COMPLETES
CRAP ANALYSIS
Scot Davidson

)n September 24, members of 'the 8274 Cell

tee a new procedure of scrap analysis.
'....: team holds all scrap parts over a one
ionth period. As a group, they evaluate all
: parts through inspection to determine
i- defects. This is set into a Pareto chart for
rialysis and action.

first analysis revealed this pareto:

-IP QUALITY PROBLEMS
8274 for Sept 91

Melo, Afetettirl 1111.1111.11111

Defective Castings

84 PittiOn Gust Met

Mieceilanove

Mar H00 40111109
a

Upper flag Etter 1111

ain Gam Machining II

Sallow! Cam Mach 111

0 60

"pre smite,

100 160 200 280 300 350

. MO Rol WI II Coil

1 zroup agreed to tackle the top four
oblems. Each problem was assigned to a

to.? member for a Quality Improvement

The goal is to eliminate these
Dblems and eliminate the waste.

:sting observations in the first ses,sion:

Inside supplier's process is the likely
F.

tuse of our number one scrap problem.
Working with the supplier Gin reduce the

1st of this defect.

Many other hidden costs are caused by
rap. Disassembly, cost of acxounting,

ts of additional scrap parts, cost of
handling and disposal all add to a bigger

tit of waste than seen on the ..urface.

1,06-k/

v.VIU441

Mike's View

As we move into the 1990's and beyond, one ot the most important areas
of involvement for all citizens of the world is the environment. Warn is

no exception.

We need to continuously focus on the fact that, at Warn, protecting the
envii-ament is a high priority. We are plcul t!d to eliminate or reduce
our use of toxic substances and our generation of hazardous wastes
wherever possible. When waste cannot be avoided,we are committed to
recycling, treatment and disposal in ways that minimize undesirable

effects on the air, water and land.

It is our responsibility to uphold and fulfill these ideals, not only as indi-
viduals, but as a corporate member of the community in which we live. I
urge each and everyone of you to do your utmost to participate with us
in helping to protect the environment for future generations.
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#4, Al I

sadminlin bowman

Do you have a question (or Mike? Give him a call or drop him a line
through intercompany mail. He'll be happy to discuss any question
that you may have.


